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ABSTRACT

Research with adults suggests there may be complex bidirectional relations between positive affect and sharing behaviour, in which self-oriented positive affect increases prosocial behaviour, and other-oriented positive empathy decreases prosocial behaviour. Additionally, research with adults suggests engaging in sharing increases positive affect. However, such relations in children remain unclear. This dissertation investigated how other-oriented positive empathy and self-oriented positive affect impact sharing, and how sharing impacts affect in 5- and 6-year-olds. Study 1 examined how positive empathy impacts children’s sharing. We found no differences in sharing between children who watched videos of another child in neutral versus positive situations, although these manipulations successfully impacted children’s ratings of the other child’s affect. Study 2 investigated how children’s own positive affect impacted their sharing. We found no differences in sharing between children who received their most or least favourite toys, although these manipulations successfully impacted children’s perceived and expressed affective reactions. Study 3 examined if sharing impacted children’s self-reported and facial displays of affect, after negative affect was first induced with a sad video about another child. We compared three groups of children who (1) made active choices about sharing stickers with another child (i.e., active sharing), (2) watched the experimenter allocate stickers between themselves and another child (i.e., passive sharing), and (3) simply received stickers themselves (i.e., passive receiving). We found a positive increase in children’s self-reported affect from before to after the sharing task across conditions. However, there was no difference in self-reported affect after the sharing task between the three conditions. Facial affect coding revealed that children in the active sharing condition displayed more positive facial affect than those in the passive sharing condition, and those in the passive sharing condition showed more positive affect than those in the passive receiving condition. Further trial-by-trial analysis revealed no differences in children’s facial expressions based on whether each trial resulted in a prosocial outcome, so differences in facial expressions across the three conditions may be due to active choice as opposed to active sharing per se. This dissertation offers insights into potential interrelations between positive affect and sharing in early childhood.

Keywords: children, positive affect, positive empathy, sharing, prosocial behaviour
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Sharing is a form of prosocial behaviour, like helping or comforting, that individuals may choose to engage in to benefit others (Eisenberg, Fabes, & Spinrad, 2006). Sharing can involve sacrificing valuable resources or it may only incur a nominal personal cost. Whether sharing behaviour involves a personal loss or not, theorists have wondered what motivates individuals to share material resources with others. Insights from various fields such as philosophy, economics, sociology, and psychology have informed our perspectives on human motivations to engage in prosocial behaviour; however, it still remains unclear why individuals share their resources with others.

Individuals might choose to share with others for extrinsic reasons, such as social recognition or potential future reciprocity, or for intrinsic reasons, such as increased positive affect (see Bekkers & Wiepking, 2011; Martin & Olson, 2015 for reviews). Although multiple variables may promote and reinforce prosocial decisions, the current program of research focused on positive affect. Bekkers and Wiepking (2011) suggest sharing might increase positive affect by reinforcing our view of ourselves as benevolent, conscientious, or important, or it might decrease negative affect by reducing feelings of guilt or unfairness. Such affective outcomes could provide a powerful means of promoting and reinforcing prosocial behaviours like sharing.

Interactions between sharing and positive affect do not likely boil down to a simple unidirectional relation in which sharing results in greater positive affect as a means of reinforcement. Instead, it has been postulated that there may be a bidirectional positive feedback loop, in which sharing can increase our positive affect, and self-oriented positive affect can increase our sharing behaviour (Aknin et al., 2012a).
Although there is accumulating research evidence for interrelations between self-oriented positive affect and sharing in adulthood (see Aknin, Van de Vondervoort, & Hamlin, 2018 for a review), there is limited evidence for such relations in childhood.

There is currently great interest in understanding the driving forces that underlie sharing behaviour in childhood. Prosocial behaviour is often studied in children because this developmental approach to research provides an opportunity to study how early social abilities may change over time, which provides insight into the development of more complex social skills (Moore, 2006). For example, research can investigate if positive affect and sharing behaviour are associated with one another early in life, to see if children behave similarly to adults. If children do not show the same associations between positive affect and sharing as adults, this may suggest that such relations develop at later developmental stages. The aim of this dissertation was to investigate potential relations between positive affect and sharing behaviour in early childhood from multiple perspectives, by isolating and examining different relations between these variables. However, before exploring these relations further, the concepts ‘sharing’ and ‘positive affect’ are each discussed briefly below.

Sharing

Early sharing behaviours can be observed during the first two years of life, when children begin to share objects such as toys and food with others (Brownell, Svetlova, & Nichols, 2009; Brownell, Svetlova, Anderson, Nichols, & Drummond, 2013; Dunfield, Kuhlmeier, O’Connell, & Kelley, 2011; Rheingold, Hay, & West, 1976; Warneken & Tomasello, 2006; Zahn-Waxler, Radke-Yarrow, Wagner, & Chapman, 1992). Early sharing can be conceptualized as a form of triadic interaction, whereby children use an
object to engage with another person (Moore, 2013). Sharing behaviour develops over
colhhood, as children move from more selfish distributions around 3 to 4 years of age,
toward more equal distributions by 7 to 8 years of age (Fehr, Bernhard, & Rockenbach,
2008). From early in life, children may be socialized to engage in sharing using extrinsic
rewards and praise, or they may be biologically predisposed to gain affective benefits
from engaging in such prosocial behaviour (Aknin, Dunn, & Norton, 2012a; Pfaff &
Sherman, 2015).

Sharing can take many forms; however, for the purposes of this dissertation,
sharing is defined as giving material resources to another person. In real-world contexts,
this may involve nominal everyday actions like sharing a small treat with another person,
or more exceptional deeds like making a significant monetary donation to charity or
engaging in living organ donation. There is a sizeable body of literature on children’s
sharing behaviour, and we know a variety of factors can impact their allocation of
resources, such as their relationship with or feelings of empathic concern toward the
recipient (Moore, 2009; Sparks, Schinkel, & Moore, 2017; Williams, O’Driscoll, &
Moore, 2014). Various experimental methods have been used to study sharing behaviour
in children, such as ultimatum games (Güth, Schmittberger, & Schwarze, 1982), dictator
games (Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1986), and resource-allocation tasks (RATs;
Thompson, Barresi, & Moore, 1997). These experimental tasks require children to make
decisions about how to allocate resources (such as tokens, candies, small toys, or stickers)
between themselves and a sharing partner, with variations in the number of trials and
whether the recipient can respond to the offer (as in the ultimatum game in which
recipients can reject an unfair offer).
In the current program of research, variations of a RAT developed by Thompson et al. (1997) were used as the experimental measures of sharing behaviour. The RATs used in this dissertation required children to make a series of choices about how they wished to distribute stickers between themselves and a fictitious sharing partner, who was not physically present and who provided no feedback about the allocations. Similar RATs with multiple cost and no-cost trials have been used successfully in previous research, as a measure of sharing behaviour in children (e.g., Fehr et al., 2008; Moore, 2009; Sparks et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 1997; Williams et al., 2014).

The studies included in this dissertation involved both sharing with and without a personal cost. Both types of sharing are of interest because they can each provide insight into prosocial behaviour in children. Moore (2009) conceptualized instances of costly sharing as ‘sharing’ behaviour, and instances of non-costly sharing as ‘prosocial’ behaviour. Both sharing with and without a personal cost can be viewed as prosocial behaviour because they both benefit others (Eisenberg et al., 2006); however, only cost sharing involves a personal sacrifice. Based on our previous definition of sharing as ‘giving material resources to another person’, in the current program of research, the terms ‘cost sharing’ and ‘no-cost’ sharing are used.

In the series of studies included in this research program, cost sharing trials required children to make a choice between keeping two stickers for themselves and sharing no stickers with their partner, versus keeping one sticker for themselves and sharing one sticker with their partner. In these cost trials, children had to give up half of their own potential resources to share with their partner. Conversely, no-cost sharing trials required children to make a choice between keeping one sticker for themselves and
sharing no stickers with their partner, versus keeping one sticker for themselves and sharing one sticker with their partner. Therefore, children received one sticker whether they chose to share or not, so they incurred no personal cost if they decided to share. The prosocial and non-prosocial sharing options for both cost and no-cost sharing are summarized in Table 1 below.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cost Sharing</th>
<th>No-Cost Sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prosocial Choice</strong></td>
<td>1 for self, 1 for partner</td>
<td>1 for self, 1 for partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-Prosocial Choice</strong></td>
<td>2 for self, 0 for partner</td>
<td>1 for self, 0 for partner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sharing typically has connotations of fairness and much research has examined this in children (e.g., Blake, McAuliffe, & Warneken, 2014; Schmidt & Sommerville, 2011; Shaw et al., 2014; Smith, Blake, & Harris, 2013). One motivation for sharing behaviour may be related to fairness or an aversion to inequity, if children wish to distribute resources evenly between themselves and their sharing partner. However, another potential motivation for sharing may be related to generosity, if children wish to act prosocially in order to provide a benefit to another person. If children are only motivated by inequity aversion, then we would expect to see no difference between their sharing behaviour on cost and no-cost trials. However, they are likely motivated by both inequity aversion and prosocial interests. Such motivations for fairness and generosity may not be mutually exclusive and likely work in tandem to encourage sharing behaviour.
On the other hand, selfishness may motivate children *not* to share with others, and to keep more resources for themselves. Like generous behaviour, selfish behaviour could also lead to a difference between cost and no-cost trials, but children would be less likely to share in cost trials (in which they would lose a sticker for themselves) than in no-cost trials (in which there is no personal loss associated with sharing). It is possible that positive affect could impact differentially both generosity and selfishness in children; however, the purpose of this dissertation is not to tease these motivations apart. Instead, this program of research examined various relations between positive affect and sharing behaviour in children. The following subsection provides a brief overview of positive affect before examining relations between positive affect and sharing further.

**Positive Affect**

Psychology and related disciplines have used various methods to define and measure positive affect. Numerous emotions may fall under the umbrella term ‘positive affect’ beyond happiness, including but not limited to enjoyment, enthusiasm, awe, hopefulness, pride, admiration, satisfaction, gratitude, peacefulness, and contentment. Feelings of positive affect that result from engaging in prosocial behaviour have been described as a ‘warm glow’ (Andreoni, 1989; 1990). For the purposes of this dissertation, we narrowed our focus to ‘positive affect’ and ‘happiness’, which are used synonymously, although we acknowledge this view provides a limited starting point from which to investigate these phenomena in children. We included an examination of both self-oriented and other-oriented positive affect. The term ‘positive empathy’ is used synonymously with other-oriented positive affect, to refer to children’s ability to share another person’s positive affect.
Emotional states are difficult to measure, as they can involve various physiological, behavioural, and psychological elements (see Mauss & Robinson, 2009 for a review). Mauss and Robinson outline numerous procedures to measure affect, including physiological measures (e.g., autonomic or central nervous system measures like electrodermal or cardiovascular responses or neuroimaging), behavioural measures (e.g., observer or computer ratings of facial, body, or vocal behaviour), and psychological measures (e.g., self-report descriptions, questionnaires, or affect scales).

Psychological measures allow participants to provide a self-assessment of their own internal affective states. Ryan and Deci (2001) provide an overview of previous research on ‘wellbeing’ in adults, which has typically focused on either happiness or self-actualization. Wellbeing as it relates to happiness has been measured in adults using various self-report scales such as the *Satisfaction with Life Scale* (Diener, Emmons, Larson, & Griffin, 1985; Pavot & Diener, 1993), the *Quality of Life Inventory* (Frisch Cornell, Villanueva, & Retzlaff, 1992), and the *Subjective Happiness Scale* (Lyubomirsky & Lepper, 1999). Such complex self-report scales are not frequently used with young children. Therefore, for the purposes of this dissertation, we asked children to rate their own or other children’s affect using a simple facial affect scale (FAS) developed by McGrath, de Veber, and Hearn (1985). This nine-point scale includes a spectrum of facial expressions from positive to negative, with a neutral face in the middle. This pictoral self-report measure has been used successfully in previous research with 5- and 6-year-old children (e.g., Paulus & Moore, 2017; Williams et al., 2014).
In addition to reporting how they feel, children can also show how they feel with their facial expressions. There is a plethora of research on facial displays of affect, including earlier work by Ekman, Friesen, and Hager (1978), who developed a *Facial Action Coding System* to measure facial expressions of basic emotions including happiness in adults. This coding scheme was later modified for use with infants and children (Oster, 2006). For the purposes of this dissertation, we primarily utilized a facial affect coding scheme developed by Aknin, Hamlin, and Dunn (2012b) to examine the impact of sharing on children’s facial displays of affect. Adult coders can use this seven-point scale to make gestalt ratings of children’s expressions of facial affect, from highly negative to highly positive expressions, with a neutral expression in the middle. This coding scheme has been used successfully in other research examining the affective benefit of sharing in young children (Aknin, Broesch, Hamlin, & Van de Vondervoort, 2015a; Aknin et al., 2012b). In the subsequent sections, we discuss the general relations between sharing and positive affect, then review research in these areas with adult and child populations.

**Relations between Sharing and Positive Affect**

Individuals regularly engage in different behaviours to change their affective state, often with the general goals of increasing positive affect or decreasing negative affect. Although there are individual differences (see Larsen & Augustine, 2008 for a review), people tend to pursue actions that result in positive affect and avoid those that result in negative affect (Kämpfe & Mitte, 2009; Larsen, 2000). Given the feelings of positive affect that can reportedly be gained from sharing with others, it is not surprising that individuals might make material sacrifices to experience such intrinsic rewards.
There are numerous psychological theories which attempt to explain the complex relations between affect and sharing behaviour. The *negative state relief theory* proposed by Cialdini, Darby, and Vincent (1973) suggests people with either self-oriented negative affect (as a result of causing an accident) or other-oriented negative affect (as a result of witnessing an accident) are more likely to engage in prosocial behaviour to gain a positive affective benefit if they are given no other relief from their negative affective state. However, individuals who experience self-oriented positive affect (due to positive feedback or a monetary reward) after the negative event, are less likely to volunteer to help. Therefore, the negative state relief theory suggests that individuals may engage in prosocial behaviour as a means to ameliorate their negative affective state.

In contrast, the *hedonic contingency theory* put forward by Wegener and Petty (1994) postulated that people are more likely to modify their behaviours to increase positive affect than to decrease negative affect. In line with this model, the *mood maintenance theory* postulates that when individuals are already experiencing positive affect, they tend to engage in prosocial behaviour to continue experiencing further positive affect, but only if they perceive it as pleasant (Isen & Simmonds, 1978). Regardless of their differences, all these theories generally suggest that people are motivated to engage in prosocial behaviour if they expect it will result in an affective benefit, either to decrease negative affect or further increase positive affect. If engaging in prosocial behaviour can positively impact our affective state, this may provide intrinsic motivation for people to engage in prosocial behaviours such as sharing.

There are multiple theories about how positive affect might motivate increased prosocial behaviour (see Carlson, Charlin, & Miller, 1988 for a review). Carlson et al.
identify the mood maintenance, *focus of attention, social outlook*, and *separate processes* theories as those with more empirical support. The focus of attention theory postulates that self-oriented positive affect (as opposed to other-oriented positive affect) increases prosocial behaviour because downward social comparison leads to a sense of privilege which begets greater generosity (Rosenhan, Salovey, & Hargis, 1981). The social outlook theory suggests that positive affect, which highlights the prosocial aspects of society, may increase cooperative behaviour with others (Hornstein, LaKind, Frankel, & Manne, 1975). Finally, the separate processes theory suggests that positive affect leads to increased sharing under conditions when the positive consequences of giving are emphasized, whereas negative affect such as guilt leads to increased sharing when a sense of obligation is emphasized (Cunningham, Steinberg, & Grev, 1980).

Interestingly, these theories postulate that not all forms of positive affect will lead to increased sharing behaviour. Notably, the focus of attention theory indicates that self-oriented positive affect will increase prosocial behaviour, whereas other-oriented positive affect will decrease prosocial behaviour (Rosenhan et al., 1981). This theory suggests that focusing on our own positive affect creates a downward social comparison, which leads to a sense of advantage, whereas focusing on another person’s positive affect can create an upward social comparison, which leads to a sense of disadvantage. On the other hand, focusing on our own negative affect leads to a sense of disadvantage that can result in more stinginess, whereas focusing on another person’s negative affect leads to a sense of advantage that can result in more generosity (see Barnett, King, and Howard, 1979 for experimental support).
Another competing theory by Andreychik and Lewis (2017) suggests that both other-oriented positive and negative empathy can increase prosocial behaviour. However, Andreychik and Lewis’ empathic approach/avoidance theory suggests the increased prosocial behaviour that can result from these two types of empathy may be due to different underlying motivations. Specifically, they suggest negative empathy will encourage people to assist others in avoiding further negative outcomes, whereas positive empathy will encourage them to assist others in continuing to approach more positive outcomes. Table 2 below outlines how these various theories predict different types of self-oriented and other-oriented positive and negative affect will impact sharing.

Table 2

*Summary of how different theories predict affect will impact sharing*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Self-Oriented Positive Affect</th>
<th>Self-Oriented Negative Affect</th>
<th>Other-Oriented Positive Affect</th>
<th>Other-Oriented Negative Affect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative State Relief</td>
<td>Decrease ((\text{if follows negative}))</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic Contingency</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Increase ((\text{if perceived as pleasant}))</td>
<td>Increase ((\text{if perceived as pleasant}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood Maintenance</td>
<td>Increase ((\text{if perceived as pleasant}))</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Increase ((\text{if prosociality emphasized}))</td>
<td>Increase ((\text{if obligation emphasized}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus of Attention</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Outlook</td>
<td>Increase ((\text{if positives emphasized}))</td>
<td>Increase ((\text{if prosociality emphasized}))</td>
<td>Increase ((\text{if obligation emphasized}))</td>
<td>Increase ((\text{if obligation emphasized}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate Processes</td>
<td>Increase ((\text{if positives emphasized}))</td>
<td>Increase ((\text{approach positive}))</td>
<td>Increase ((\text{avoid negative}))</td>
<td>Increase ((\text{avoid negative}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 provides a concise summary of the ways that self-oriented and other-oriented positive and negative affect might impact sharing behaviour, based on the various theoretical frameworks outlined above. Although several of these theories are compatible with one another, there are some notable conflicts in their predictions. Specifically, there are inconsistent predictions about how self-oriented positive affect, self-oriented negative affect, and other-oriented positive affect might impact sharing behaviour. The impact of these three affective states on sharing behaviour was investigated in the first two studies in the current program of research. The impact of other-oriented negative affect, which has consistent predictions from the negative state relief (Cialdini et al., 1973), focus of attention (Rosenhan et al., 1981), separate processes (Cunningham et al., 1980), and empathic approach/avoidance (Andreychik and Lewis, 2017) theories, was not addressed in this research program. A recent study by Williams et al. (2014) provides empirical evidence supporting the predictions that other-oriented negative affect increases sharing behaviour in children using the RAT.

Additionally, the current program of research did not include prosocial or antisocial elements when examining other-oriented positive affect, so the social outlook theory (Hornstein et al., 1975) could not be investigated. Similarly, this research program did not examine different consequences of engaging in prosocial behaviour, so the separate processes theory (Cunningham et al., 1980) could not be examined.

In summary, the complex relations between different types of affect and sharing are likely multidirectional. Under certain circumstances, it is possible that multiple theories could work in tandem to help support a positive feedback loop. For example, the focus of attention theory (Rosenhan et al., 1981) could be at play if self-oriented (versus
other-oriented) positive affect increases prosocial behaviour due to a downward social comparison. Then the mood maintenance theory (Isen & Simmonds, 1978) could propagate prosocial behaviour, if the individual who experienced the initial feelings of positive affect chose to engage in more sharing behaviour to further increase their feelings of positive affect. This could create a positive feedback loop, in which self-oriented positive affect increases sharing behaviour, and sharing increases feelings of positive affect, and so on (Aknin et al., 2012a). However, according to the focus of attention theory (Rosenhan et al., 1981), other-oriented positive empathy could interfere with this cycle by decreasing the propensity to engage in prosocial behaviour. Further research is required to understand these relations more fully, especially in children.

Next we provide a summary of relevant literature on the known relations between sharing and positive affect. Most of this work has been conducted with adults, so the adult research is summarized first, before we examine the existing literature in children.

**Research on Sharing and Positive Affect in Adults**

There is a growing body of research suggesting positive affect may lead to more sharing behaviour in adults, but perhaps only in certain contexts. In support of the focus of attention theory, earlier research by Rosenhan et al. (1981) suggests that young adults exposed to a positive story about themselves spent significantly more time helping with a voluntary tedious task than those in a neutral control condition. However, when they were exposed to the same story about their best friend, they helped even less than those in the control condition. This research provides evidence that self-oriented positive affect may increase prosocial behaviour, whereas other-oriented positive affect may decrease prosocial behaviour.
Further research by Thompson, Cowan, and Rosenhan (1980) found negative affect had the opposite effect, so when it was self-oriented it decreased prosocial behaviour and when it was other-oriented it increased prosocial behaviour. These varied findings may be explained by different underlying motivations for prosocial behaviours across different contexts. Gebauer, Riketta, Broemer, and Maio (2008) suggest negative affect may be related to ‘pressure’-based motives (i.e., pressure to fulfill a sense of duty), whereas positive affect may be linked to ‘pleasure’-based motives for prosocial behaviour (i.e., increased affective benefit). Therefore, when someone experiences self-oriented positive affect, they may engage in more prosocial behaviour to maintain or increase their positive feelings. However, when someone experiences other-oriented negative affect, they may engage in more prosocial behaviour to alleviate a sense of guilt or responsibility. Interestingly, both self-oriented positive affect and other-oriented negative affect could involve downward social comparisons, which might make people feel that they have an affective advantage. This perceived advantage may make people more likely to engage in prosocial behaviours to benefit others. On the other hand, other-oriented positive affect and self-oriented negative affect could have the opposite impact.

Other research by Cunningham et al. (1980) suggests that both self-oriented positive and negative affect can increase prosocial behaviour in adults, but perhaps due to different underlying motivations. They found both self-oriented happiness and guilt increased helping behaviour; however, adults experiencing positive affect responded more to requests focusing on positive aspects of giving to charity (e.g., affective benefits), while those experiencing negative affect responded more to requests focusing on social responsibility. Related work by Cunningham, Shaffer, Barbee, Wolff, and
Kelley (1990) found that adults who experienced a positive affect induction helped more than those who experienced a neutral or negative affect induction, but especially with tasks that had a greater social component than those that did not. On the other hand, Cunningham et al. (1990) found that adults who experienced a negative affect induction helped more on tasks that were more interesting. Overall, these findings suggest adults experiencing negative affect are more likely to help with interesting or pleasurable tasks; whereas, those experiencing positive affect are more likely to help with social tasks.

Notably, Benson and Catt (1978) found that informing adults that sharing would increase their positive affect resulted in greater increases in donations compared to suggesting it was their social responsibility, especially when the charitable cause involved a negative condition beyond the recipient’s control (e.g., environmental disaster or hereditary illness). Such pleasure-based motivations are linked to the mood maintenance theory, which suggests positive affect will encourage increased prosocial behaviour with the goal of experiencing even more positive affect (Isen & Simmonds, 1978). Further behavioural and neural evidence suggests that adults’ donations to orphaned children were mediated by positive as opposed to negative affect (Genevsky, Västfjäll, Slovic, & Knutson, 2013). It is particularly compelling that such prosocial behaviour was driven by positive affect, since the recipients of the charitable donations were vulnerable children experiencing misfortune, which might typically evoke negative feelings such as sadness or guilt in an observer.

Novel field research by Hauser, Preston, and Stansfield (2014) found adults were more likely to help confederates in both university and hospital settings by holding the door for them if they were expressing positive as opposed to neutral or negative affect.
Conversely, they also found that in a hospital setting, people were equally likely to hold the door for confederates expressing positive, neutral, or negative affect if they were in greater physical need (signaled with a facial bandage). This research suggests that adults prefer to direct prosocial behaviours toward strangers expressing positive affect or those who are in higher need of assistance regardless of their affective state.

Not just the valence of the affect, but also the specific type of positive emotion may impact adults’ proclivity to engage in prosocial behaviour. Previous research with adults suggests certain types of positive affect related to elation and awe predict increased prosocial behaviour, whereas general amusement or happiness may not (Piff, Dietze, Feinberg, Stancato, & Keltner, 2015; Schnall, Roper, & Fessler, 2010). Aknin et al. (2018) suggest certain positive feelings like awe, elevation, and gratitude might lead to a ‘broader mindset’, which could direct individuals’ attention from their personal needs toward other people’s needs. Aknin et al. highlight how feelings such as awe may broaden people’s worldview and encourage greater prosocial behaviour than amusement alone. Previous research also suggests gratitude (defined as positive affect resulting from an intentional, valuable gift; McCullough, Kilpatrick, Emmons, & Larson, 2001) can increase costly prosocial behaviour, even more than general positive affect (Bartlett & DeSteno, 2006; DeSteno, Bartlett, Baumann, Williams, & Dickens, 2010).

At first glance, these findings seem to be inconsistent with previous research by Rosenhan et al. (1981), who found prosocial behaviour increased after self-oriented positive affect was induced and decreased after other-oriented positive affect was induced. However, it is possible that Rosenhan et al.’s other-oriented positive affect could have inspired jealousy through an upward social comparison, which could have led
to decreased generosity. On the other hand, the other-oriented positive emotions of elation, awe, and especially gratitude may not have involved such a negative social comparison. Therefore, Rosenhan et al.’s (1981) focus of attention theory, which suggests that self-oriented positive affect increases prosocial behaviour and other-oriented positive affect decreases prosocial behaviour, could be expanded. It seems that not just the valence and orientation of the affect, but also the specific positive emotion can differentially impact individuals’ subsequent prosocial behaviour.

Although the majority of adult research has focused on investigating if both self-oriented and other-oriented positive affect impact sharing behaviour, there is emerging evidence for a positive feedback loop in which self-oriented positive affect leads to more sharing behaviour and sharing leads to increased positive affect (Aknin et al., 2012a). For example, Konow and Earley (2008) found correlations between greater sharing behaviour in a dictator game and different measures of positive affect. They provided evidence that greater psychological wellbeing may underlie both greater generosity and happiness.

There is a growing body of research which suggests engaging in prosocial behaviour is associated with increases in positive affect in adults (e.g., Aknin et al., 2013a; Aknin et al., 2015a; Aknin & Dunn, 2013; Aknin et al., 2012a; Aknin, Dunn, Whillans, Grant, & Norton, 2013; Aknin, Fleerackers, & Hamlin, 2014; Aknin, Sandstrom, Dunn, & Norton, 2011; Dunn, Aknin, & Norton, 2008; Dunn, Aknin, & Norton, 2014; Geenen, Hohelüchter, Langhoff, & Walther, 2014; Martela & Ryan, 2016; Ren & Ye, 2016; Williamson & Clark, 1989; Wiwad & Aknin, 2017; Yinon & Landau, 1987). For example, Dunn et al. (2008) examined the affective benefit of spending money on others versus on oneself from several approaches, including cross-sectional and
longitudinal designs. They found adults who either elected to or were assigned to spend money on others experienced greater positive affect. This research has been replicated cross-culturally, using correlational research across 136 countries and experimental research in Uganda, India, South Africa, and isolated, rural villages in the South Pacific (Aknin et al., 2013a; Aknin et al., 2015a).

In sum, although research findings with adults show some inconsistencies, they generally lend support for a positive feedback loop in which self-oriented positive affect and sharing promote one another in an ongoing cycle (Aknin et al., 2012a). However, other-oriented positive empathy may interfere with this cycle by decreasing subsequent prosocial behaviour (Rosenhan et al., 1981). It is possible that experiencing an affective benefit from engaging in prosocial behaviour may act as an underlying motivation for sharing, and that self-oriented positive affect might encourage greater generosity. Neuroscience research supports behavioural data, as imaging studies have found increases in neural activity in brain areas related to reward-processing when adults make charitable donations (Harbaugh, Mayr, & Burghart, 2007; Hare, Camerer, Knoepfle, & Rangel, 2010).

**Research on Sharing and Positive Affect in Children**

A great deal of research has investigated children’s sharing behaviour and has established that a range of recipient variables can lead to increased sharing, such as identification as a friend, shared interests, or in-group status (Moore, 2009; Sparks et al., 2017). Additionally, recent cross-cultural research with a large sample of 5- to 12-year-olds also found that children’s age, cultural background, socioeconomic status, and their socio-cognitive development (including theory of mind and executive functioning skills)
help to explain a significant proportion of their sharing behaviour (Cowell et al., 2017). However, children’s gender and different affective processes (such as negative empathy, affective sharing, and components of moral judgment) were not related to their sharing behaviour. Cowell and Decety’s (2015) research with 3- to 5-year-olds suggests that children’s cognitive processes tend to be more predictive of their subsequent prosocial behaviour than their affective processes.

On the other hand, other research suggests that children’s affective states can impact their sharing behaviour. Research by Moore, Underwood, and Rosenhan (1973) and Underwood, Froming, and Moore (1977) found children aged 7 to 8 years and 6 to 12 years donated more money to other children after reflecting on their own positive experiences and shared less after reflecting on their own negative experiences. Similarly, research by Rosenhan, Underwood, and Moore (1974) found children in Grades 2 and 3 (approximately 7 to 9 years of age) who thought about positive and negative experiences took more candies for themselves than those in a neutral control condition. However, only those who reflected on positive experiences shared more money with other children. This research suggests both positive and negative self-oriented affective states can increase self-indulgence but only positive self-oriented affect increases generosity.

To address the impact of both self-oriented and other-oriented positive and negative affect on sharing behaviour in children, a key study by Barnett et al. (1979) had children between 7 and 12 years of age think about either their own or another child’s positive, neutral, and negative experiences. They found that both the valence of the affect (i.e., positive, neutral, or negative) and the orientation of the affect (i.e., self-oriented or other-oriented) impacted children’s allocation of resources. Specifically, children who
discussed another child’s negative experience shared more than children who discussed their own negative experience, but there were no differences in sharing for children who discussed either their own or another child’s positive or neutral experiences. Barnett et al. postulated that children’s differential response to negative affect that is either other-oriented or self-oriented may be related to feelings of either empathic concern for others versus self-compassion. Although not all Barnett et al.’s comparisons were statistically significant, these findings are generally consistent with adult research which suggests self-oriented positive affect and other-oriented negative affect increase prosocial behaviour, whereas self-oriented negative affect and other-oriented positive affect decrease prosocial behaviour (Rosenhan et al., 1981; Thompson et al., 1980). In general, these findings are also consistent with the focus of attention theory, which suggests that positive affect oriented toward oneself might increase sharing, whereas positive empathy oriented toward another person might decrease sharing, through differential social comparisons (Rosenhan et al., 1981).

Much of the previous research with children has focused on the impact of positive affect on sharing behaviour. However, a recent child study investigated the impact of sharing on positive affect. Specifically, Aknin et al. (2012b) found 2-year-olds showed higher rates of positive facial affect, as rated by adult coders, when sharing resources with others than when receiving resources for themselves. Additionally, children exhibited increased positive affect when they shared with a personal cost, as opposed to sharing with no cost to themselves. This finding was replicated with 2- to 5-year-old children from small, isolated, rural villages in the South Pacific (Aknin et al., 2015a).
Although there is a growing body of literature examining the complex relations between positive affect and sharing in early childhood, there is a paucity of research on how both self-oriented positive affect and other-oriented positive empathy might impact children’s sharing behaviour, and if children experience the same affective benefits of sharing as adults.

**Current Research Program**

The current program of research explored multiple relations between positive affect and sharing. We investigated how both other-oriented positive empathy and self-oriented positive affect might impact children’s subsequent sharing behaviour, and if there is an affective benefit associated with sharing in childhood. The objective of this dissertation was to conduct a series of three experimental studies to explore the interrelations between positive affect and sharing behaviour in typically-developing early school-aged children.

This program of research focused on 5- and 6-year-old children in order to first examine relations between positive affect and sharing in this circumscribed age range before extending this research to a broader developmental sample. We decided to start our investigations with 5- and 6-year-olds because by 4 years of age, most children develop ‘theory of mind’ (e.g., Wimmer & Perner, 1983), and can demonstrate the capacity to reason about another individual’s thoughts and feelings. We thought this ability could impact children’s ability to reliably rate their own and other children’s emotions. This assumption was based on previous work by Williams et al. (2014), who found that 5- and 6-year-olds could rate their own and another child’s neutral or negative affect, and that children’s self-affect ratings were correlated with their other-affect
ratings. On the other hand, 3-year-olds’ self-affect ratings were not significantly related to their other-affect ratings, suggesting their own affect may not be impacted by the affect induction like the older children. Previous research also suggests younger 3- and 4-year-old children tend to behave more selfishly, whereas older 7- and 8-year-old children tend to behave more rigidly according to norms of fairness (Fehr et al., 2008). We expected that this middle 5- and 6-year-old age-group would show more flexibility in their sharing behaviour and their resource allocations might be more sensitive to experimental manipulations.

Figure 1 below provides a visual depiction of the relations between positive affect and sharing behaviour that were explored in the current program of research. We wanted to examine how both other-oriented and self-oriented positive affect impacted children’s sharing behaviour, and how engaging in sharing impacted children’s affect. We included an examination of the impact of both other-oriented positive empathy and self-oriented positive affect on children’s sharing behaviour, because previous research with both children and adults suggests self-oriented and other-oriented positive affect may differentially impact subsequent prosocial behaviour (Barnett et al., 1979; Rosenhan et al., 1981; Thompson et al., 1980).

We investigated the relations between positive affect and sharing from multiple perspectives, in order to address the following three primary research questions: (1) How does other-oriented positive empathy impact sharing behaviour?; (2) How does self-oriented positive affect impact sharing behaviour?; and (3) How does sharing impact children’s positive affect? See Figure 1 below for a visual model of the potential relations between these variables.
Figure 1. Model of potential relations between positive affect and sharing behaviour.

Each of these three research questions was addressed, in turn, in the three studies that are outlined below. We thought an examination of these three different relations would allow for a comprehensive view of how children’s experiences of positive affect and sharing behaviour might be linked. To gain a broader view of these relations, Study 1 first examined how observing feelings of positive affect in another child might impact children’s sharing behaviour. Recent empirical evidence suggests ‘negative empathy’, or the sharing of negative affect with another person, can increase children’s sharing behaviour (Williams et al., 2014). However, it remains unclear how other-oriented positive empathy, or the sharing of positive affect with another person, impacts children’s sharing behaviour. Interestingly, Telle and Pfister (2016) refer to the relation between positive empathy and prosocial behaviour as a ‘neglected link’ because so much of the literature has focused on negative empathy, although most definitions of empathy include all emotions. Therefore, Study 1 sought to examine the poorly understood relation between positive empathy and sharing in early childhood.
Recall that the focus of attention theory suggests not all forms of positive affect will lead to increased sharing behaviour (Rosenhan et al., 1981). As outlined above, previous research with both children and adults suggests other-oriented positive affect can decrease prosocial behaviour, whereas self-oriented positive affect can increase prosocial behaviour (Barnett et al., 1979; Moore et al., 1973; Rosenhan et al., 1981; Rosenhan et al., 1974; Thompson et al., 1980; Underwood et al., 1977). Based on these findings, it was thought that positive empathy oriented toward another person might decrease sharing, whereas positive affect oriented toward oneself might increase sharing in children. The aim of Study 2 was to extend our line of inquiry by investigating how self-oriented positive affect, as a result of obtaining a desired resource, might impact children’s sharing behaviour.

Finally, Study 3 examined how engaging in sharing behaviour might impact children’s own affective state. Although there is accumulating evidence that mandatory sharing may lead to increased positive affect in children (Aknin et al., 2015a; Aknin et al., 2012b), no research to date has examined how free choices about sharing might impact children’s affect. This seems particularly important because the voluntary nature of sharing is central to the definition of prosocial behaviour (Eisenberg et al., 2006). Study 3 examined if there was an affective benefit to sharing by comparing children’s self-reported and facial displays of affect when they engaged in active sharing, versus control conditions in which they observed sharing, or simply received rewards for themselves.
Together, these three studies provide a comprehensive investigation into the primary relations between positive affect and sharing behaviour in children. This research was conducted to provide insight into the potential motivations underlying the important prosocial behaviour of sharing in childhood. The overarching objective of this research program was to examine potential relations between positive affect and sharing, because it is believed that positive affect may help to motivate and reinforce sharing behaviour in childhood (Aknin et al., 2012a; Pfaff & Sherman, 2015).
CHAPTER 2: STUDY 1: DOES OTHER-ORIENTED POSITIVE EMPATHY IMPACT CHILDREN’S SHARING BEHAVIOUR?

Positive affect may provide intrinsic motivation to engage in prosocial behaviour (Aknin et al., 2012a); however, not just the valence but also the orientation of the affect might impact sharing behaviour. The focus of attention theory postulates that self-oriented positive affect increases prosocial behaviour, whereas other-oriented positive affect decreases prosocial behaviour (Rosenhan et al., 1981). However, the hedonic contingency (Wegener & Petty, 1994), mood maintenance (Isen & Simmonds, 1978), and empathic approach/avoidance (Andreychik & Lewis, 2017) theories predict that other-oriented positive affect will increase sharing behaviour (see Table 2 for a summary). Study 1 explored how other-oriented positive affect might impact children’s sharing behaviour. To examine the relation between other-oriented positive affect and prosocial behaviour, in Study 1, we focused on ‘positive empathy’, or the sharing of positive emotion with another person.

Telle and Pfister (2016) provide a review of empathy since that term was first coined over 100 years ago, and highlight how there has been no clear consensus in the literature about the definition of empathy. A recent four-part definition of empathy by de Vignemont and Singer (2006) suggests individuals may experience empathy if (1) they have an affective reaction, (2) that reaction is generated by reflecting on someone else’s affect, (3) their affect corresponds with the other person’s affect, and (4) they are aware their affect is caused by that other person. This definition of empathy is quite broad and could comprise any type of affective response, including emotions with positive or negative valence.
Although definitions of empathy may be open to any affective state, the overwhelming majority of research has focused on the sharing of negative emotion, or ‘negative empathy’. For example, much research has examined the sharing of sadness, fear, or anger (e.g., Eisenberg, McCreath, & Ahn, 1988; Malti, Gummerum, Keller, & Buchmann, 2009; Strayer & Roberts, 2004; Vaish, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2009). Previous research has generally found a positive relation between negative empathy and prosocial behaviour (e.g., Batson et al., 1997; Eisenberg et al., 1989; Miller, Nuselovici, & Hastings, 2016; Stocks, Lishner, & Decker, 2009; Stürmer, Snyder, Kropp, & Siem, 2006; Williams et al., 2014). Specifically, research with children indicates that 4- to 6-year-olds show certain physiological markers (i.e., a flexible pattern of respiratory sinus arrhythmia) in response to negative empathy-inducing videos, and these markers were associated with their self-affect ratings and with greater prosocial behaviour at the time and two years later (Miller et al., 2016).

Other experimental research conducted by Williams et al. (2014) provided preliminary evidence that negative empathy increases children’s sharing behaviour. Children aged 5 and 6 years were randomly assigned to watch an empathy-inducing video of a girl named Jenny expressing sadness as she made signs to find her lost dog, or a neutral video of Jenny expressing little emotion as she made signs for a yard sale. Children who watched the empathy-inducing video rated their own affective state and Jenny’s affective state more negatively than those who watched the neutral video, which indicates the video successfully evoked negative empathy. Children who watched the negative empathy-inducing video also shared more stickers with Jenny than those who watched the neutral video. Interestingly, correlational analyses conducted by Williams et
al. suggested children’s sharing behaviour was driven by other-affect ratings as opposed to self-affect ratings. Similarly, using trait as opposed to state measures in adults, FeldmanHall, Dalgleish, Evans, and Mobbs (2015) found prosocial behaviour is likely driven by empathic concern for another person, as opposed to personal distress. Like Williams et al., their results suggest that cognitive as opposed to affective components of negative empathy may lead to increased prosocial behaviour. However, little is known about how the sharing of positive emotion may impact children’s sharing behaviour.

Telle and Pfister (2016) refer to the relation between positive empathy and prosocial behaviour as a ‘neglected link’ because the vast majority of the literature has focused on negative empathy, although most definitions of empathy include all emotions. This neglect is particularly surprising since adults tend to show more empathy for another person’s positive than negative emotions. Specifically, Duan (2000) found adults showed more empathy for happiness, relief, pride, and also sadness versus other negative emotions such as anger or shame. Similarly, previous experimental research with 4-, 6-, and 7-year-old children suggests they experience positive empathy for happiness even more frequently than negative empathy for sadness, anger, and fear (e.g., Feshbach & Roe, 1968; Levine & Hoffman, 1975). Additionally, naturalistic observations of preschool children indicate they tend to exhibit more positive affect and show greater empathy for happiness than other emotions such as sadness, anger, or pain (Strayer, 1980). Positive empathy is an important social emotion that may provide a means of increasing well-being and strengthening social relationships (Morelli, Lieberman, & Zaki, 2015; Rameson & Lieberman, 2009).
A previous meta-analysis, including research with both children and adults, did not find a significant relation between different forms of empathy and prosocial behaviour; however, they suggested that these relations are more reliable in adults than in children (Underwood & Moore, 1982). More recent reviews have demonstrated clearer positive relations between different forms of empathy and prosocial behaviours such as sharing across the lifespan (Eisenberg, 2000; Eisenberg & Miller, 1987). Decety and Cowell (2014) highlight that relations between empathy and prosocial behaviour are complex and that researchers should indicate the specific type of empathy they are referring to when making claims about relations between empathy and prosocial behaviour.

Although some research suggests that both positive and negative empathy may lead to increased prosocial behaviour, it is possible that this may be due to unique underlying motivations. Telle and Pfister (2016) suggest that if altruism contributes to the link between negative empathy and prosocial behaviour, then egoism likely contributes to the relation between positive empathy and prosocial behaviour, since the recipient might have less need so the behaviour is likely driven by benefits for the donor. Similarly, Andreychik and Lewis (2017) suggest negative empathy may push people to ‘avoid negativity’, whereas positive empathy may encourage them to ‘approach positivity’. It is thought that positive empathy may increase individuals’ tendencies to engage in prosocial behaviour because they want to prolong their experience of positive affect, and experience greater internally-driven positive affect, versus vicarious positive empathy alone (see Telle & Pfister, 2016 for a review).
Telle and Pfister argue that positive empathy induces feelings of positive affect that are similar to positive feelings due to other causes; however, the individual is aware that their positive affect stems from an external versus internal source. Telle and Pfister cite research by Prinz (2011) suggesting externally generated positive empathy is likely less intense than internally generated positive affect. Based on this model, it is possible that an awareness that this lower-intensity positive affect is other-oriented and externally derived might encourage even more prosocial behaviour than other forms of self-oriented positive affect, in order to increase a sense of internally-driven positive affect.

There is some emerging research with adults suggesting positive empathy may lead to increased prosocial behaviour. Correlational research suggests adults who show greater responses to positive empathy through neural activity, are more likely to engage in prosocial behaviour in their daily lives (Morelli, Rameson, & Lieberman, 2014), perhaps because they find such behaviour more intrinsically rewarding. Recent experimental research suggests adults will engage in prosocial behaviour and help others experiencing positive affect (Telle & Pfister, 2012; Vrugt & Vet, 2009). Additionally, adults who simply observe positive affect in one person show increased helping behaviour toward a different person (Guéguen & de Gail, 2003). Similarly, Andreychik and Migliaccio (2015) found that in adults, both positive and negative empathy resulted in greater helping of people in need; however, only positive empathy led to more helping of strangers and partners. It is possible that this is due to a desire to affiliate with others who show positive affect, as they may be perceived as more socially desirable.
Field research by Hauser et al. (2014) found adults were more likely to help confederates expressing positive as opposed to neutral or negative affect, but they were equally likely to help confederates expressing positive, neutral, or negative affect if they were in greater physical need. This research also suggests adults may direct more prosocial behaviour toward strangers expressing positive affect, who they may view as more socially beneficial, but they will also help strangers who are in higher need of assistance regardless of their affective state. In other research, adults viewed photographs of young women and predicted that it would be more rewarding to interact with those who displayed more positive affect (Harker & Keltner, 2001). This research helps to reinforce the notion that adults may engage in more prosocial behaviour with those expressing positive affect if they view such individuals as more socially desirable and believe it will be more rewarding to interact with them.

Much of these previous research findings are inconsistent with the focus of attention theory and with empirical research by Rosenhan et al. (1981), who found that self-oriented positive affect increased prosocial behaviour, whereas other-oriented positive affect decreased prosocial behaviour, compared to a neutral control. Adults in both the self- and other-oriented positive affect conditions rated their self-affect more positively than those in the neutral control condition. Additionally, the stories that they wrote continuing the positive narrative they had heard (from either their own or the other person’s perspective), were also rated more positively by an external rater than those in the neutral control condition. These findings suggest that although adults in the self-oriented and other-oriented conditions rated their self-affect just as positively and their subsequent narratives about themselves or the other person were just as positive, they still
engaged in far greater helping behaviour when their positive affect was self-oriented, and less when it was other-oriented. More recent research by Telle and Pfister (2012) found that although adults felt empathy for both characters in positive and negative situations when they displayed congruent affect that matched the situation, overall they shared less resources with those in positive versus negative situations. Based on these research findings, which are inconsistent with other evidence suggesting positive empathy can lead to increased prosocial behaviour in adults, it is unclear how positive empathy might impact children’s sharing behaviour.

There is little research in children to shed light on these mixed research findings; therefore, relations between positive empathy and prosocial behaviour in childhood remain unclear. Recall that previous experimental research by Barnett et al. (1979) found children shared more when thinking about another child’s negative experience, as opposed to another child’s neutral or positive experiences. It is important to note that Barnett et al. did not find a significant difference in self-reported affect between the positive and neutral conditions, although children rated their affect significantly more negatively in the negative condition. This may explain why they did not find a significant difference in sharing behaviour between the neutral and positive conditions for either the self-oriented or other-oriented conditions. Additionally, Barnett et al. had children imagine another child in positive, neutral, or negative scenarios, so the other child’s experiences and expressed emotions could not be controlled or standardized across participants. To address this limitation, we thought it was important for all participants to be exposed to the same stimuli to evoke positive empathy.
Sallquist, Eisenberg, Spinrad, Egguma, and Gaertner (2009) conceptualize positive empathy as an experience of positive affect that results from observing another person’s positive affect. In Study 1, our simple definition of positive empathy included both the understanding and sharing of another person’s positive emotions. Empirically, we assessed children’s cognitive understanding of the other person’s affect, as well as their own affective state, using both other-ratings and self-ratings of affect. This operational definition of positive empathy allowed us to measure both the cognitive and affective elements of children’s empathic experience, as these are central to most definitions of empathy (see Decety & Jackson, 2004 for a review).

In Study 1, in order to investigate how positive empathy might impact children’s sharing behaviour, we had children first watch a video of another child experiencing either positive or neutral affect. These methods were modeled after the work of Williams et al. (2014), but instead of focusing on the impact of negative empathy on children’s subsequent sharing behaviour, we examined how positive empathy impacted children’s sharing. Use of this video procedure provided a standardized positive empathy induction for all participants. We then measured children’s affect ratings for themselves and the character, and examined their facial expressions of affect. We examined children’s facial expressions of affect because Light et al. (2015) found adults’ facial expressions of both positive and negative empathy (i.e., smiling and frowning) in response to videos were associated with increased sharing behaviour. Children then engaged in a RAT to examine if observing another child’s positive versus neutral affect impacted their sharing behaviour with that child. We then also used correlational analyses to examine if children’s affect ratings and their sharing behaviour were related to one another.
Study 1 used a mixed between- and within-subjects design, so that all children experienced both positive and neutral conditions. The order of the conditions was counterbalanced for methodological reasons so that we could double our sample size and examine the impact of sharing within as opposed to only between participants. However, we were aware that the order in which the conditions were presented might impact children’s sharing behaviour, and we expected that the manipulation might be less effective the second time around. Therefore, we examined children’s performance on the sharing task by condition (positive vs. neutral), order (positive then neutral vs. neutral then positive), and sharing type (cost vs. no-cost sharing trials).

**Study 1 Objective and Hypotheses**

The objective of Study 1 was to investigate how positive empathy might impact sharing behaviour in early school-aged children. We compared self-reported ratings of affect and sharing behaviour between children who viewed videos of a child character in positive and neutral situations. We measured differences in children’s affect ratings for themselves and the character, along with their subsequent sharing behaviour with the character.

Although there are mixed findings in the literature, our primary hypothesis was based on the focus of attention theory (Rosenhan et al., 1981) and on research with both children and adults, which suggests self-oriented positive affect and other-oriented negative affect can increase prosocial behaviour, whereas self-oriented negative affect and other-oriented positive affect can decrease prosocial behaviour (Barnett et al., 1979; Rosenhan et al., 1981; Thompson et al., 1980). Therefore, we hypothesized that children’s self- and other-affect ratings would be more positive after watching a video
about a happy versus neutral child, but that other-oriented positive affect would decrease their sharing behaviour in comparison to a neutral control.

Additionally, based on previous research (e.g., Moore, 2009; Sparks et al., 2017), we also expected children to share more in the no-cost versus the cost sharing trials. Finally, based on the adult literature (Rosenhan et al., 1981), we expected that children’s other-oriented FAS ratings and their sharing behaviour would be negatively related, but we had no clear predictions about how their self-oriented FAS ratings and their sharing behaviour might be related.

Method

Participants

Children were recruited from public elementary schools in rural Nova Scotia, and they were predominantly Caucasian and most spoke English as their first language. All participants were fluent in English. A total of 80 typically-developing 5- and 6-year-old children took part in this study, with 40 children (19 boys and 21 girls), aged 5 years, 1 month to 6 years, 11 months ($M = 6$ years, 2 months, $SD = 6$ months) who first watched the positive video, and 40 children (18 boys and 22 girls), aged 5 years, 2 months to 6 years, 11 months ($M = 6$ years, 1 month, $SD = 7$ months) who first watched the neutral video.

Based on the criteria by Cohen (1988), a statistical power analysis was performed for sample size estimation for Study 1, using G*Power 3.1 software (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). This power analysis was based on data from the study by Williams et al. (2014), which compared the sharing behaviour of 25 children who watched a neutral video of another child to 25 children who watched a negative video of
another child. The effect size for the sharing data in this study was $d = .57$, which is considered to be a large effect using Cohen’s criteria. With an alpha = .05 and power = 0.80, the projected sample size needed with this effect size is approximately $N = 39$ per group for simple comparisons between groups. Thus, our sample size of $N = 40$ per group should have been adequate for the main objective of this study.

**Procedure**

Children were seen individually in a school setting. After parental signed consent was obtained, children were invited to participate in the study. Children who assented to participate were seen individually in a quiet space in their school.

**1) Positive or Neutral Video.** Modeled after previous research on negative empathy by Williams et al. (2014), two videos were created to induce either positive or neutral affect. Each video began with an introduction to the protagonist, ‘Meghan’, and her teddy bear. In the positive video, Meghan then had a birthday party for her teddy bear. She exhibited positive affect and narrated the video in a positive tone. In the neutral video, Meghan then walked around the backyard with her teddy bear. She exhibited neutral affect and narrated the video in a neutral tone. Both videos were 1:40 minutes in length, with similar scripts and scene sequences. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two video orders, which were counterbalanced so that half of the children saw the positive video first and half saw the neutral video first.

**2) Other- and Self-Affect Ratings (FAS).** Children were asked to make separate other- and self-affect ratings of both the character’s affect in the positive and neutral videos, and of their own affect after watching the videos. Children made these other- and self-affect ratings using a facial affect scale (FAS), adapted from McGrath et al. (1985).
The FAS is a nine-point scale, which includes a spectrum of facial expressions from positive to negative, with a neutral face in the middle (see Figure 2 below). The most negative face on the right was assigned a score of 0 and the most positive face on the left was assigned a score of 8, with the neutral face in the middle assigned a score of 4.

![Facial Affect Scale (FAS)](image)

*Figure 2. Facial Affect Scale (FAS; modified from McGrath et al., 1985).*

**3) Resource-Allocation Task (RAT).** Children were presented with prepared line drawings representing themselves and the child from the video, with their names written above. The experimenter showed each drawing and asked the child to identify the person. If children misidentified any of the drawings, the experimenter told them who it was. The drawings were used to provide a representation of the two sharing partners and act as a memory aid (Bloom & Markson, 1998; Gross & Hayne, 1999).

Children then participated in a RAT, in which they could decide how they wanted to distribute stickers between themselves and their sharing partner. Children were first presented with a practice trial to ensure they understood the choice task. In the practice trial, children decided between one sticker for themselves versus two stickers for themselves\(^1\). Children were encouraged to make a single choice to practice for the RAT, but there was no consequence to selecting either one or two stickers. Children then completed the RAT, which consisted of a series of choices, including trials in which they

\(^1\) *Note.* 65/80 children (81%) chose 2 stickers.
could share *with* a personal cost (i.e., the child needed to give up a sticker for themselves in order to share), and trials in which they could share *without* a personal cost (i.e., the child did not need to give up a sticker for themselves in order to share).

Cost trials involved a choice between 2 stickers for themselves and no stickers for their partner, versus 1 sticker for themselves and 1 sticker for their partner. No-cost trials involved a choice between 1 sticker for themselves and no sticker for their partner, versus 1 sticker for themselves and 1 sticker for their partner. Participants were presented with a total of 16 trials per condition, with 8 cost trials and 8 no-cost trials, randomly counterbalanced for order of presentation (i.e., with the prosocial or non-prosocial option first). Figure 3 provides an illustration of the cost and no-cost RAT trials used in Study 1.

*Figure 3.* Example of RAT used in Study 1. The image on the left is an example of a cost trial, in which participants chose between 2 stickers for themselves and 0 for their partner versus 1 sticker for themselves and 1 for their partner. The image on the right is an example of a no-cost trial, in which participants chose between 1 sticker for themselves and 0 for the partner versus 1 sticker for themselves and 1 for their partner.
(4) Repetition with Other Condition. Children were given a break and coloured a picture as a distractor task. The length of the break for children in the positive first order ranged from 1 minute, 56 seconds to 5 minutes, 10 seconds ($M = 3$ minutes, $18$ seconds; $SD = 53$ seconds). The length of the break for the neutral first order ranged from 1 minute, 23 seconds to 4 minutes, 59 seconds ($M = 3$ minutes, 7 seconds; $SD = 41$ seconds). After the break, the methods described above were repeated in a within-subjects fashion, so children saw the other positive or neutral video and did another RAT.

Analytic Plan

Data Scoring. Children made self-affect ratings and other-affect ratings for the character after each video. Each face on the FAS was assigned a numerical value between 0 and 8. Additionally, based on their performance on the 16 trials of the RAT, participants were given a score out of 16. Children received a score of ‘1’ each time they chose to share (i.e., selected 1 sticker for themselves and 1 for their partner), and they were given a score of ‘0’ each time they chose not to share (i.e., selected either 1 or 2 stickers for themselves and 0 for their partner). The primary measure of interest was the number of stickers children shared during the RAT.

Data Checking. The experimenter recorded all responses to the FAS and RAT during the study session. Study sessions were video recorded to allow for verification of children’s responses on the RAT (70/80 parents provided consent to videotape). To ensure reliability, a secondary coder blind to the study hypotheses, watched all video-recorded trials and scored the responses on the RAT. In the few cases in which the primary experimenter and secondary coder disagreed (6/2240 instances), a third coder blind to the study hypotheses re-scored the RAT trial to make the final decision.
Results

Assumptions Check

All assumptions of the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) were checked for both the affect and sharing data for Study 1. As we expected based on the experimental manipulations, children’s own and other affect ratings were positively skewed for both the positive and neutral conditions in both Orders 1 and 2 (all Kolmogorov-Smirnov test $p$’s $< .05$). We tried to transform the data using square and log transformations and data inversion, as suggested by Tabachnick and Fidell (2007) for moderate, substantial, and severe positive skewness, but this did not make the data normally distributed. Levene’s test based on the mean suggested the assumption of homogeneity of variance was satisfied for the self-affect ratings $[F(3, 156) = 1.463, p = .227]$ but not for the other affect ratings $[F(3, 156) = 17.915, p < .001]$. It is also important to note that children’s facial displays of affect were coded using an ordinal as opposed to an interval scale. Therefore, results of the ANOVA should be interpreted with caution; although nonparametric statistics reported below resulted in the same findings.

The sharing data were also not normally distributed, as indicated by a visual inspection of histograms and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test when the data were broken down by order, condition, and sharing type (all $p$’s $< .05$). There were ceiling effects for the no-cost sharing data since children had no deterrent to share with their partner when there was no cost to do so. Interestingly, there were both ceiling and floor effects for cost

---

2 It is important to note that most variables in psychological research are not truly continuous and they are often not normally distributed (Grayson, 2004). Grayson cautions that transforming data can sometimes have unintended empirical or scientific implications, since the transformed scores will lose their original empirical meaning.
sharing data. Some children showed ceiling effects in which they shared every time regardless of trial-type, whereas other children shared in the no-cost trials but did not share in the cost trials, which may have contributed to the floor effect. For these conceptual reasons, we did not expect the sharing data to be normally distributed. We tried to transform the data using square and log transformations and data inversion, as suggested by Tabachnick and Fidell (2007) for moderate, substantial, and severe positive skewness, but this did not make the data normally distributed. Levene’s test based on the mean suggested the assumption of homogeneity of variance was satisfied for the sharing data \( F(1, 318) = 0.154, \ p = .695 \). In sum, results of the ANOVA should be interpreted with caution, although nonparametric statistics reported below resulted in similar findings.

**Affect Ratings (FAS) for Other and Self\(^3\)**

To ensure the experimental manipulation was successful, a 2 x 2 x 2 mixed ANOVA was conducted to analyze the affect data based on three 2-level variables. The two within-subjects variables were condition (i.e., positive vs. neutral) and person (i.e., other vs. self). The between-subjects variable was order (i.e., the condition participants experienced first vs. second in the counterbalanced design). This analysis helped us ensure there were significant differences in affect between the FAS ratings for the positive and neutral conditions.

---

\(^3\) Note. No affect coding was conducted to verify if children’s facial expressions differed between conditions, because pilot coding of 20 randomly selected videos revealed minimal variation in children’s facial expressions over time, with most children holding a static neutral expression during the duration of the video watching. Such a rating does not allow for any meaningful analyses, but this pilot coding suggests children demonstrated minimal variability in their expressions of emotion and the neutral and positive videos were not successful in inducing positive facial displays (i.e., smiling or laughing).
As expected, the 2 x 2 x 2 mixed ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of condition \([F(1, 78) = 38.151, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .328]\), in which children made higher affect ratings in the positive as opposed to neutral condition. There was no main effect of person \([F(1, 78) = 0.281, p = .597, \eta^2_p = .004]\) or order \([F(1, 78) = 0.095, p = .759, \eta^2_p = .001]\). There was no significant two-way interaction between condition and order \([F(1, 78) = 1.308, p = .256, \eta^2_p = .016]\), but there was a significant two-way interaction between condition and person \([F(1, 78) = 38.863, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .333]\), and a significant two-way interaction between person and order \([F(1, 78) = 16.132, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .171]\).

However, these two-way interactions were subsumed under a significant three-way interaction between condition, person, and order \([F(1, 78) = 11.995, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .133]\). Therefore, the data were broken down by condition. In the positive condition there was a main effect of person \([F(1, 78) = 20.283, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .206]\) but no interaction between person and order \([F(1, 78) = 2.096, p = .152, \eta^2_p = .026]\). Conversely, in the neutral condition there was a main effect of person \([F(1, 78) = 12.315, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .136]\) and an interaction between person and order \([F(1, 78) = 19.462, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .200]\). A visual examination of the data in Figure 4 below suggests that in Order 1, when children experienced the neutral condition second, this created a clear divide between their self and other ratings, because they viewed the other child as having significantly more negative affect. See Figures 4 and 5 for a visual summary of the mean affect ratings by Order 1 and 2, respectively.
Figure 4. Mean affect ratings by condition and person for Order 1, in which children watched the positive then neutral video. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

Figure 5. Mean affect ratings by condition and person for Order 2, in which children watched the neutral then positive video. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
Sharing (RAT) Data

A 2 x 2 x 2 mixed ANOVA was conducted to analyze the RAT data based on three 2-level variables. The two within-subjects variables were condition (i.e., positive vs. neutral) and sharing type (i.e., cost vs. no-cost), and the between-subjects variable was order (i.e., positive then neutral vs. neutral then positive). Contrary to hypotheses, there was no significant main effect of condition \[ F(1, 78) = 0.113, p = .738, \eta^2_p = .001 \]. As expected, there was a significant main effect of trial-type \[ F(1, 78) = 137.213, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .638 \], in which children shared more when there was no cost to themselves. There was no significant main effect of order \[ F(1, 78) = 0.002, p = .913, \eta^2_p = .001 \].

There was no significant two-way interaction between condition and order \[ F(1, 78) = 1.572, p = .214, \eta^2_p = .020 \], suggesting children responded similarly to the positive and neutral conditions regardless of the order. There was no significant two-way interaction between condition and trial-type \[ F(1, 78) = .012, p = .913, \eta^2_p < .001 \], suggesting children responded similarly to cost and no-cost trials regardless of condition. Similarly, there was no significant two-way interaction between trial-type and order \[ F(1, 78) = .001, p = .976, \eta^2_p < .001 \], suggesting children responded similarly to cost and no-cost trials regardless of the order.

Finally, there was an unexpected significant three-way interaction between condition, trial-type, and order \[ F(1, 78) = 7.846, p = .006, \eta^2_p = .091 \]^4. To examine this

---

^4 Note. For Study 1, given the significant interactions involving order for children’s affect ratings plus the significant three-way interaction involving condition, trial-type, and order for the sharing data, a mixed 2 x 2 ANOVA (examining condition and sharing type) using only the RAT data for the first condition was conducted. This analysis compared only children who experienced the positive condition first to children who experienced the neutral condition first. The results continued to reveal no main effect of condition \[ F(1, 78) = 1.209, p = .275, \eta^2_p = .015 \], no interaction between condition and trial-type \[ F(1,
complex interaction, the data were divided by the between-subjects variable of order and two 2 x 2 within-subjects ANOVAs were conducted. In Order 1 (i.e., positive condition first), there was a significant condition by trial-type two-way interaction \([F(1, 78) = 5.080, p = .030, \eta^2_p = .115]\). However, in Order 2 (i.e., neutral condition first), there was not a significant condition by trial-type two-way interaction \([F(1, 78) = 3.291, p = .077, \eta^2_p = .078]\). Paired samples \(t\)-tests revealed that in both Orders 1 and 2, there were significant differences between cost and no-cost trials in both the positive and neutral conditions (all \(p\’s < .001\)). Additionally, in both Orders 1 and 2, there were not significant differences between the positive and neutral conditions across either cost or no-cost sharing trials. Specifically, there were no significant differences between positive and neutral conditions across the no-cost sharing trials in Order 1 \([t(39) = .243, p = .809]\) or Order 2 \([t(39) = .344, p = .733]\). However, the interaction may have been driven by the fact that in Order 1 the difference between positive and neutral conditions across the cost sharing trials was approaching statistical significance \([t(39) = 1.794, p = .080]\); whereas, in Order 2 it was not \([t(39) = -1.185, p = .234]\). See Figures 6 and 7 below for illustrations of the mean sharing results by Order 1 and 2, respectively.\(^5\)

\(^78) = 3.416, p = .068, \eta^2_p = .042\], and the main effect of trial-type remained significant \([F(1, 78) = 96.830, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .554]\). Although the results did not formally change, the effect size for the interaction between condition and sharing type for the first condition only \((\eta^2_p = .042)\) was substantially larger than for the full dataset \((\eta^2_p < .001)\).

\(^5\) Exact sign tests were conducted to examine differences in children’s sharing behaviour between the positive and neutral conditions. There were no statistically significant differences in children’s sharing in cost \((p = .625)\) or no-cost \((p = 1.00)\) sharing trials. Specifically, for cost sharing trials, 36 children shared more in the positive condition, 31 shared more in the neutral condition, and 13 showed no difference in their cost sharing. For no-cost sharing trials, 32 children shared more in the positive condition, 33 shared more in the neutral condition, and 15 showed no difference in their no-cost sharing.
Figure 6. Mean number of stickers shared by condition and trial-type in Order 1, in which children watched the positive then neutral video. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

Figure 7. Mean number of stickers shared by condition and trial-type in Order 2, in which children watched the neutral then positive video. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
Relations between Affect (FAS) and Sharing (RAT)

Pearson product-moment correlations were conducted to see if children’s affect ratings before the RAT were associated with their sharing behaviour. In the overall sample, children’s cost and no-cost sharing were correlated with one another \([r(78) = .613, p < .001]\). However, no other correlations were significant. See Table 3 below for a summary of the correlations for the overall sample.

Table 3

*Study 1 Correlations for Overall Sample*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FAS Self</th>
<th>Cost Sharing</th>
<th>No-Cost Sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAS Other</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>-.025</td>
<td>.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS Self</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Sharing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>.613**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. FAS = Facial Affect Scale. *p < .01, **p < .001.*

Pearson product-moment correlations were also conducted to examine relations between self and other FAS ratings and sharing behaviour for only the first video shown. There was a significant correlation between FAS Other and FAS Self \([r(78) = .311, p = .005]\). There was also another significant correlation between cost sharing and no-cost sharing \([r(78) = .627, p < .001]\). However, no other correlations between the FAS ratings and sharing behaviour were significant. See Table 4 below for a summary of the correlations for the first video only.
Table 4

Study 1 Correlations for First Video Only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FAS Self</th>
<th>Cost Sharing</th>
<th>No-Cost Sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAS Other</td>
<td>.311*</td>
<td>-.077</td>
<td>-.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS Self</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>-.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Sharing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.627**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. FAS = Facial Affect Scale. *p < .01, **p < .001.

Discussion

Study 1 investigated how positive empathy for another child might impact children’s sharing behaviour in comparison with a neutral control. The connection between positive empathy and prosocial behaviour has been referred to as a ‘neglected link’ because so much of the literature has focused on negative empathy (Telle & Pfister, 2016). Therefore, it was important to investigate if, like negative empathy, positive empathy might also lead to an increase in prosocial behaviour, or if it may have different impacts on children’s subsequent sharing behaviour.

As outlined in Table 2, the hedonic contingency (Wegener & Petty, 1994), mood maintenance (Isen & Simmonds, 1978), and empathic approach/avoidance (Andreychik & Lewis, 2017) theories predict that other-oriented positive affect will increase sharing behaviour. However, the focus of attention theory (Rosenhan et al., 1981) predicts that other-oriented positive affect will decrease children’s sharing behaviour. Although the literature in this area has some mixed findings, research with both children and adults suggests self-oriented positive affect and other-oriented negative affect can increase
prosocial behaviour, whereas self-oriented negative affect and other-oriented positive affect can decrease prosocial behaviour (Barnett et al., 1979; Rosenhan et al., 1981; Thompson et al., 1980). Therefore, we expected that a video induction of other-oriented positive affect would result in decreased sharing behaviour. However, in Study 1, we found no differences in sharing between children who viewed another child in neutral versus positive situations, although these manipulations successfully impacted children’s ratings of the other child’s affect. Therefore, our findings do not lend support to any of these theories.

The main findings of this study are discussed in turn below, focusing on the impact of positive empathy on sharing, the limited success of the experimental manipulation, and relations between children’s affect and sharing.

The Impact of Positive Empathy on Sharing

Study 2 was conducted to examine the impact of positive empathy on children’s sharing behaviour. Although there was a significant impact of the positive versus neutral conditions on children’s affect ratings for the character, this did not seem to impact children’s subsequent sharing behaviour. We hypothesized that there would be an effect of condition, in which children would share less in the positive versus neutral condition, but there was no difference in children’s sharing behaviour between conditions.

Given the significant interactions involving order for affect ratings, a mixed 2 x 2 ANOVA (examining condition and sharing type) using only the RAT data for the first condition was conducted comparing children who experienced the positive condition first to children who experienced the neutral condition first. Although the results did not formally change (since they continued to indicate no main effect of condition), the effect
size increased. This suggests that a simple between-subjects design may have been more appropriate for Study 1, since the mixed between- and within-subjects design that was used may have washed out some effects of the experimental manipulation.

The null result for the primary analysis in Study 1 indicates that although children showed some sensitivity to the affect manipulation, it had no clear impact on their subsequent sharing behaviour. It is important to note that non-significant results do not indicate that there is no difference between groups, because there is usually some difference even if it is minor. Instead, null results suggest the effect may be too small to differentiate from a chance finding (Field, 2009). Recall that our original power calculation for this primary analysis was based on data from the study by Williams et al. (2014), who found a large effect of $d = .57$ using Cohen’s (1988) criteria. On the other hand, when we compared all the sharing behaviour of children in the neutral versus positive conditions for both orders, our effect size for the total sharing was $d = .03$, which is a trivial effect size using Cohen’s criteria. When looking only at data from Order 1, the effect size for the total sharing remained trivial at $d = .05$. The power for this primary analysis was only .05, which indicates that there was only a 5% chance of finding a statistically significant difference if there was one (Field, 2009).

Recall that Andreychik and Lewis (2017) suggest increased prosocial behaviour as a result of negative and positive empathy may be due to unique underlying motivations, since negative empathy drives people to ‘avoid negativity’, whereas positive empathy drives people to ‘approach positivity’. Based on this empathic approach/avoidance theory, negative empathy may result in increased prosocial behaviour because sharing negative affect with another person may motivate someone to
engage in actions to help alleviate the other person’s pain, which may decrease their own negative affect. The empathic approach/avoidance theory was supported by the work of Williams et al. (2014), since children shared more when they watched another child experiencing negative than neutral affect. However, Williams et al. found that children’s sharing behaviour was driven by their ratings of another children’s negative affect as opposed to their own negative affect.

Positive empathy may not encourage prosocial behaviours in the same way, because sharing positive affect with another person may not motivate someone to engage in actions to change the other person’s affective state (since the other person is already happy). Instead, it is thought that the individual may enjoy the feelings of vicarious positive empathy and work to promote this positive feeling by engaging in prosocial behaviour (which may be both personally and socially rewarding). Further research is required to explore these relations more fully.

It is important to note that the results of Study 1 replicate the findings of the only other known experimental research with children which directly compared positive empathy to a neutral control condition. Specifically, Barnett et al. (1979) found children shared more when thinking about another child’s negative experience, as opposed to another child’s neutral or positive experience. Children seemed sensitive to manipulations that involved negative affect; however, there was no significant difference between their sharing behaviour when they thought of another child’s positive or neutral experiences. These findings are consistent with the results of Study 1, in which we did not find any differences in sharing between children who watched videos of another child in neutral versus positive situations.
As expected, there was a significant main effect of cost versus no-cost trial-types, in which children shared more when there was no cost to themselves. Interestingly, this finding is inconsistent with Williams et al.'s (2014) results, as they did not find any difference in children’s sharing on cost versus no-cost trials, even though the sharing partner used in their study was a character from a negative or neutral affect-inducing video (much like our video in Study 1). It is unclear why Williams et al. did not find a difference between cost and no-cost trials. However, previous research by Moore (2009) found that 4.5- to 6-year-old children shared more in no-cost versus cost trials of the RAT only when sharing with a stranger and not when sharing with a friend or non-friend. Therefore, it seems plausible that children in Study 1 conceptualized their sharing partner as a stranger, whereas children in Williams et al.’s study treated the child as a friend.

This difference between how children conceptualized their sharing partners in Williams et al.’s study and in Study 1 could be due to the fact that participants in Williams et al.’s study were told that the child in the video was supposed to come into the laboratory that day, but she was unable to because she either lost her dog (negative condition) or had a yard sale (neutral condition). On the other hand, children in Study 1 were introduced to the child in the video in a similar fashion, but they were not told that she was supposed to come into their school that day because it was thought that this could create confusion for some children. It is possible that this subtle difference in the methods could be enough to change children’s conceptualization of the child in the video as a potential friend versus a stranger. The significant difference in children’s sharing behaviour found in Study 1 makes sense conceptually, since the no-cost trials involved no personal sacrifice, so it is not surprising that children would be more generous in these
types of sharing situations. It is possible that their sharing behaviour between conditions may have differed if they had a different relationship with their sharing partner and viewed her as a potential friend.

**The Limited Success of the Experimental Manipulation**

The videos used in Study 1 were created for use in this research, so it was important to validate whether the positive and neutral affect-inductions were effective. Overall, children rated the character in the positive video as having significantly more positive affect than the character in the neutral video. However, children’s self-affect ratings were not significantly different between the positive and neutral conditions. This provides evidence that the videos were effective in portraying the intended positive and neutral emotions, but children may not have experienced greater positive empathy for the character in the positive video. It is possible that this lack of difference in children’s self-affect ratings may explain the absence of any differences in children’s subsequent sharing between the positive and neutral conditions.

In a similar study examining the impact of negative empathy on sharing, Williams et al. (2014) found that sharing behaviour was positively correlated with children’s ratings of the character’s affect and not with their self-affect ratings. This suggests that increased sharing for the child in the sad versus neutral video was driven by negative empathy as opposed to children’s own negative affect. Therefore, the fact that there was no significant difference between children’s self-affect ratings is not necessarily of concern, since any differences in their sharing with the child in the happy versus neutral video might be driven by positive empathy for the character as opposed to children’s own experience of positive affect. However, this is somewhat inconsistent with the hedonic
contingency (Wegener & Petty, 1994) and mood maintenance (Isen & Simmonds, 1978) theories, which suggest positive empathy may increase individuals’ tendencies to engage in prosocial behaviour if they perceive it as pleasant, because they want to maintain or increase their own experience of positive affect. However, this would require that children first experience some vicarious positive empathy.

Interestingly, there was an important order effect in which children’s other-affect ratings for the positive condition were the same; however, children who watched the positive video first rated the character in the neutral condition as less happy than those who watched the neutral video first. This finding highlights the inherent difficulties in making a neutral affect induction video, since children only perceived the neutral video as less positive after they first saw a highly positive video. When first given an ambiguous neutral situation to interpret, children tended to default to more highly positive ratings.

Finally, we thought it would be important to examine children’s facial expressions of affect because Light et al. (2015) found adults’ facial expressions in response to videos inducing both positive and negative empathy were associated with increased generosity. As noted in a footnote in the results section above, our pilot facial affect coding was not successful because children showed limited variability in their facial expressions while watching the videos. The fact that children’s self-affect ratings and their facial expressions were not impacted by the videos provides converging evidence that these videos were not successful in inducing positive empathy in Study 1.
Zaki (2014) provides an overview of different factors that may increase or decrease empathy, and highlights that affiliation, social desirability, and positive affect all tend to increase empathy; whereas, competition, high costs, and suffering tend to decrease empathy. It is possible that children in Study 1 did not feel a sense of affiliation with the character from the video or that they may not have perceived this same-aged child as a socially desirable peer. No data were collected on these variables so it is not possible to comment further on why the stimulus videos may not have been successful in inducing positive empathy.

**Relations between Affect and Sharing**

Based on research with adults by Rosenhan et al. (1981), we expected that children’s other-oriented FAS ratings and their sharing behaviour would be negatively related, but we had no clear predictions about how their self-oriented FAS ratings and their sharing behaviour might be related. Children’s two FAS ratings for the other and self were significantly correlated for the first video only, indicating that children were either matching their own affect to that of the character in the video, or that children were inferring the affective state of the character in the video based on their own affect.

There was also a significant correlation between children’s sharing behaviour across cost and no-cost trials, indicating that children tended to share similarly when presented with the two different trial types. This is not surprising since there seemed to be numerous children who engaged in response patterns in which they either never shared or they always shared. Contrary to our predictions, no other correlations between children’s FAS ratings and their sharing behaviour were significant. This means that how children rated their own or their sharing partner’s affect did not predict their sharing behaviour.
**Limitations**

There are some notable limitations to Study 1 which deserve mention, including difficulties inducing positive empathy, challenges creating a neutral condition, the use of the same character in both conditions, and potential sex differences.

The goal of Study 1 was to examine the impact of positive empathy on children’s sharing behaviour; however as noted previously, the experimental manipulations did not successfully modify children’s own positive affect. The videos may have been effective in portraying the intended positive emotion, as evidenced by children’s affect ratings for the character, but children did not seem to match their own affect to the positive or neutral emotions portrayed in the videos. It is possible that children may be more sensitive to negative than positive emotions. For example, in previous parallel research, children showed more negative other-affect and self-affect ratings in response to a sad versus neutral video, and shared more with the child who experienced negative affect (Williams et al., 2014). Notably, children in Williams et al.’s study perceived the neutral video as slightly positive, which may have made the distinction between neutral and negative in their study more clear than the distinction between neutral and positive in our study.

In fact, one of the major limitations of this study is that it was difficult to create a truly ‘neutral’ condition. In Study 1, most children rated the character in the neutral videos as moderately positive, so this study essentially ended up comparing two positive conditions: one that was highly positive (i.e., the positive condition) and one that was moderately positive (i.e., the neutral condition), so perhaps it is not surprising that we were unable to find a difference in children’s subsequent sharing between conditions.
Since it was difficult to create a neutral condition, this made it difficult to have a good control group. It is challenging to find stimuli with no emotional valence, especially since children in this age range tend to polarize emotions as either positive or negative and pick extreme values on the FAS.

As a solution to this problem, we considered examining differences in positive versus negative affect as opposed to positive versus neutral affect, but Williams et al. (2014) already addressed a comparison between negative and neutral affect in their study. We thought that a positive versus neutral comparison was more informative because we expected children would share less in the positive empathy condition and more in the negative empathy conditions in comparison to a neutral condition. However, it is interesting to note that Williams et al. also appeared to have some difficulty creating a neutral control video, since in their study children who watched the neutral video rated the other character’s affect as quite positive (a mean of about 6.5/8), and they also rated their own affect as positive (a mean of about 6/8). Given the high affect ratings of the neutral video in Study 1, it is possible that we were simply comparing different degrees of positivity, which may account for the lack of significant differences in children’s subsequent sharing behaviour.

The within-subjects component of this research was also limited by the fact that the character in both the positive and neutral videos was the same little girl. Although this increased the consistency between the positive and neutral conditions, the fact that the same child was used in both conditions may have limited the impact of the second video, since children already saw her in a different situation and had an opportunity to share resources with her. This may have led to the order effect in which children rated the child
in the neutral video more positively if they saw this first. However, this did not appear to impact children’s sharing behaviour.

Finally, the videos used in Study 1 included only female characters. This may have led to different impacts on the male and female participants. However, the number of boys and girls was evenly distributed across the two orders and there were no apparent effects of sex on the analyses.

**Directions for Future Research**

Based on what we learned from Study 1, numerous potential directions for future research projects are suggested below, including different ways to manipulate positive empathy, consideration of the order in which emotions are experienced by the sharing partner, inclusion of other types of empathic emotion, assessment of children’s interest in increasing social interaction, other motivations for sharing, and considerations to increase ecological validity.

There are a number of different experimental methods that could be used to manipulate children’s empathic emotions. Future research could use more naturalistic approaches, such as the one used by Hauser et al. (2014) which looked at the impact of confederates’ positive, neutral, and negative affect on adults’ tendency to engage in a naturally occurring prosocial behaviour (e.g., holding the door for someone). Although there are some obvious ethical limitations to conducting this type of research with children, a similar paradigm could be used on a school ground if proper consent was obtained. Such research could look at turn-taking behaviour or door holding in children with child confederates expressing different emotions. It would be interesting to see if these adult findings are replicable in child populations.
Emotions are difficult to measure because they are often complex or mixed, and they fluctuate over time. Although we often tend to study emotions in isolation for scientific purposes, the emotional worlds of children are likely much more complex and chaotic. The order in which emotions are experienced may impact our positive empathy for someone else. For example, it is possible that we might observe an ‘underdog’ effect, in which children will share more with a child who expresses positive affect only after they first see them in a negative situation. It is possible that we might feel even happier when good things happen to less fortunate people, compared to when good things happen to neutral or more fortunate people. Therefore, examining the order in which emotions are portrayed may be an interesting avenue for future research on positive empathy.

Other empathic emotions beyond happiness could also be considered. Although previous research evidence suggests there is a relation between empathic concern and increased prosocial behaviour in adults (Barraza and Zak, 2009) and in children (Williams et al., 2014), it is not clear how different types of empathic experiences related to positive emotions might impact prosocial behaviour in children. Results from Study 1 suggest that although we could impact children’s ratings of other children’s positive feelings, this did not have a significant impact on their own feelings (which were likely already predominantly positive) and that this did not impact their sharing behaviour. Future research could examine if empathy for other positive and negative emotions aside from happiness and sadness, such as pride, hope, gratitude, jealousy, anger, or fear might differentially impacts children’s subsequent sharing behaviour.
Additionally, in Study 1, we hypothesized that children would share more after watching the positive versus neutral video, as we thought they may be motivated to increase their positive affect (i.e., through the mood maintenance theory; Isen & Simmonds, 1978) or be more interested in stimulating social interactions with other children who expressed positive as opposed to neutral affect if they viewed these children as more socially beneficial (Hauser et al., 2014). To assess children’s perception of the other child as a social partner, it would be interesting to ask children follow-up questions about their perceptions of the other child in terms of their social desirability. This might give us insight into whether this potential underlying factor may play a role in these relations.

Overall, there was a large degree of variability in children’s sharing behaviour (from sharing every time to not sharing at all), which did not seem to be influenced by the condition they were in. It is possible that a myriad of other individual factors, such as previous sharing experiences, sticker preferences, or temperament may have impacted children’s sharing decisions more than the experimental manipulations included in Study 1. Additional research is required to examine these different factors further.

Finally, it is important to note that the children’s sharing partner was a stranger who they likely had no expectation of interacting with in the future. It is possible that our manipulations were not successful because children did not believe they would have an opportunity to interact with the child from the study. It is possible that children in Williams et al.’s (2014) study may have treated their sharing partner as a friend versus a stranger because they were told that Jenny was supposed to come into the laboratory that day, but she could not make it. Previous research with adults suggests they will engage in
more prosocial behaviour if they think they will get to observe how their actions help others (e.g., Smith, Keating, & Stotland, 1989). Although there is always a fine balance between internal and ecological validity, it would be interesting to consider modifying aspects of the design to increase children’s sense of social connection to their sharing partner. It is possible that this may help to make the experimental manipulations more successful.

Conclusions

Study 1 examined the impact of positive empathy on children’s sharing behaviour. Children rated the character in the positive video as having significantly more positive affect than the character in the neutral video; however, their self-affect ratings were not significantly different between the two conditions. This indicates that unfortunately the experimental manipulations did not result in differences in positive empathy between the positive and neutral conditions. Additionally, there was no significant difference in sharing behaviour between children who watched a video of another child experiencing either positive or neutral affect. Although our manipulation appeared to successfully manipulate children’s affect ratings for the other child, this did not impact their self-affect ratings or their subsequent sharing behaviour toward the child from the video. Study 2 extended this line of research to investigate if children’s own experiences of positive affect might impact their sharing behaviour.
CHAPTER 3: STUDY 2: DOES SELF-ORIENTED POSITIVE AFFECT IMPACT CHILDREN’S SHARING BEHAVIOUR?

Recall that the focus of attention theory suggests other-oriented positive affect will decrease prosocial behaviour, whereas self-oriented positive affect will increase prosocial behaviour (Rosenhan et al., 1981). Similarly, the hedonic contingency (Wegener & Petty, 1994) and mood maintenance (Isen & Simmonds, 1978) theories also predict that self-oriented positive affect will increase sharing. However, the negative state relief theory (Cialdini et al., 1973) predicts that if someone is already experiencing self-oriented positive affect then they would have no need to engage in prosocial behaviour to ameliorate their affective state, so this will lead to a decrease in subsequent sharing behaviour (see Table 2 for a summary). Therefore, in addition to investigating how other-oriented positive affect impacts children’s sharing behaviour, in Study 2 we examined how self-oriented positive affect impacts children’s sharing. To accomplish this goal, we tried to impact directly children’s own feelings of positive affect to see if this would influence their subsequent sharing behaviour.

Accumulating evidence suggests adults who were assigned to engage in various tasks meant to increase self-oriented positive affect, such as thinking about positive events, receiving an unexpected reward, or experiencing success, engaged in more prosocial behaviour, such as helping complete an unpleasant task or donating money to charity (e.g., Aderman, 1972; Isen, 1970; Isen, Clark, & Schwartz, 1976; Isen & Levin, 1972; Manucia, Baumann, & Cialdini, 1984; O’Malley & Andrews, 1983; Veitch, de Wood, & Bosko, 1977). These findings are consistent with the hedonic contingency (Wegener & Petty, 1994) and mood maintenance (Isen & Simmonds, 1978) theories,
which suggest that positive affect can increase individuals’ tendencies to engage in prosocial behaviour so they can prolong their experience of positive affect.

Interestingly, Manucia et al. (1984) found adults who experienced a positive affect-induction engaged in more helping behaviour, regardless of how stable or labile they thought their affect was, when compared to individuals who experienced a neutral affect-induction. Additionally, Manucia et al. found individuals who experienced negative affect-induction only engaged in more helping behaviour if they thought their affect could be changed. Even an individual’s expectations of positive affect can impact their commitment to engage in prosocial behaviour. Specifically, Barraza (2011) found that new volunteers’ expectations to experience positive affect because of their prosocial behaviour, predicted both their ongoing work as a volunteer 6 months later and their commitment to continue volunteering.

However, there is also research which suggests positive affect can lead to decreased prosocial behaviour in adults. In a series of studies, Tan and Forgas (2010) found positive affect (due to positive feedback on task performance or a funny video) led to less sharing behaviour, whereas negative affect (due to negative feedback or a sad video) led to more sharing behaviour. These findings were replicated with both a dictator game that involved a single allocation of resources between the participant and a sharing partner, as well as with a RAT that involved multiple trials. Additionally, Nietsa Kayser, Greitemeyer, Fischer, and Frey (2010) found adults were more likely to engage in low-cost helping when they were experiencing either positive or negative affect, in comparison with neutral affect. However, there was no difference in their helping behaviour in high-cost situations based on their own affective state. Positive and negative
affect inductions may impact prosocial behaviour for different reasons. For example, Aderman (1972) found young men who read negative mood statements spent more time completing a tedious task when it was framed as a requirement; whereas, those who read positive mood statements spent more time completing the task when it was framed as a favour and also volunteered more for an unpleasant future task.

In children, there is some previous research which suggests self-oriented positive affect can lead to increased prosocial behaviour (Barnett & Bryan, 1974; Barnett et al., 1979; Isen, Horn, & Rosen, 1973; Moore et al., 1973; Rosenhan et al., 1974; Underwood et al., 1977). There are several different ways to manipulate children’s affective state, including recalling emotional experiences from life, emotional stories or videos, positive or negative feedback on a task, verbal and nonverbal experimenter positive or negative reinforcement, or giving prizes (see Brenner, 2000 for a review).

Specifically, research by Moore et al. (1973) and Underwood et al. (1977) found children aged 7 to 8 years and 6 to 12 years, respectively, donated less money to other children after reflecting on their own negative experiences and shared more after reflecting on their own positive experiences compared to a control condition. Additional research by Rosenhan et al. (1974) found that 2nd and 3rd grade children (approximately 7 to 9 years of age) who thought about both positive and negative experiences took more candies for themselves than those in a neutral control condition. However, only those in the positive condition shared more money with other children. This research suggests both positive and negative self-oriented affective states can increase self-indulgence but only positive self-oriented affect increases generosity toward others.
Recall that other research by Barnett et al. (1979) found that when children aged 7 to 12 years reflected on either their own or someone else’s positive, neutral, or negative experience, those who thought about their own positive or neutral experience shared more than those who thought about their own negative experience. However, there was no significant difference in children’s sharing behaviour between the positive and neutral conditions. This lack of a finding may be related to the fact that there was no difference between children’s ratings of their positive and neutral self-oriented affect after engaging in the reflection manipulation. As we found in Study 1, it can be difficult to create an affectively neutral condition, so it is possible that when children were given the freedom to reflect on their own positive and neutral experiences, they construed both these experiences positively.

Other research suggests giving children positive feedback on their task performance leads to more sharing behaviour than negative feedback. Specifically, Isen et al. (1973) compared the charitable donation behaviour of children in Grade 4 across conditions in which they either competed and won, lost, or were given no score, or took part in a control condition in which they did not play the game. They found that those who received positive feedback about their performance shared more than those in the other three conditions. However, in follow-up studies with children in Grades 3 and 4, they found that when children’s poor performance was observed they shared more than when it was not, perhaps as a means to repair their reputation. Similarly, Barnett and Bryan (1974) compared the charitable donation behaviour of boys in Grades 2 and 5 across conditions in which they either competed and either won, tied, or lost, or took part in a no competition control. They found that boys in Grade 2 were not sensitive to these
manipulations; however, boys in Grade 5 shared more when they were in the no competition or winning competition conditions and less in the loss or tie competition conditions. This provides evidence that at least among older children, receiving negative or neutral feedback on a competitive task leads to less sharing behaviour than positive feedback or a lack of competition.

Much of the research on the impact of self-oriented positive affect has used manipulations that require children to reflect on their own positive experiences or receive positive feedback on their task performance, often under conditions involving competition. Having children recall personal positive experiences from their past introduces potential confounds because each child’s experience may include diverse elements that could impact their experience of positive affect. Providing children with positive feedback on their performance is a more controlled way to induce positive affect; however, when this is done under competitive settings that involve upward or downward social comparisons, this introduces a more complex social component which could differentially impact children’s later generosity toward others. Note that Barnett and Bryan (1974) found that boys in Grade 5 shared more when they were in the no competition or winning conditions and less in the loss or tie conditions. This suggests that introducing social comparison through neutral or negative comparative feedback (i.e., tying or losing) can decrease sharing behaviour, whereas providing positive comparative feedback (i.e., winning) leads to the same sharing behaviour as no comparative feedback.

On the other hand, providing children with a desired resource can impact their self-oriented positive affect in a standardized way while also avoiding social comparison. It is important to note that experiences of perceived success or failure could impact
children’s affective state differently than receiving their most or least favoured toy, as it is possible that the first may be linked to their own perception of themselves and the second may be related to the experimenter’s perception of themselves. Therefore, in Study 2 we thought it was important that children received their most or least favourite toy ‘at random’ so they did not link the behaviour to favouritism. No known research to date has examined how self-oriented positive affect, as a result of receiving a desired resource (such as a favourite toy), impacts children’s self-oriented positive affect and subsequent sharing behaviour. However, such experimental manipulations that involve giving small gifts, have been used successfully with adults (e.g., Isen et al., 1976; Isen & Levn, 1972).

Therefore, Study 2 was conducted to further investigate the impact of positive affect on sharing behaviour in young children. Although there are several different ways to induce positive affect in children (see Brenner, 2000 for a review), we decided to use a gift paradigm so children would focus on their own positive affect. To induce positive affect in children, we gave them their most favourite toy and compared their performance to a control condition in which children received their least favourite toy. This method of affect-induction has been used successfully in previous research (e.g., Cole, 1986; Cole, Jenkins, & Shott, 1989).

In order to assess the effectiveness of our affect manipulations, we asked children how they thought another boy or girl their age would feel if they received the best toy and if they received the worst toy. We did not ask children directly how they would feel, because we did not expect to get an honest answer based on findings from the disappointing gift literature (Saarni, 1984). For example, previous research using a
disappointing gift paradigm with both sighted and blind children, generally resulted in positive affective reactions in children in this age range (Cole, 1986; Cole et al., 1989). This research suggests that when children receive a disappointing gift, they work to control their negative emotion and will often feign positive emotion. Therefore, in Study 2 we obtained a rating of how children thought another child might feel if they received their highest and lowest ranked toys to gain a more accurate assessment of children’s genuine feelings about receiving the different toys. We also assessed children’s actual affective reactions when they received the different toys using behavioural coding, outlined in the Procedure section below.

Study 2 used a mixed between- and within-subjects design, like Study 1, so that all children experienced both conditions, counterbalanced for order. The different orders were included for methodological reasons so that we could double our sample size and look at the impact of sharing within as opposed to only between participants. However, we were aware that the order might impact children’s sharing behaviour, and we expected that the manipulation might be less effective the second time around, especially for children in the order in which they got the best toy before the worst toy. Therefore, we compared children’s performance on the sharing task by sharing type (cost vs. no-cost), condition (best vs. worst), and order (best then worst vs. worst then best).

**Study 2 Objective and Hypotheses**

The objective of Study 2 was to examine how self-oriented positive affect may impact sharing behaviour in early school-aged children. We compared the perceived and expressed affective reactions and subsequent sharing behaviour of children who received their most or least favourite toy. We measured children’s affect ratings of the best and
worst toy, as well as their videotaped affective responses after receiving the best and worst toy, based on the coding schemes used by Aknin et al. (2012b) and Hudson and Jacques (2014). We then examined how these self-oriented affect inductions impacted children’s subsequent sharing behaviour. Finally, we examined correlations between children’s affect and their sharing behaviour.

Although there is some controversy in the adult literature, based on previous research with children which suggests positive self-oriented affect can increase generosity (Moore et al., 1973; Rosenhan et al., 1974; Underwood et al., 1977), it was hypothesized that children who received their most favourite toy would demonstrate more positive affect and they would share more than children who received their least favourite toy. Based on previous research (e.g., Moore, 2009; Sparks et al., 2017) we also expected children to share more in the no-cost versus the cost sharing trials. Finally, we expected that children’s affect ratings of how another child would feel if they received the best and worst toys would be associated with their own affective reactions, and that these would be positively related to their subsequent sharing behaviour.

Method

Participants

Children were recruited from public elementary schools in rural Nova Scotia. They were predominantly Caucasian and most spoke English as their first language. All participants were fluent in English. A total of 91 typically-developing 5- and 6-year-olds participated in Study 2. Three children were excluded because there was no difference between their FAS ratings for the best and worst toys (i.e., two children rated both toys as 8/8 and one child rated both toys as 7/8). Therefore, 88 children were included. The
condition in which children first received the best toy had a total of 44 children (24 boys and 20 girls), aged 5 years, 3 months to 6 years, 11 months ($M = 6$ years, 1 month, $SD = 6$ months). The condition in which children first received the worst toy had a total of 44 children (24 boys and 20 girls), aged 5 years, 3 months to 6 years, 11 months ($M = 6$ years, 1 month, $SD = 5$ months).

Based on the criteria by Cohen (1988), a statistical power analysis was performed for sample size estimation for Study 2, using G*Power 3.1 software (Faul et al., 2007). Unfortunately, almost all the relevant child studies examining the impact of self-oriented positive affect on prosocial behaviour did not report the required statistics to calculate effect size (i.e., Barnett et al., 1979; Isen et al., 1973; Moore et al., 1973; Rosenhan et al., 1974; Underwood et al., 1977). Therefore, this power analysis was based on data from the study by Barnett and Bryan (1974), which compared the sharing behaviour of 80 children (20 per group) who either received feedback that they won, tied, lost, or were given no feedback after independently playing a game. The effect size for the sharing data comparing the overall sample of children who won versus those who tied was $d = .76$, which is considered to be a large effect using Cohen’s (1988) criteria. With an alpha $= .05$ and power $= 0.80$, the projected sample size needed with this effect size is approximately $N = 29$ per group for a simple comparison between groups.

On the other hand, the effect size for the sharing data in Barnett and Bryan’s study comparing the overall sample of children who won versus those who lost was $d = .40$, which is considered to be a moderate effect using Cohen’s (1988) criteria. With an alpha $= .05$ and power $= 0.80$, the projected sample size needed with this effect size is approximately $N = 101$ per group for a simple comparison between groups. It is difficult
to determine how the conditions in Study 2 of children receiving their most or least desired toys might correspond to these conditions. Therefore, we aimed for a relatively conservative sample size of $N = 44$ per group, which should have been more than adequate to detect moderate to large effects.

**Procedure**

Children were seen individually in a school setting, as in Study 1.

(1) **Toy Ranking and Affect Rating (FAS).** Before any experimental manipulation, all children were asked to rank five toys from their most to least favourite. Children were then asked to rate how another boy or girl their age would feel if they saw all these toys and received the best and worst toy, using the FAS outlined above in Study 1. The order of this question was counterbalanced across participants.

(2) **Presentation of Best or Worst Toy.** Children were then randomly assigned to one of two orders, with conditions counterbalanced: (1) most favourite toy then least favourite toy, or (2) least favourite toy then most favourite toy. All five toys were hidden in identical bags and children were told that a toy would be selected at random. Depending on the condition, children were presented with either their most or least favourite toy to take home.

(3) **Resource-Allocation Task (RAT).** As in Study 1, children were introduced to their sharing partner, using a still photograph of a same-sex child their age. Participants were presented with prepared line drawings representing themselves and the other child, with their names written above.
Children completed a RAT, in which they could decide how they wanted to distribute stickers between themselves and their sharing partner. This was the same as the RAT used in Study 1. As before, there was a practice trial in which children could choose between 1 or 2 stickers for themselves. Participants were presented with a total of 16 trials per condition, with 8 cost trials and 8 no-cost trials, counterbalanced for order.

(4) Repetition with Other Condition. The presentation of the other toy from step 2 and the RAT from step 3 were repeated with a new sharing partner, so that each participant experienced both conditions in a within-subjects fashion.

(5) Selection of Toys to Take Home. At the end of the study, children were asked if they wanted to take home both the toys, as a measure of how much they disliked the worst toy.

Affect Coding

Study sessions were video recorded so we could code children’s affective reactions when they received their most and least favourite toys. This was used as a manipulation check to ensure the experimental manipulation was successful in inducing positive affect. We had permission to videotape 60 of the 88 participants, and 57 of these videos provided a clear view of children’s facial expressions when they received the toys. We first used Aknin et al.’s (2012b) facial affect coding scheme to allow for internal consistency across the studies included in this dissertation. However, we also applied Hudson and Jacques’ (2014) affect coding scheme that they used to score the disappointing gift paradigm (Saarni, 1984) to provide more in-depth behavioural coding of these intervals. The time between the gift presentation and the next activity was an
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6 Note. 72/88 (82%) chose 2 stickers.
average of 25 seconds. During this interval, children’s affect was coded using two different coding schemes, which are described in greater detail below.

**Aknin et al.’s (2012b) Affect Coding Scheme.** Affect coding was conducted based on Aknin et al.’s seven-point affect rating scale, with ratings from 1 to 7. According to this scale, expressions of facial affect in children are coded based on a gestalt rating. On this scale, a code of 4 is assigned to a neutral facial expression, 7 is assigned to a positive expression, and 1 is assigned to a negative expression. The values 5, 6, and 7 are used to code positive affect and the values 3, 2, and 1 are used to code negative affect, with facial expressions becoming more extreme toward the endpoints.

Aknin et al.’s facial affect coding scheme is summarized in Table 5 below.

Table 5

*Summary of Affect Coding Scheme from Aknin et al. (2012b)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
<td>Crying, upset</td>
<td>Big frown</td>
<td>Small frown</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Small smile</td>
<td>Big smile</td>
<td>Laughing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An independent coder blind to the study hypotheses rated videos of children’s facial affect based on Aknin et al.’s (2012b) coding scheme. A second inter-rater coder who was not blind to the hypotheses also coded all the videos to provide an indication of inter-rater reliability. The two coders did consensus coding for instances in which they were off by more than 1 point and these data were added to the primary coder’s dataset for analyses.
Hudson and Jacques’ (2014) Affect Coding Scheme. To gain another behavioural rating of children’s affective reactions to receiving the two gifts, we also used Hudson and Jacques’ (2014) coding scheme, which included coding children’s facial, vocal, verbal, and behavioural responses on a five-point scale, with scores between -2 and +2. Children were given negative scores for instances of negative affect such as frowning (facial), sarcastic tone (vocal), saying they did not like the toy (verbal), and pushing the toy away (behavioural). Conversely, children were given positive scores for instances of positive affect such as smiling (facial), excited tone (vocal), saying they liked the toy (verbal), and playing with the toy (behavioural). Scores of 0 were given for neutral responses across the domains, and more extremely positive or negative responses were given a higher rating of 2 versus 1. The effort rating which measured children’s effort to control their emotional response was excluded because this was not the focus of the study; instead, we were interested in getting a second more in-depth affect rating to measure the success of the experimental manipulation.

Analytic Plan

Data Scoring. The FAS and RAT were scored as in Study 1. Facial and behavioural affect coding were also conducted to ensure the experimental manipulations of receiving the most or least favoured toy impacted children’s affect. There were 57 codeable videos of the two gift receiving phases of the experiment, including 25 videos from Order 1 (best condition first) and 32 videos from Order 2 (worst condition first).

Two coders blind to the study hypotheses coded all the videos using Aknin et al.’s (2012b) coding scheme. Their ratings were highly correlated ($\alpha = .91$) and they never disagreed by more than 1 point, so no consensus coding was conducted. Additionally, all
the videos were coded using Hudson and Jacques’ (2014) coding scheme. For this coding, the primary coder was blind to study hypotheses, whereas the secondary coder was not. Their ratings were also highly correlated ($\alpha = .92$). On the three instances in which they disagreed by more than 1 point, consensus coding was completed. The consensus coding was then added to the primary coder’s data for analyses.

**Data Checking.** To ensure reliability, a secondary coder blind to the study hypotheses, watched all video-recorded trials (57/88 participants’ parents provided consent to videotape) and double-scored the child’s responses on the RAT. In the few cases in which the primary experimenter and secondary coder were not in agreement (8/1824 instances), then a third coder blind to the study hypotheses re-scored the RAT trial to make the final decision.

**Results**

**Assumptions Check**

All assumptions of the ANOVA were checked for both the affect and sharing data for Study 2. As we expected based on the experimental manipulations, children’s affect ratings for the best toy were positively skewed and their ratings for the worst toy were negatively skewed (both Kolmogorov-Smirnov test $p$’s < .001). We tried to transform the data using square and log transformations and data inversion, as suggested by Tabachnick and Fidell (2007) for moderate, substantial, and severe positive skewness, but this did not make the data normally distributed. Levene’s test based on the mean suggested the assumption of homogeneity of variance was not satisfied [$F(1, 350) = 166.788, p < .001$]. Therefore, results of the ANOVA should be interpreted with caution; although nonparametric statistics reported below resulted in the same findings.
As in Study 1, the sharing data were not normally distributed, as indicated by a visual inspection of histograms and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests when the data were broken down by order, condition, and sharing type (all \( p \)’s < .05, except for no-cost sharing for the worst condition in Order 2, in which \( p = .085 \)). As in Study 1, there were ceiling effects for the no-cost sharing data and there were both ceiling and floor effects for cost sharing data. We tried to transform the data using square and log transformations and data inversion, as suggested by Tabachnick and Fidell (2007) for moderate, substantial, and severe positive skewness, but this did not make the data normally distributed. Levene’s test based on the mean suggested the assumption of homogeneity of variance was satisfied for the sharing data \([F(1, 350) = 0.334, p = .563]\). As in Study 1, nonparametric statistics reported below resulted in the same findings.

**Affect Ratings (FAS) for Best and Worst Toys**

To ensure the experimental manipulation was successful, a 2 x 2 mixed ANOVA was conducted to analyze the affect data based on two 2-level variables. The within-subjects variable was condition (i.e., best vs. worst) and the between-subjects variable was order of conditions (i.e., best then worst vs. worst then best). This analysis helped us ensure there were significant differences in affect between the FAS ratings for the best toys and the worst toys, but that these did not differ depending on order.

As predicted, the 2 x 2 mixed ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of FAS type \([F(1, 86) = 450.77, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .840]\), in which children rated the best toy more positively than the worst toy. There was no significant interaction between FAS type and order \([F(1, 86) = .338, p = .563, \eta^2_p = .004]\). The FAS data are illustrated in Figure 8.
Since the assumption of normality was violated, an exact sign test was conducted to compare differences in children’s FAS ratings for the best and worst toys. An exact sign test was conducted to compare the differences in children’s FAS ratings for the best and worst toys. Children’s ratings for the best toy were significantly greater than the worst toy ($p < .001$). It is important to note that this result was expected, as no children rated the worst toy higher than the best toy, and the 3 children who rated the two toys as equivalent were excluded from further analysis due to no condition difference.

Note. All children took their most favourite toy home with them, but 26 children did not take their least favourite toy home with them (13 of these children were in Order 1 (best condition first) and 13 were in Order 2 (worst condition first).
$p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .466$, in which children shared more in no-cost trials. There were no significant two-way interactions between condition and order [$F(1, 86) = .994, p = .322, \eta_p^2 = .011$], condition and trial-type [$F(1, 86) = .223, p = .638, \eta_p^2 = .003$], or order and trial-type [$F(1, 86) = 2.037, p = .157, \eta_p^2 = .023$]. There was no three-way interaction between condition, order, and trial-type [$F(1, 86) = 2.891, p = .093, \eta_p^2 = .033$].

The RAT data are illustrated by Orders 1 and 2, in Figures 9 and 10 below.

Figure 9. Mean number of stickers shared by condition and trial-type in Order 1, in which children received the best then worst toy. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

Note. For Study 2, given the significant interactions involving order for the affect coding, a mixed 2 x 2 ANOVA (examining condition and sharing trial-type) using only the RAT data for the first condition was conducted to compare children who experienced the best condition first to children who experienced the worst condition first. The results continued to reveal no main effect of condition [$F(1, 86) = 1.264, p = .264, \eta_p^2 = .014$] and no interaction between condition and trial-type [$F(1, 86) = 1.418, p = .237, \eta_p^2 = .016$], and the main effect of trial-type remained [$F(1, 86) = 60.620, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .413$].

Exact sign tests were conducted to test for differences in children’s sharing behaviour between the best and worst conditions. There were no significant differences in children’s sharing in cost ($p = .761$) or no-cost ($p = .590$) trials. Specifically, for the cost sharing trials, 20 children shared more in the best condition, 23 shared more in the worst condition, and 45 showed no difference in their cost sharing. For the no-cost sharing trials, 25 shared more in the best condition, 30 shared more in the worst condition, and 33 showed no difference in their no-cost sharing.
Relations between Affect (FAS) and Sharing (RAT)

Pearson product-moment correlations were conducted to examine relations between children’s affect ratings for the best and worst toys along with their subsequent sharing behaviour on the cost and no-cost trials in the RAT. There were no significant correlations between children’s affect ratings for the best and worst toys and their subsequent sharing behaviour in the best or worst conditions. Correlations are summarized in Table 6 below. Interestingly, the relations between the FAS score for the best toy (i.e., FAS Best) and sharing were negative, whereas the relations between the FAS score for the worst toy (i.e., FAS Worst) and sharing were positive. As in Study 1, there was also a significant correlation between children’s cost and no-cost sharing behaviour in both the best \( r(86) = .572, p < .001 \) and worst \( r(86) = .586, p < .001 \) conditions.

Figure 10. Mean number of stickers shared by condition and trial-type in Order 2, in which children received the worst then best toy. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
Table 6

*Study 2 Correlations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cost Sharing</th>
<th>No-Cost Sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAS Best</strong></td>
<td>-.173</td>
<td>-.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAS Worst</strong></td>
<td>.197</td>
<td>.128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* FAS = Facial Affect Scale. *p < .01, **p < .001.*

**Affect Coding**

*Aknin et al.’s Affect Coding.* A 2 x 2 ANOVA was conducted by order and condition for the affect coding based on the scheme by Aknin et al. (2012b). This affect coding revealed no significant main effect of order \[F(1,56) = .990, p = .322, \eta^2_p = .009\]. However, there was a significant main effect of condition \[F(1,56) = 15.277, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .122\] and a significant interaction between order and condition \[F(1,56) = 6.422, p = .013, \eta^2_p = .055\]. Follow-up paired-samples *t*-tests indicated that when broken down by order, there was no significant difference between the best and worst condition in Order 1 (best condition first), \[t(24) = 1.030, p = .313, d = .206\]. However, there was a significant difference between conditions in Order 2 (worst condition first), \[t(31) = 5.638, p < .001, d = .996\]. See Figures 11 and 12 for an illustration of the data for Order 1 and 2.
Figure 11. Affect coding for Order 1 (best condition first), based on the coding scheme by Aknin et al. (2012b). Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

Figure 12. Affect coding for Order 2 (worst condition first), based on the coding scheme by Aknin et al. (2012b). Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

**Hudson and Jacques’ (2014) Affect Coding.** A 2 x 2 ANOVA was conducted by order and condition based on the overall mean affect rating from the scheme by Hudson and Jacques. This affect coding revealed no main effect of order \[ F(1, 56) = 2.201, p = .141, \eta^2_p = .020 \]. However, there was a main effect of condition, \[ F(1, 56) = \]
53.336, \( p < .001, \eta^2 = .331 \), and an order by condition interaction \([F(1, 56) = 14.492, p < .001, \eta^2 = .118] \). Follow-up paired samples \( t \)-tests were conducted to compare differences in children’s affect between the best and worst conditions, based on the two orders. Children’s affect ratings between the best and worst conditions were significantly different in Order 2 (worst then best condition), \([t(31) = 5.139, p < .001, d = .908] \) but not in Order 1 (best then worst condition), \([t(24) = 1.226, p = .232, d = .245] \). See Figures 13 and 14 below for an illustration of the behavioural affect coding by Order 1 and 2, broken down by the facial, vocal, verbal, and behavioural ratings that were used to generate the overall mean rating.

![Figure 13](image-url)

*Figure 13.* Behavioural affect coding for Order 1 (best condition first), based on coding scheme by Hudson and Jacques (2014). Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
Figure 14. Behavioural affect coding for Order 2 (worst condition first), based on coding scheme by Hudson and Jacques (2014). Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

**Relations between Coding Schemes.** Pearson product-moment correlations were conducted to examine relations between the two affect rating scales used to code children’s affect when they received their most and least favoured toys. Specifically, correlations were conducted to examine relations between Aknin et al.’s (2012b) facial affect coding and Hudson and Jacques’ (2014) overall coding scheme (which included an average of the facial, vocal, verbal, and behavioural indices), as well as Aknin et al.’s coding scheme and Hudson and Jacques’ facial affect index. Pearson product-moment correlations revealed that Aknin et al.’s (2012b) facial affect coding was positively correlated with Hudson and Jacques’ (2014) overall coding scheme \( r(55) = .672, p < .001 \). Additionally, Aknin et al.’s coding scheme was positively correlated with Hudson and Jacques’ facial affect index \( r(55) = .835, p < .001 \).
Discussion

Study 2 examined the impact of both self-oriented positive and negative affect on children’s sharing behaviour. Recall that the hedonic contingency (Wegener & Petty, 1994) and mood maintenance (Isen & Simmonds, 1978) theories predict that self-oriented positive affect will increase sharing behaviour. However, the negative state relief theory (Cialdini et al., 1973) predicts that if someone is already experiencing self-oriented positive affect then they will not need to engage in prosocial behaviour to ameliorate their affective state. On the other hand, the focus of attention theory (Rosenhan et al., 1981) predicts that self-oriented positive affect will increase sharing behaviour, whereas self-oriented negative affect will decrease sharing. However, the negative state relief theory (Cialdini et al., 1973) predicts that self-oriented negative affect will increase children’s sharing (see Table 2 for a summary). Unfortunately, we found no difference in cost and no-cost sharing between children who experienced positive or negative self-oriented affect. Therefore, our findings do not lend support to any of these theories.

Although there is some controversy in the adult literature, research to date with children suggests positive self-oriented affect can increase their subsequent sharing behaviour (Barnett & Bryan, 1974; Isen et al., 1973; Moore et al., 1973; Rosenhan et al., 1974; Underwood et al., 1977). However, this research has relied on manipulations that require children to reflect on their own previous positive experiences or receive comparative feedback on their task performance. Having children recall personal positive experiences from their past introduces potential confounds because each child’s experience may include diverse elements that could impact their experience of positive affect in the present moment. In fact, Barnett et al. (1979) did not find a difference
between children’s ratings of their positive and neutral self-oriented affect after a reflection manipulation. Providing children with positive feedback on their performance is a more controlled way to induce positive affect; however, when this is done under competitive settings that involve upward or downward social comparisons, this could introduce more complex social dynamics which could differentially impact children’s generosity toward others (Barnett & Bryan, 1974; Zaki, 2014). Therefore, Study 2 was conducted to examine if self-oriented positive affect, as a result of receiving a valued resource, might increase children’s sharing behaviour.

We expected that children who received their most favourite toy would demonstrate more positive affect and that they would share more than children who received their least favourite toy. However, Study 2 found no differences in sharing between children who received their most or least favourite toys, although these manipulations successfully impacted children’s perceived and expressed affective reactions. These findings are inconsistent with much of the existing child and adult literature in this area. Each of our main findings from Study 2 are discussed in turn below, focusing on the impact of self-oriented positive affect on children’s sharing behaviour, the success of the experimental manipulations, relations between children’s affect and sharing, followed by a discussion of the behavioural coding.

The Impact of Self-Oriented Positive Affect on Sharing

Although the best and worst conditions had a significant impact on children’s perceived affect, they did not impact children’s subsequent sharing behaviour. We hypothesized that children would share more when they received their most versus least favourite toy; however, our results did not support this hypothesis. Children showed some
variability in their sharing behaviour but these inconsistencies were spread evenly between conditions, washing out any potential condition effect. It seems that receiving either their most or least favourite toy was not a powerful enough manipulation to impact children’s sharing behaviour in the expected direction.

Recall that our original power calculation for this primary analysis was based on data from the study by Barnett and Bryan (1974), who found moderate to large effect sizes of $d = .40$ and $d = .76$ using Cohen’s (1988) criteria. On the other hand, when we compared the sharing behaviour of children in the best versus worst conditions, our effect size for the total sharing was $d = .03$, which is a trivial effect size using Cohen’s criteria. The power for this primary analysis was only .05, which indicates that there was only a 5% chance of finding a statistically significant difference if there was one (Field, 2009).

Previous research suggests that people experiencing self-oriented positive affect are more likely to engage in prosocial behaviour (e.g., Aderman, 1972; Isen, 1970; Isen et al., 1976; Isen & Levin, 1972; Manucia et al., 1984; O’Malley & Andrews, 1983; Veitch et al., 1977). However, this did not seem to be the case for the children in Study 2. It is possible that self-oriented positive affect may impact children’s sharing behaviour, but we were not able to demonstrate this effect with our experimental manipulation. Alternatively, it is also possible that there is not a strong relation between these variables and that relations between positive affect and sharing are over-reported in the literature. Finally, it is also possible that such relations between self-oriented positive affect and sharing, which are relatively well-established in the adult literature, do not emerge until later in development.
Based on the negative state relief theory (Cialdini et al., 1973), we might expect that children who received their least favourite toy, and experienced negative affect, would be more likely to engage in higher rates of sharing to gain a positive affective benefit. Conversely, based on the hedonic contingency theory (Wegener & Petty, 1994), we might expect that children who received their most favourite toy, and experienced positive affect, would be more likely to engage in higher rates of cost sharing to maintain or even increase their positive affect. Since we found no significant differences in sharing behaviour between the two conditions, we have no evidence to lend support to either theory. It is possible that neither or both processes were at play, which might account for the lack of differences between groups.

In addition to a main effect of condition, we also hypothesized that there would be an effect of trial-type, in which children would share more in no-cost than cost trials. As in Study 1, there was a significant difference between cost and no-cost sharing trials, in which children were more generous when there was no cost of sharing to themselves.

The Success of the Experimental Manipulation

In order to assess if our experimental manipulations were successfully able to induce different affective reactions in children, we first had children rate how they thought another same-sex child their age would feel if they received their most or least favourite toys. Children’s facial expressions of affect were also coded by external adult observers. Overall, children thought another child their age would feel happier if they received their favourite toy and sadder if they received their least favourite toy and their own affective responses to receiving either their most or least favourite toy corroborated this. We expected children who received their most favourite toy would express highly
positive affect. However, we were unsure how children who received their least favourite toy would react. Previous research using a similar gift paradigm with both sighted and blind children, generally resulted in positive affective reactions in children in this age range (Cole, 1986; Cole et al., 1989). This research suggests that when children receive a disappointing gift, they work to control their negative emotion and will often feign positive emotion. This is why in Study 2 it was important to obtain a rating of how children thought another child might feel if they received their most or least favourite toys, to gain a more accurate assessment of children’s genuine feelings about receiving the different toys.

There was an interesting effect of order, in which children showed an especially negative response to receiving their least favourite toy when they got this first. It is possible that this could have washed out the sharing effect; however, a comparison of children in Order 1 only resulted in the same null findings.

Aknin et al.’s (2012b) affect coding scheme and the facial rating from Hudson and Jacques’ (2014) coding scheme were highly positively correlated with one another, both when looking at Hudson and Jacques’ overall coding scheme (including an average of the facial, vocal, verbal, and behavioural indices) and when examining their facial affect index alone. These findings indicate that the two coding schemes are likely tapping into similar constructs.

Although all children took their most favourite toy home with them, almost one-third of the children from each order did not take their least favourite toy home with them. This speaks to how much children did not like their least favourite toy, supporting the effectiveness of the experimental manipulation. This manipulation appeared to be a
successful way to induce positive and negative affect in children. However, as detailed above, this did not impact their subsequent sharing behaviour.

**Relations between Affect and Sharing**

Correlations between children’s affect ratings for the best and worst toys and their subsequent sharing behaviour were not significant; however, there was an interesting pattern of findings in which the relations between children’s affect ratings for the best toy and their sharing were negative, and relations between their affect ratings for the worst toy and their sharing were positive. This indicates that when children received their most favourite toy, the higher that children’s positive affect ratings were then the less they shared. Conversely, when children received their least favourite toy, the higher their positive affect ratings were then the more they shared. Although they are not significant, this pattern of findings is interesting because they are somewhat inconsistent with our hypothesis that self-oriented positive affect would lead to increased sharing behaviour. It seems that this only held true for children when they received their least favourite toy, as those who ranked the worst toy more highly on the FAS shared more. Surprisingly, when children received their most favourite toy, those who ranked the best toy very highly on the FAS were less generous which is not what we expected.

As in Study 1, there was also a significant correlation between children’s cost and no-cost sharing behaviour in both the best and worst conditions. This indicates that children who were generous in one trial-type tended to be generous when presented with the other trial-type as well. This finding likely reflects patterns in children’s sharing in which they tended to be consistently more or less generous overall.
Limitations

There are some notable limitations to Study 2 which deserve mention, including variability in children’s toy rankings, and the affect rating scales used to code children’s responses to receiving the different toys.

All the children in Study 2 said that another boy or girl their age would feel happy to receive their most favourite toy; however, there was marked variability in how they thought another child would feel if they received their least favourite toy. Although the toys varied in terms of their quality, many children seemed happy to receive both their most and their least favourite toy. In fact, three children were excluded from further analysis because they did not show any difference between their affect ratings for the best and worst toy, as both were rated as highly positive. On the other hand, many children predicted another child would be quite dismayed to receive their least favourite toy, and behavioural observations confirmed that they did not like the toy. In fact, 26 children left the toy behind and did not take it with them. It is possible that this differential response to the less desired toy could have impacted our findings. Future research could include a wider range in the variable quality of the toys, so that the least desirable toy is perceived as worthless (e.g., a broken or non-functional item).

Independent adult coders, who were both blind to the study hypotheses, coded children’s affective responses when they received both gifts, based on Aknin et al.’s (2012b) coding scheme and Hudson and Jacques’ (2014) behavioural coding scheme. Although they were blind to the research questions and to the condition the child was experiencing, it was sometimes obvious from children’s comments that they received a
toy that they either strongly liked or disliked. It is possible that this may have biased the coders’ ratings of the child’s behavioural responses.

**Directions for Future Research**

Based on what we learned from Study 2, some important directions for future research projects are also suggested, such as the addition of a neutral control condition or a known sharing partner. It may have been helpful to include a neutral control condition because Niesta Kayser et al. (2010) found adults were more likely to engage in low-cost helping when they experienced either positive or negative affect, in comparison with neutral affect. If children in the current study were motivated to share more if they experienced either positive or negative self-oriented affect then the addition of a neutral control condition may help to tease this apart.

An interesting direction for future research would be to link the subsequent sharing partner to the gift-giving, so that children are told that this child gave them either their most or least favourite toy. This might create a more explicit connection between the child’s own affective state and their sharing partner, instead of simply inducing positive or negative affect through what children perceived to be a process of random selection. Although, Telle and Pfister’s (2016) model underscores that the beneficiary of the prosocial behaviour does not need to be the person who elicited the positive empathy, and could be another external individual or group who may differ in terms of their own affective state or their need for help.
Conclusions

Study 2 examined if positive affect might impact children’s sharing behaviour. Overall, children thought another child their age would feel happier if they received their favourite toy and sadder if they received their least favourite toy. Children’s own affective responses to receiving either their most or least favourite toy corroborated this. However, this did not impact children’s subsequent sharing behaviour. Together, Studies 1 and 2 provide accumulating data that manipulations such as these which try to increase children’s other-oriented or self-oriented positive affect do not significantly impact their subsequent sharing behaviour. Since research with adults suggests there may be a positive feedback loop, in which self-oriented positive affect results in more sharing behaviour, and engaging in sharing behaviour increases positive affect (Aknin et al., 2012a), Study 3 explored the other side of these interrelations, to examine if engaging in sharing might lead to increased positive affect in children.
CHAPTER 4: STUDY 3:

DOES SHARING IMPACT CHILDREN’S AFFECT?

This program of research aimed to examine relations between positive affect and sharing from multiple perspectives. Therefore, in addition to examining if other-oriented and self-oriented positive affect impact children’s subsequent sharing behaviour, Study 3 also examined if engaging in sharing behaviour might lead to increased positive affect in children.

There is a growing body of research demonstrating that engaging in prosocial behaviour increases positive affect in adults. Correlational and experimental research demonstrates that adults who were assigned to spend money on other people reported more positive affect than those who spent money on themselves (see Dunn et al., 2014 for a review). Such affective benefits of sharing are not only perceptible to the person involved in these actions, but also to adult observers who rated participants’ facial expressions of positive affect on a five-point scale (Aknin et al., 2014). Adults also showed greater affective benefits of getting to make donations to charity through their performance on a computer game, in comparison to those who simply played for points (Martela & Ryan, 2016).

In more real-world settings, adults assigned to do kind acts for others over a 6-week period were happier than those who did kind acts for themselves (Lyubomirsky, Sheldon, & Schkade, 2005; Nelson, Layous, Cole, & Lyubomirsky, 2016). Similarly, longitudinal research from a large American dataset suggests adults who engage in volunteer work experience increased well-being and those with greater well-being spend more time volunteering (Thoits & Hewitt, 2001). Correlational research including 136
countries and experimental research outside North America, in places such as Uganda, India, South Africa, and small, isolated, rural villages in the South Pacific has replicated the positive relation between sharing and positive affect (Aknin et al., 2013a; Aknin et al., 2015a). A series of studies by Gray (2010) indicated that donating to charity increased adults’ sense of agency (as measured by their ability to hold both an arm weight or hand grip for a longer period of time); however, it only impacted their self-reported affect on the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) if it was measured directly after the sharing task and not at the end of the study. This research suggests that potential affective benefits of small charitable donations may be short-lived.

Most previous adult research on the affective benefit of sharing examines differences in affect between groups of individuals after they either share resources with others versus receive resources for themselves (among other control groups). However, we found no research with adults that examined actual changes in affect before and after engaging in sharing behaviour. Such an analysis using a within-subjects design could provide compelling evidence that engaging in sharing behaviour actually increases positive affect, as opposed to simply providing evidence that individuals who share with others are generally happier than those who receive resources for themselves.

One exceptional study by Aknin et al. (2012b) examined 2-year-old children’s facial affect over a series of prosocial and non-prosocial situations. Two external coders who were blind to study hypotheses coded children’s facial affect as they underwent five different conditions. First, children were introduced to a puppet and told that the puppet liked treats. Second, the experimenter found eight treats and told the child that the treats
were for them, then placed them in the child’s bowl. Third, the child observed as the experimenter gave the puppet a treat that was found. Fourth, the experimenter found another treat and asked the child to give it to the puppet. Lastly, the experimenter asked the child to take one of the child’s treats and give it to the puppet. Aknin et al. found that 2-year-old children displayed greater positive affect when sharing resources with others than when receiving treats themselves. Further, they found that positive affect was highest when the children were asked to share their own resources, as opposed to the resources found by the experimenter. This striking finding that children exhibited increased positive affect when sharing with a personal cost, as opposed to sharing with no cost to themselves, suggests children differentiate between sharing with and without a personal cost and they show increased positive affect when engaging in sharing with a cost. This research was replicated with 2- to 5-year-old children from small, isolated, rural villages in the South Pacific (Aknin et al., 2015a). Aknin et al. postulated that the affective benefit of sharing with a cost may help to positively reinforce this prosocial behaviour, whereas sharing with no cost may not require the same affective benefit because it does not require the same personal sacrifice.

Although there is accumulating evidence that mandatory sharing may lead to increased positive affect in children, no known research to date has examined how free choices about sharing impact children’s affect. This seems particularly important because the voluntary nature of sharing is central to the definition of prosocial behaviour (Eisenberg et al., 2006). As part of their self-determination theory, Ryan and Deci (2000) proposed that autonomy may be key to experience wellbeing from our behaviours. Previous research with children suggests providing them with opportunities for free as
opposed to forced choices about engaging in prosocial behaviour increased their subsequent helping and sharing behaviour (Chernyak & Kushnir, 2013; Rapp, Engelmann, Herrmann, & Tomasello, 2017). However, such research did not measure how engaging in this prosocial behaviour impacted children’s affective state.

Similarly, previous work with adults by Harbaugh et al. (2007), suggests that neural activity shows greater increases in areas related to reward-processing when individuals made voluntary as opposed to mandatory charitable donations, indicating that choice may contribute to an affective benefit from sharing. Research using diary and experimental methods by Weinstein and Ryan (2010) found adults who actively chose to engage in prosocial behaviour displayed higher levels of positive affect than those who were asked to help. These findings suggest autonomous decision-making may increase the affective benefits of prosocial behaviour.

On the other hand, recent work by Hepach, Vaish, and Tomasello (2012) using changes in pupil size as an indicator of sympathetic arousal, suggests that 2-year-old children showed similar responses when they saw another person being helped as when they themselves actively helped. This suggests that children may not have to actively engage in prosocial behaviour in order to show the same changes in arousal. It remains unclear whether children must be active participants in the sharing, or if they might show the same affective benefits by simply observing sharing behaviour.

We were interested in exploring if sharing with a personal cost could increase children’s self-reported and facial displays of affect, and if an anticipated affective benefit may serve as part of the motivation for prosocial behaviour. Therefore, Study 3 was conducted to further investigate if there is an affective benefit of sharing in 5- and 6-
year-old children. To address this research question, children’s affect was compared across three different conditions, which involved (1) active sharing, (2) passive sharing, or (3) passive receiving. In the first condition, children made free choices about how to actively share with their sharing partner across a series of costly sharing trials. This active sharing condition allowed us to examine the impact of sharing with a cost on children’s affect. In the second condition, children passively observed as the examiner allocated stickers based on these same costly sharing trials between themselves and their sharing partner. This passive sharing condition allowed us to control for the number of stickers that were allocated and received by the participants but it removed the active sharing component from the task, to see if this is important to the affective benefit of sharing. In the third condition, children passively observed as the examiner allocated stickers to them in a similar way, but their sharing partner did not receive any stickers. This passive receiving condition allowed us to control for the number of stickers that children received but it removed any sharing component from the task, to see if children show a comparable affective benefit when they simply receive stickers for themselves.

To control for the number of stickers that children received and shared, participants were matched one-to-one-to-one across the three conditions in a yoked design, based on their sex, age, and their reported facial affect before beginning the RAT. Unlike Studies 1 and 2, which included both cost and no-cost sharing trials, Study 3 only included cost trials because previous research by Aknin et al. (2012b) suggests that children showed the most positive affect when engaging in this type of sharing.
Before any experimental manipulation, all children were first invited to watch a brief negative affect-inducing video developed by Williams et al. (2014). This stimulus allowed us to prime children for negative affect, since research recently conducted in our laboratory found that most early school-aged children reported highly positive baseline affect before any experimental manipulations (Zhang, Longard, & Moore, 2016). Specifically, we found that among 30 children aged 4 to 6 years ($M = 4$ years, 10 months, $SD = 1$ month), baseline self-reported affect scores were highly positively skewed, with most children selecting one of the two happiest faces numbered 7 and 8 on the FAS ($M = 7.27/8$, $SD = 1.36$). Given these highly positive baseline scores, we attempted to induce negative affect in children to avoid ceiling ratings of baseline happiness, so we could have the opportunity to see if sharing increases children’s self-reported affect.

Study 3 used a between-subjects yoked experimental design, which allowed us to compare self-reported changes in affect between three conditions: (1) children who were given an opportunity to make decisions about sharing stickers with another child (i.e., active sharing); (2) children who watched the experimenter allocate stickers between themselves and another child (i.e., passive sharing); and (3) children who simply watched the experimenter allocate stickers to themselves (i.e., passive receiving). Children were assigned to one of three conditions, which were yoked one-to-one-to-one so that all three children in each match were the same sex and had an initial self-reported affect within 1 point of each other. This yoking process allowed us to investigate the impact of active sharing with a personal cost on children’s affect, compared to two yoked controls matched to receive the same number of stickers as participants in the experimental condition, in either passive sharing or no sharing contexts.
Study 3 Objective and Hypotheses

The primary objective of Study 3 was to examine the impact of sharing on self-reported and facially displayed affect in 5- and 6-year-olds. Study 3 allowed us to compare differences in affect across children who were given an opportunity to make decisions about sharing stickers with another child (i.e., active sharing), versus children who simply watched an adult allocate stickers between the participant and another child (i.e., passive sharing), and children who watched an adult give stickers only to the participant and not to another child (i.e., passive receiving). We measured children’s self-reported affect before and after the RAT to see if children who were given an opportunity to share with a personal cost showed greater positive increases in their self-reported and facial affect.

Based on preliminary research by Aknin et al. (2012b), which suggested that young children displayed higher rates of positive affect, as rated by adult coders, when sharing resources with others than when receiving resources for themselves, especially when they shared with a personal cost, we hypothesized that children in the active and passive sharing conditions would show more positive affect than those in the passive receiving condition. In line with previous research by Harbaugh et al. (2007), which suggests that neural activity shows greater increases in areas related to reward-processing when individuals make voluntary as opposed to mandatory charitable donations, we hypothesized that children who were given the opportunity to make decisions to share in the active sharing condition would show a greater positive increase in their affect than children who were not given the opportunity to make such prosocial decisions in the passive sharing condition. Finally, in addition to examining differences in children’s
affect before and after the RAT, we also planned to conduct further trial-by-trial analyses to examine whether children’s facial affect was more positive in trials that resulted in a prosocial outcome.

**Method**

**Participants**

A total of 132 children took part in this study in a laboratory setting. Children were predominantly Caucasian and most spoke English as their first language. All participants were fluent in English. From this sample, 63 children aged 5 years, 0 months to 6 years, 11 months were matched based on their sex and their initial self-reported affect (within 1 point). Children were assigned to one of the three conditions (active sharing, passive sharing, or passive receiving), so that there were 21 children (10 boys and 11 girls) in each group. Participants who met inclusion criteria were first assigned to the active sharing condition, then eligible matches were assigned to the passive sharing or passive receiving conditions and yoked in triads to the participant in the original active sharing condition. Participant statistics used for matching, including the mean and standard deviation for the first self-reported affect rating and the age of the children in each of the three conditions, are summarized in Table 7 below.

Table 7

*Study 3 Participant Statistics*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active Sharing</th>
<th>Passive Sharing</th>
<th>Passive Receiving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td><em>M</em> = 6 years, 1 month <em>(SD = 6 months)</em></td>
<td><em>M</em> = 5 years, 11 months <em>(SD = 6 months)</em></td>
<td><em>M</em> = 5 years, 11 months <em>(SD = 7 months)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1st Self-Report</strong></td>
<td><em>M</em> = 4.52 <em>(SD = 1.12)</em></td>
<td><em>M</em> = 4.76 <em>(SD = 1.34)</em></td>
<td><em>M</em> = 4.67 <em>(SD = 1.32)</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the criteria by Cohen (1988), a statistical power analysis was performed for sample size estimation for Study 3, using G*Power 3.1 software (Faul et al., 2007). This power analysis was based on data from the study by Aknin et al. (2012b), which compared the facial affect of 20 toddlers over a series of prosocial and non-prosocial conditions. The effect size for the comparison between children’s affect when they engaged in costly sharing (akin to our active sharing condition) versus when they received a treat for themselves (akin to our passive receiving condition) was $d = 1.35$. This effect size is considered to be large using Cohen’s (1988) criteria. With an alpha = .05 and power = 0.80, the projected sample size needed with this effect size is approximately $N = 10$ per group for simple comparisons between groups. Thus, our sample size of $N = 21$ per group should have been adequate for the main objective of this study.

Additionally, 53 children (25 boys and 28 girls) were excluded from matching because their first self-report rating was too highly positive, but they took part in the active sharing condition. Their age ranged from 5 years, 0 months to 6 years, 11 months ($M = 5$ years, 7 months, $SD = 6$ months). Finally, sixteen children had unusable data for the following reasons. Five children remained unmatched because there were no participants who were the same sex as them and who also had an initial self-reported affect rating within 1 point of their rating. Six children were excluded because they were originally matched to a child whose initial self-reported affect was not within 1 point of their rating. Four children were excluded from the study due to experimenter error and one was excluded because they refused to finish watching the video.
Procedure

Children were seen individually in a laboratory setting. After parental signed consent was obtained, children were invited to participate in the study.

(1) Negative Affect-Induction. Children were first invited to watch a brief video about a little girl named Jenny, who narrated the video in a sad tone and was visibly upset as she made posters to find her lost dog. This stimulus allowed us to prime children for negative affect in order to avoid ceiling ratings of baseline happiness, so we could have the opportunity to see if sharing increases children’s self-reported affect.

(2) First Affect Rating (FAS). After watching the video, children were asked to rate their affect using the FAS. See Figure 2 in Study 1 above for an example of the FAS used in this study. This first affect rating was used as part of our inclusion criteria for Study 3, in order to exclude children who were not impacted by the negative affect-induction. It was decided a priori that only children whose initial self-reported affect was in the bottom two-thirds of the FAS (ratings of 0 to 5) would be included in the matching procedure. It was also decided that this first affect rating would be used to create matched triads of children who were the same sex and who had an initial FAS rating within 1 point of each other.

(3) Resource-Allocation Task (RAT). Children were presented with prepared line drawings representing themselves and the child from the video, with their names written above. The experimenter showed each drawing one at a time and asked the child to identify the person in the drawing. If children misidentified any of the drawings, the experimenter told them who it was.
Children each completed 10 resource-allocation trials that involved sharing with a cost, as well as one practice trial. In the practice trial, children were asked if they wanted 1 or 2 stickers for themselves. This practice trial helped familiarize children with how the task worked, and provided a potential measure of children’s interest in the stickers\(^{11}\).

In each of the 10 cost sharing trials, children in the active sharing condition were given a choice between 1 sticker for themselves and 1 sticker for Jenny versus 2 stickers for themselves and 0 stickers for Jenny. Unlike Studies 1 and 2, which included both cost and no-cost trials, only cost sharing trials were included in Study 1 in order to maximize the affective benefit, since research suggests children show increased positive affect in response to cost versus no-cost sharing (Aknin et al., 2015a; Aknin et al., 2012b).

The order of each trial presentation was counterbalanced, so children were either presented with the sharing option first or second on the grid. Each participant only participated in one condition. Children in the active sharing condition always tested first, then children in the passive sharing and passive receiving conditions were yoked as triads to their counterpart in the active sharing condition. Children in the passive sharing condition were shown the same choices as the child in the active sharing condition who they were yoked to, but instead of getting to make active sharing decisions, the experimenter simply made the allocations for them, based on their match’s previous decisions. Children in the passive receiving condition were only shown choices between 1 or 2 stickers for themselves, and there were no stickers given to their sharing partner. Children in the passive receiving condition were allocated 1 or 2 stickers by the experimenter, based on the choices of their match in the active sharing condition.

\(^{11}\) Note. 104/130 children (80%) chose 2 stickers.
Figure 15 below provides an illustration of RAT trials in Study 3.

Figure 15. Example of the RAT used in Study 3. The image on the left is an example of a cost trial from the active sharing or passive sharing conditions, in which participants either chose between 2 stickers for themselves and none for their partner versus 1 sticker for themselves and 1 for their partner, or observed as the experimenter made the allocations. The image on the right is an example of a trial from the passive receiving condition, in which participants were given either 1 or 2 stickers for themselves and none were given to their partner (although their sharing partner’s image was still displayed on the grid).

(4) Second Affect Rating (FAS). After completing the RAT, children were asked to rate their affect a second time using another FAS.

(5) Debriefing. At the end of the study, children were told that the little girl in the video found her dog, so no one left the study feeling badly for the character.
Affect Coding

The study sessions were also video recorded so we could code children’s expressions of facial affect. Videos for only 57 of the 63 participants could be coded due to unclear video footage or unavailable videos (including 20 from active sharing, 17 from passive sharing, and 20 from passive receiving conditions). Affect coding was conducted based on Aknin et al.’s (2012b) seven-point affect rating scale, with ratings from 1 to 7. This facial affect coding scheme is summarized in Table 5 above as part of the Method section for Study 2.

Analytic Plan

Data Scoring. To be included in the study, children were required to have an initial affect rating of 5 or lower (in the bottom two-thirds of the scale). The number of stickers that children shared out of the possible 10 was calculated.

Data Checking. The experimenter coded all responses to the FAS and RAT live during the study session. Study sessions were video recorded to allow for verification of children’s responses on the RAT (125/132 children completed the RAT and had useable videotapes). To ensure reliability, a secondary coder blind to the study hypotheses, watched all video-recorded trials and double-scored the child’s responses on the RAT. In the few cases in which the primary experimenter and secondary coder were not in agreement (4/1250 trials), a third coder blind to the study hypotheses re-scored the RAT trial to make the final decision. There were no errors in the sharing numbers that interfered with the yoked design.
Results

Assumptions Check

All assumptions of the ANOVA were checked for both the FAS ratings and affect coding for Study 3. The self-reported affect data were not normally distributed, as a visual inspection of histograms suggests children’s affect ratings tended to be more negatively skewed at the first time-point (FAS 1) and more positively skewed at the second time-point (FAS 2). All Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests broken down by time-point and condition were significant ($p$’s < .05) except for FAS 1 for the passive sharing condition ($p = .135$), providing further evidence that the assumption of normality was violated. We tried to transform the data using square and log transformations and data inversion, as suggested by Tabachnick and Fidell (2007) for moderate, substantial, and severe positive skewness, but this did not make the data normally distributed. The assumption of homogeneity of variance was satisfied, as indicated by Levene’s test based on the mean for FAS 1 [$F(2, 54) = .110, p = .896$] and FAS 2 [$F(2, 54) = .425, p = .656$]. It is also important to note that self-reported affect was measured using an ordinal as opposed to an interval scale. Therefore, results of the ANOVA should be interpreted with caution.

The coded facial displays of affect were normally distributed for the active and passive sharing conditions, as indicated by a visual inspection of the histograms and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for active sharing [$D(16) = .117, p = .200$] and passive sharing [$D(16) = .108, p = .200$]. However, the facial affect data were not normally distributed for passive receiving [$D(16) = .293, p = .001$], as this group had less variability than the other two conditions. We tried to transform the data using square and log transformations
and data inversion, but this did not make the data normally distributed. The assumption of homogeneity of variance was not satisfied, as indicated by Levene’s test based on the mean \[F(2, 54) = 4.206, \ p = .020\]. It is also important to note that children’s facial displays of affect were coded using an ordinal as opposed to an interval scale. Therefore, results of the ANOVA should be interpreted with caution.

**Affect Ratings (FAS)**

A 2 x 3 within-subjects ANOVA was conducted to analyze whether changes in self-reported affect on the FAS before and after the RAT differed across the three experimental conditions. Given the matched design, both FAS ratings (before and after the RAT) and the three conditions (active sharing, passive sharing, and passive receiving) were entered as within-subjects variables.

There was a significant main effect of time on children’s self-reported affect \[F(1, 20) = 64.582, \ p < .001, \ η_p^2 = .764\]. Follow-up paired samples \(t\)-tests revealed a significant increase in children’s self-report ratings before and after the RAT for the active sharing \(t(20) = -6.781, \ p < .001, \ d = 1.480\), passive sharing \(t(20) = -5.050, \ p < .001, \ d = 1.102\), and passive receiving \(t(20) = -6.435, \ p < .001, \ d = 1.404\) conditions. See Table 8 below for a summary of the means and standard deviations for self-reported affect on the FAS for each of the three conditions.

Table 8

*Affect Ratings (FAS) Means and Standard Deviations by Condition*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active Sharing</th>
<th>Passive Sharing</th>
<th>Passive Receiving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time 1</strong></td>
<td>(M = 3.48 \ (SD = 1.12))</td>
<td>(M = 3.24 \ (SD = 1.34))</td>
<td>(M = 3.33 \ (SD = 1.32))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time 2</strong></td>
<td>(M = 6.33 \ (SD = 1.32))</td>
<td>(M = 6.05 \ (SD = 1.80))</td>
<td>(M = 6.52 \ (SD = 1.47))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There was no main effect of condition \[ F(2, 19) = 1.403, p = .270, \eta_p^2 = .129 \], indicating that whether children were in the active sharing, passive sharing, or passive receiving condition did not impact their self-reported affect. There was no interaction between time and condition \[ F(2, 19) = 1.302, p = .295, \eta_p^2 = .121 \]. These results suggest children in the active sharing, passive sharing, and passive receiving conditions experienced a significant increase in positive affect regardless of the condition they were in, but there was no additional affective benefit associated with active sharing, compared to passive sharing or passive receiving. The results are illustrated in Figure 16 below.

![Figure 16](image)

**Figure 16.** Study 3 mean affect ratings before and after the RAT by the three conditions. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
**Affect Coding**

Two independent coders coded children’s facial displays of affect and their coding was highly related ($\alpha = 0.82$). Children’s facial affect displays were coded for each of the 10 trials on the RAT, and a mean was calculated for each child. A one-way within-subjects ANOVA was conducted to analyze differences in children’s mean displays of facial affect across each of the three experimental conditions. Analyses could only be conducted on the 16 matched triads with complete data for the affect coding. We found a significant main effect of condition, $F(2, 14) = 23.692, p < .001, \eta^2 = .772$.

To investigate the main effect further, two paired samples $t$-tests were conducted to investigate whether there were differences in mean affect ratings between the active sharing and passive sharing conditions and between the passive sharing and passive receiving conditions. Paired samples $t$-tests revealed that children’s mean affect was significantly higher in the active sharing condition ($M = 4.98$, $SD = 0.526$) than the passive sharing condition ($M = 4.48$, $SD = 0.297$), $t(15) = 3.184, p = .006, d = .772$. Similarly, children’s mean affect was significantly higher in the passive sharing condition than the passive receiving condition ($M = 4.13$, $SD = .153$), $t(15) = 4.259 , p = .001, d = 1.065$.

See Figure 17 for mean affect ratings for the three conditions, broken down by prosocial trials (in which participants either actively or passively shared two stickers between themselves and their sharing partner or simply received one sticker for themselves) and non-prosocial trials (in which all participants received two stickers for themselves and their sharing partner received none).
Affect Coding by Trial-Type

The coding of children’s facial affect for each of the 10 trials on the RAT was also broken down based on whether they shared in each trial, so we could compare children’s facial affect between instances in which they made prosocial or non-prosocial choices. It is important to note that some children shared 0/10 times, whereas others shared 10/10 times, with a mean of 6.6/10. A mixed ANOVA could not be used to analyze the data because the groups were not even (i.e., about two-thirds of the trials were prosocial and only about one-third were non-prosocial trials) and different participants contributed differentially to these two groups of data. Therefore, mixed modelling was used to examine differences in facial affect between groups for ‘prosocial’
trials in which children shared (or got one sticker for themselves) versus ‘non-prosocial’
trials in which they did not share (or got two stickers for themselves). This approach does
not require independence of observations, nor does it require homogeneity of variances or
sphericity. However, it does not supply an effect size.

**Analysis for Matches Data.** To examine the impact of condition and trial-type on
the 63 participants included in the matches, we tested a series of models with random
intercepts and random slopes, using different covariance structures including unstructured
(UN) which is a general covariance matrix, diagonal (DIAG) which has heterogeneous
variance, and compound symmetry (CS) which has constant variance and covariance.
Model 5 was selected as the best fitting model, as it included both condition and trial-type
variables and had the lowest AIC and BIC values other than Model 1. See Table 9 below
for a summary of the models that were tested, including their primary components and
Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and Schwarz’s Bayesian Criterion (BIC) values.

Table 9

**Study 3 Matches Mixed Modelling Results Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Trial-Type</td>
<td>Condition &amp; Trial-Type</td>
<td>Condition &amp; Trial-Type</td>
<td>Condition &amp; Trial-Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covariance Structure</td>
<td>UN</td>
<td>UN</td>
<td>UN</td>
<td>UN</td>
<td>DIAG</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Warnings</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Hessian matrix not positive definite</td>
<td>Hessian matrix not positive definite</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>1203.084</td>
<td>1180.519</td>
<td>1206.605</td>
<td>1337.450</td>
<td>1197.643</td>
<td>1189.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIC</td>
<td>1211.772</td>
<td>1189.200</td>
<td>1215.289</td>
<td>1679.920</td>
<td>1253.999</td>
<td>1202.022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Model 5 replicated the results of the previous one-way ANOVA and revealed a main effect of condition \( F(2, 58) = 14.482, p < .001 \). However, contrary to hypotheses, there was no main effect of trial-type \( F(1, 58) = 0.001, p = .975 \), and no interaction between condition and trial-type \( F(2, 58) = 0.290, p = .749 \).12

**Analysis for Active Sharing Data.** To examine the impact of trial-type on the 66 participants who completed the active sharing condition, we tested a series of models with random intercept and random slope. Model 1 was selected as the best fitting model, as it included trial-type relatively low AIC and BIC values. There were no critical warnings given. See Table 10 below for a summary of the models that were tested, including their primary components and the AIC and BIC values.

Table 10  
*Study 3 Active Sharing Mixed Modelling Results Summary*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Trial-Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covariance Structure</td>
<td>UN</td>
<td>UN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>1281.451</td>
<td>1285.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIC</td>
<td>1290.432</td>
<td>1294.138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model 1 was consistent with previous findings and found that contrary to hypotheses, there was no effect of trial-type \( F(1, 651) = 0.167, p = .683 \) on children’s facial displays of affect.

---

12 The same pattern of results was found when the model was conducted with just the active sharing and passive sharing participants from the matches.
Analysis for Sharing Data from Studies 1 and 2. We also conducted post-hoc coding and analyses with a larger sample size from Studies 1 and 2 to confirm the null results from Study 3 in different circumstances with different manipulations. To examine the impact of prosocial versus non-prosocial trials on the 135 participants who had codeable videos from a similar RAT in Studies 1 and 2, we tested a series of models with random intercept and random slope, using different covariance structures. Model 5 was selected as the best fitting model, as it included both cost versus no-cost trial-type and prosocial versus non-prosocial trial-type variables and had the lowest AIC and BIC values. See Table 11 below for a summary of the models that were tested, including their primary components and the AIC and BIC values.

Table 11

Studies 1 and 2 Active Sharing Mixed Modelling Results Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prosocial Trial-Type</td>
<td>Cost Trial-Type</td>
<td>Prosocial and Cost Trial-Type</td>
<td>Prosocial and Cost Trial-Type</td>
<td>Prosocial and Cost Trial-Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covariance Structure</td>
<td>UN</td>
<td>UN</td>
<td>UN</td>
<td>UN</td>
<td>DIAG</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Warnings</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Hessian matrix not positive definite</td>
<td>Hessian matrix not positive definite</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>6160.612</td>
<td>6133.875</td>
<td>6166.766</td>
<td>6446.923</td>
<td>6038.803</td>
<td>6071.637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIC</td>
<td>6173.345</td>
<td>6146.608</td>
<td>6179.499</td>
<td>6739.755</td>
<td>6102.462</td>
<td>6090.735</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Surprisingly, Model 5 revealed a significant main effect of prosocial versus non-prosocial trial-type \( F(1, 236) = 12.952, p < .001 \), in which children displayed more positive affect when engaging in non-prosocial trials. There was no main effect of cost versus no-cost trial-type \( F(1, 198 = 0.898, p = .345 \) and no interaction between prosocial and cost trial-types \( F(1, 518) = 0.011, p = .917 \). Results are illustrated in Figure 18 below.

![Figure 18](image)

*Figure 18.* Mean facial displays of affect for prosocial and non-prosocial trials, by cost and no-cost trials for Studies 1 and 2. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

**Relations between Affect Ratings (FAS) and Affect Coding**

To examine how highly related the two affect ratings were, Pearson product-moment correlations compared children’s second self-reported affect (after the RAT) and their coded facial displays of affect across all trials (during the RAT). Results showed the two affect ratings were not highly correlated \( r(108) = .149, p = .247 \).
Relations between Affect and Sharing

Affect Ratings (FAS) and Sharing. Pearson product-moment correlations between children’s self-reported affect and their sharing behaviour were conducted. Since only children in the active sharing condition had control over the number of stickers they shared, correlations between the first self-reported affect rating (FAS) and sharing behaviour were only conducted for this experimental condition, which included 21 matched and 53 unmatched participants. The relation between children’s initial affect and their subsequent sharing was negative and significant \[r(72) = -.231, p = .048\], indicating children with lower self-reported affect before the RAT shared more.

Correlations between the number of stickers that were shared in the RAT and children’s subsequent affect ratings were also examined for all three conditions. For children in the active sharing group, this relation was positive although not significant \[r(72) = .161, p = .170\]. For children in the passive sharing group, this relation was negative although not significant \[r(19) = -.260, p = .138\]. For children in the passive receiving group, this relation was also negative although not significant \[r(19) = -.232, p = .299\]. The correlations are summarized in Table 12 below. Note that smaller correlations may be significant in the active sharing condition, while larger correlations are not significant in other conditions, because the active sharing condition comprised a much larger sample size, including both the matched and unmatched participants.
Table 12

Study 3 Correlations between Affect and Sharing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active Sharing</th>
<th>Passive Sharing</th>
<th>Passive Receiving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAS 1 &amp; Sharing</td>
<td>-.231*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing &amp; FAS 2</td>
<td>.161</td>
<td>-.260</td>
<td>-.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing &amp; Facial Affect</td>
<td>-.205</td>
<td>-.352</td>
<td>.178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. FAS = Facial Affect Scale. *p < .01, **p < .001.

Affect Coding and Sharing. Pearson product-moment correlations between children’s facial displays of affect and the number of stickers they chose to share in the RAT were conducted. For children in the active sharing group (including matched and unmatched participants), this relation was negative although not significant \[ r(72) = -.205, p = .101 \]. For the 17 codeable matched participants in the passive sharing group, this relation was also negative although not significant \[ r(15) = -.352, p = .108 \]. For 20 codeable matched participants in the passive receiving group, this relation was positive although not significant \[ r(18) = .178, p = .440 \]. The correlations are summarized in Table 12 above.

Discussion

Study 3 sought to investigate if there is an affective benefit to sharing in children. Although there is accumulating evidence that mandatory sharing may lead to increased positive affect in children (Aknin et al. 2012b; Aknin et al., 2015a), no research to date examined how voluntary sharing impacts children’s affect. Therefore, Study 3 was
conducted to examine how making active choices about sharing impacts children’s self-reported and facial displays of affect. We measured children’s self-reported affect after negative affect was first induced with a sad video about another child, and after they engaged in a RAT. We also coded children’s facial expressions while they participated in multiple trials of a RAT. To examine if there was an affective benefit to sharing, we compared children’s affect when they engaged in active sharing, to control conditions in which they observed sharing or simply received rewards for themselves. This allowed us to control for other possible factors that could impact children’s positive affect, such as another child gaining resources or the child gaining resources.

We found a positive increase in children’s self-reported affect from before to after the sharing task across all three conditions, indicating that children generally reported highly positive affect after the sharing task. However, there was no difference in children’s highly positive self-reported affect after the sharing task between the three different conditions, indicating that children in the active sharing, passive sharing, and passive receiving conditions did not show significant differences in how positively they rated their affect. On the other hand, facial affect coding indicated that children in the active sharing condition displayed more positive facial affect than those in the passive sharing condition, and those in the passive sharing condition showed more positive affect than those in the passive receiving condition. Interestingly, further trial-by-trial analysis revealed no differences in children’s facial expressions based on whether each trial resulted in a prosocial outcome, so differences in facial expressions across the three conditions may be due to active choice as opposed to active sharing per se.
Recall that our original power calculation for this primary analysis was based on data from the study by Aknin et al. (2012b), who found a large effect of $d = 1.35$ when comparing children’s facial affect when they engaged in costly sharing versus when they received a treat for themselves. Similarly, when we compared the facial affect of children in the active sharing and passive receiving conditions, our effect size was $d = 1.12$, which is also a large effect. However, for the FAS ratings that were taken after the RAT for the active sharing and passive receiving conditions, the effect size was $d = .26$, which is a small effect according to Cohen’s (1988) criteria. The power for this analysis was only .13, which indicates there was a 13% chance of finding a statistically significant difference if there was one (Field, 2009).

It is important to note that after Study 3 was completed, a study by Wu, Zhang, Guo, and Gros-Louis (2017) was published which examined the affective benefits of sharing in 3- and 5-year-olds. Like Study 3, this research by Wu et al. examined children’s facial affect using Aknin et al. ’s (2012b) coding scheme while they made free choices about how to allocate stickers between themselves and a partner. In Wu et al. ’s study, children had opportunities to share in a dictator game with partners who either completed half of a puzzle that was required to earn the reward of 6 stickers, or who did not contribute to earning the reward. Wu et al. found that 5-year-olds considered merit in their resource allocations, and they were much more likely than 3-year-olds to share half of their stickers when their partner helped them earn the reward than when they did not. Interestingly, children also displayed more positive facial affect when they shared with the partner who did not help them earn the reward, but they did not show the same affective benefit when they shared with the partner who helped them earn the reward or
when they put stickers into their own envelope. Wu et al. posited that there was only an affective benefit to costly sharing when children did not feel obliged to share their resources due to merit-based considerations.

Study 3 did not include merit-based considerations, so the results should be comparable to Wu et al.’s condition in which children made resource-allocations to recipients who did not help them earn the reward. However, contrary to Wu et al.’s findings, we found that children actually displayed more positive facial affect when they chose stickers for themselves than when they chose to share stickers with another child, even though they were under no obligation to share with this child.

Interpretations of the main findings of Study 1 are discussed in turn below, focusing on the impact of sharing on children’s self-reported affect ratings and their facial displays of affect, then looking at correlations between these two different affect measures, as well as correlations between children’s affect and their sharing behaviour.

**The Impact of Sharing on Children’s Affect**

In Study 3, we sought to investigate if there is an affective benefit to sharing in children, so affect was the primary measure of interest. Children’s affect was measured using both facial affect coding and self-report measures on McGrath et al.’s (1985) FAS. We found a significant positive increase in children’s self-reported affect from before to after the RAT for children in all conditions. This indicates that, regardless of whether they actively shared, passively shared, or passively received rewards, children showed an increase in positive affect. It appears that the negative affect-inducing video used in Study 3 was successful in decreasing children’s self-reported affect, but perhaps only temporarily. It is possible that any affective benefits observed in Study 3 may be more
about counteracting a prevailing negative (induced by the negative video) as opposed to an actual affective benefit of sharing. The increase in self-reported positive affect observed across the three conditions, may reflect a return to children’s highly positive baseline. Previous research in our laboratory indicates that children tend to self-report their baseline affect as highly positive (Zhang et al., 2016). Perhaps the negative affect-inducing video temporarily reduced their self-reported affect, then after time passed and they did another activity it returned to the default positive affect. Any affective benefits of sharing are challenging to measure given children’s ceiling self-reported positive affect at baseline.

Although all children showed a significant positive increase in self-reported affect from before to after the RAT, there was no difference in their self-reported affect either before or after the RAT. Before the RAT, children were matched on their self-reported affect after watching the negative affect-inducing video, so we controlled for any differences in self-reported affect at this time-point. After the RAT, there was a significant increase in self-reported affect across all three conditions, but there were no significant differences between the three conditions. This suggests that all children experienced an increase in positive affect and any self-reported affective benefit does not seem to be due to the active sharing or even the passive sharing behaviour, and could simply be due to receiving stickers or time passing.

Children’s affect was also measured using Aknin et al.’s (2012b) facial affect coding scheme. Unlike self-reported affect, facial affect coding demonstrated a significant effect of condition, in which children in the active sharing condition displayed more highly positive facial affect than those in the passive sharing condition, and those in
the passive sharing condition showed more positive facial affect than those in the passive receiving condition. This linear increase in facial displays of positive affect was consistent with our hypotheses, and with previous research in this area.

Specifically, the finding that children in the active and passive sharing conditions displayed more positive facial affect than those in the passive receiving condition is consistent with previous research with 2-year-olds by Aknin et al. (2012b). This research was also replicated cross-culturally with 2- to 5-year-olds by Aknin et al. (2015a). Aknin et al. (2012b) found that younger 2-year-old children displayed higher rates of positive affect when sharing resources with others than when receiving resources for themselves, especially when they shared with a personal cost. Aknin et al. theorized that as social animals, we may have evolved to experience affective benefits of sharing with a personal cost. They highlight that we tend to shape children’s behaviour using extrinsic reinforcement or punishment to encourage prosocial behaviour; however, children also engage in sharing with a cost in contexts in which extrinsic rewards are unlikely (e.g., in experimental settings with new adults). As noted above, Aknin et al. postulated that the affective benefits of sharing with a cost may help to positively reinforce this prosocial behaviour which requires some personal sacrifice. Therefore, it is not surprising that children who either actively shared or passively observed sharing showed more positive facial affect than those who simply received stickers for themselves in Study 3.

The finding that children who were given the opportunity to make active sharing decisions showed more positive facial affect than those who simply watched an adult make such decisions is consistent with previous research by Harbaugh et al. (2007). Harbaugh et al. found greater increases in neural activity in brain areas related to reward-
processing when adults made voluntary as opposed to mandatory charitable donations. The passive receivers may have displayed less positive affect than the other two groups because they did not get to make active choices (as the active sharers did), plus their sharing partner did not receive any stickers (as both the active and passive sharers did). Additionally, the allocations made by the examiner may not have made as much sense to the passive receivers because they either got one or two stickers for themselves without any explanation, whereas children in the passive sharing group saw that when they only got one sticker then Jenny got one too. Together, these variables may have accounted for the lower rates of positive affect displayed by the passive receiving group.

The Impact of Selecting the Prosocial Option on Affect

Further trial-by-trial analysis of the facial affect coding was conducted to examine the impact of the trial-type on children’s facial displays of affect, for participants included in the matches across the active sharing, passive sharing, and passive receiving conditions, and for the unmatched participants in the active sharing condition. We found no significant difference in children’s facial expressions based on trial-type. So, for example, in the active sharing condition, children did not show more positive affect when they chose the prosocial option (selecting one sticker for themselves and one for their partner) as opposed to the non-prosocial option (selecting two stickers for themselves and no stickers for their partner). Similarly, in the passive sharing condition, children did not show more positive affect when they observed as the examiner made prosocial or non-prosocial selections. Finally, in the passive receiving condition, children did not show any difference in their facial affect whether they observed as the examiner gave them either one or two stickers. Although, children showed a linear increase in their positive
they did not smile more on individual trials when they shared (or received one sticker) versus when they did not share (or received two stickers). This provides some preliminary evidence that perhaps it was not sharing itself but simply having a choice that made children happier in the active sharing condition.

Children in the active sharing condition made autonomous choices about how to allocate resources between themselves and their sharing partner. The fact that their choices were free might be an important aspect in the affective benefit of sharing with a cost. As part of their self-determination theory, Ryan and Deci (2000) propose that autonomy may be key to experience wellbeing from our behaviours. The impact of active choice versus passive observation seemed to have a greater impact on children’s displays of positive facial affect than whether they were engaging in prosocial choices. We anticipated that differences between conditions would be driven by engagement in prosocial behaviour, so we were surprised that we did not find a difference in the trial-by-trial analyses of the sharing versus non-prosocial trials. Instead of (1) ‘active sharing’, (2) ‘passive sharing’, and (3) ‘passive receiving’, perhaps the conditions could be re-conceptualized as (1) ‘active child choices’, (2) ‘justified adult behaviour’, and (3) ‘unjustified adult behaviour’.

Additionally, further trial-by-trial analysis of children’s facial affect coding during the RATs in Studies 1 and 2 was conducted to examine the impact of prosocial versus non-prosocial trial-types on children’s facial displays of affect with a larger sample size. The RATs included in Studies 1 and 2 also included both cost and no-cost trial-types, so this was also examined in the multilevel modelling. We found a significant
main effect of prosocial versus non-prosocial trial-type; however, it was not in the expected direction. Instead, contrary to hypotheses, children displayed more positive affect when engaging in non-prosocial trials than when engaging in prosocial trials. These findings are inconsistent with the null findings of Study 3, in which there was no significant difference between children’s facial expressions when they engaged in prosocial or non-prosocial trials. The trial-by-trial analyses for Studies 1 and 2 were likely statistically significant because they were more highly powered than the analysis with the smaller subsection of participants from Study 3.

Aknin et al. (2012b) postulated that the affective benefits of sharing with a cost may help to positively reinforce this prosocial behaviour, whereas sharing with no cost may not require the same affective benefits because it does not require the same personal sacrifice. Therefore, we thought children might show more positive affect in cost versus no-cost prosocial choices, but there was no main effect of cost versus no-cost trial-types and no interaction between prosocial and cost trial-types in the analyses for Studies 1 and 2. This provides the first known evidence that children actually show more positive affect when selecting resources for themselves than when sharing resources with another unknown child, across both costly and non-costly sharing trial-types.

**Relations between Self-Reported and Facial Displays of Affect**

The self-reported affect rating after the RAT and the facial displays of affect coded during the RAT were not highly correlated with one another and they did not result in the same overall findings between conditions. Therefore, it seems these two measurement scales may be tapping into different aspects of positive affect. Self-reported affect was taken at two time-points, after the negative affect-inducing video and after the
RAT. Conversely, facial displays of affect were coded over ten short time-intervals while children engaged in each of the RAT trials. Children’s self-reported affect after the RAT was more highly positive than their facial expressions during the RAT. Ultimately, how children said they felt after the RAT was more positive than how they showed they felt with facial affect during the RAT. Previous research by Ekman, Friesen, and Ancoli (1980) found adults’ subjective ratings of their own positive affect on a nine-point scale, were associated with the frequency, duration, and intensity of their facial displays of positive affect. However, in children these relations may be more tenuous, as children may tend to over-report their own positive affect (Zhang et al., 2016).

We used Aknin et al.’s (2012b) facial affect coding scheme to measure children’s facial expressions of affect. This allowed us to draw comparisons with Aknin et al.’s work, which is the only known child study in this area. Much like Aknin’s team, we found that adult ratings of children’s facial expressions differed according to the condition they were taking part in. Facial affect coding may provide a more sensitive measure of positive affect in children of this age range than self-reported affect using the FAS. Although McGrath et al.’s (1985) affect scale was used successfully by Williams et al. (2014) as a measure of negative affect, this may not be the most sensitive measure of self-reported positive affect in 5- and 6-year-olds.

Relations between Affect and Sharing

Most of the correlations between children’s self-reported affect and facial displays of affect and their sharing behaviour were not significant. However, one significant correlation indicated that children with lower self-reported affect before taking part in the RAT shared more. This is consistent with the negative state relief theory (Cialdini et al.,
1973), which suggests that individuals may engage in prosocial behaviour as a means to ameliorate their negative affective state. However, this finding is somewhat inconsistent with the focus of attention theory (Rosenhan et al., 1981), which suggests that self-oriented negative affect should decrease sharing behaviour. This finding is also inconsistent with the findings of Williams et al. (2014) who found that children’s sharing behaviour was not significantly correlated with their self-affect ratings, although it was significantly correlated with other-affect ratings for their sharing partner.

**Limitations**

There are some notable limitations to Study 3 which deserve mention, including how we measured positive affect, the other-oriented negative affect-induction, children’s lack of privacy while making their resource-allocations, potential sex differences, and our inclusion criteria.

Although McGrath et al.’s (1985) affect scale was used successfully by Williams et al. (2014) as a measure of negative affect, there are some concerns about the reliability and validity of this scale for use as a measure of positive affect, since it was appropriated from the pain literature. We also used Aknin et al.’s (2012b) facial affect coding scheme to draw comparisons with their work, because this study and the one conducted by Aknin et al. (2015a) are the only known child studies in this area. Although this affect coding scale is intuitive, easy to use, and had relatively good inter-rater reliability, it is also a relatively coarse measure since the gestalt rating requires somewhat subjective judgments about children’s facial expressions.
It would be preferable if we did not first induce negative affect in Study 3, but we know from previous research in our laboratory (Zhang et al., 2016) that children tend to self-report their baseline affect as highly positive. To avoid ceiling effects, we attempted to decrease children’s self-reported positive affect before they completed the RAT. These initial negative feelings may differ from children’s normal baseline, so conclusions about increases in positive affect may be limited to situations in which children first experience empathic concern for someone else, then they have an opportunity to engage in sharing behaviour.

We relied on a single other-oriented sad video to reduce children’s baseline affect, but it is important to note that there would be a vast variety of ways to lower children’s baseline affect, including manipulations that focus on the self as opposed to focusing on someone else. The video used in Study 3 was the same stimuli that was used in previous research by Williams et al. (2014). The video included a girl who had lost her dog, which tended to evoke feelings of empathic concern in many children. Barnett et al. (1979) found that whether the emotion is self-oriented or other-oriented impacts children’s sharing behaviour. Importantly, they found that children were more generous when focusing on another child’s negative emotion but less generous when focusing on their own negative emotion. Therefore, engaging in prosocial behaviour may have a different impact on their affect ratings depending on the emotional prime that is used beforehand.

In Study 1, children did not have privacy to make their allocations during the RAT because they had to indicate their choices to the experimenter. On the other hand, experimenters often cover their eyes while children make their allocation during the dictator game (Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1986). Wu et al. (2017) used a dictator
paradigm and found that children displayed more positive facial affect when they privately put stickers in the envelope of the child who did not help them obtain the rewards. Conversely, our analyses including data from Studies 1 and 2 indicated that children displayed more positive facial affect on trials in which they chose stickers for themselves, than when they chose to share stickers with another child, even though they were also under no obligation to share with this child. It is possible that the presence of an observer during these allocations impacted children’s facial displays of affect.

It is also important to note that the video used in Study 3 had a female character who also acted as the sharing partner in the RAT. This may have led to different impacts on the male and female participants, since previous research suggests moral judgments may be different in certain in- and out-group contexts (Sparks et al., 2017). However, given the matching procedure that was used, the number of boys and girls was evenly distributed across the three conditions and co-varying out sex did not significantly change the analyses. Nonetheless, in the future, it may be helpful to match the sex of the sharing partner to the participant, as previous research (e.g., Moore, 2009) indicates that this can potentially alter children’s sharing behaviour.

Finally, to avoid ceiling effects in self-reported affect, it was decided a priori that participants with a highly positive self-reported affect (i.e., an FAS rating of 6 to 8, in the top third of the nine-point scale) would be excluded from matching. This meant a large proportion of the sample was excluded from matching and took part in the active sharing condition instead. This may limit the generalizability of our findings, since only about half of the children in our sample were included in the final matching process. As a consequence, the current findings only apply to a very specific subset of children: those
who show negative affect in response to watching a brief video about a sad event. Thus, the conclusions that can be drawn from this work are limited.

**Directions for Future Research**

Based on the findings from Study 3, a number of potential directions for future research are suggested below, including the addition of an active receiving condition, active distribution (in addition to active choice), alternatives to negative affect-inducing manipulations, and considerations of how positive affect is measured in children.

Study 3 examined differences in children’s self-reported and facial affect across active sharing, passive sharing, and passive receiving conditions. However, there was no active receiving condition in which children experienced autonomy without generosity. The addition of a condition such as this might help to further parse out the importance of autonomy independent of generosity. The different levels of autonomy and generosity in the three conditions included in Study 3 are outlined in Table 13 below.

**Table 13**  
**Study 3 Conditions Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Autonomy</th>
<th>Generosity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active Sharing</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive Sharing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive Receiving</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to autonomous decision-making, it would also be interesting to investigate the role that autonomous actions might play in the affective benefit of sharing. In all three conditions in Study 3, the experimenter moved the stickers into the bags, so
even in the active sharing condition when children got to make the decisions about how the stickers would be allocated, the experimenter moved the stickers. This allowed us to measure the relative impact of observing the distribution of resources after children made free choices (i.e., active sharing) or simply watched the choices being made by the experimenter in sharing (i.e., passive sharing) or non-sharing (i.e., passive receiving) contexts. To parse apart the relative impacts of actively choosing the sharing versus actively doing the sharing, future research could include different control conditions in which children experience different levels of choice about how to allocate resources and different levels of action when it comes to distributing the resources.

In effect, Study 3 did not investigate whether there is an affective benefit to sharing in children, but rather whether there is an affective benefit to sharing in children who showed negative empathy in response to watching a sad video about another child. Therefore, it would be preferable if we either reduced children’s baseline positive affect in another way, by focusing on the self or another neutral context, or if we did not first induce negative affect in children. As an alternative, future research could use a series of different conditions like those used by Aknin et al. (2012b). We could then have children take part in different scenarios that require them to make various prosocial decisions, including mandatory and elective sharing, with or without active distribution of the rewards, with or without a personal cost. We could then code differences in children’s facial affect across these various conditions which could be counterbalanced for order.

As outlined previously, self-reported affect ratings may be of less value than facial affect coding in this context. Based on the results of Study 3, it appears that self-reported affect using the FAS is valid in some sense because there is a change over time.
Similarly, the facial affect coding also seems to be sensitive to variability over time and between conditions. Since facial affect seems to be a more sensitive way to examine differences in children’s affect than self-report at this age, it may be important to consider other more objective and comprehensive affective coding schemes, such as the ‘Facial Action Coding System for Infants and Young Children’ (Baby FACS; Oster, 2006).

Interestingly, Ekman, Davidson, and Friesen (1990) found adults engaged in more ‘Duchenne’ social smiling (involving contraction of the eye muscles) when watching pleasant versus unpleasant videos, and that these social smiles were associated with self-reported and physiological arousal as measured by electroencephalogram (EEG). In future research, it might be important to differentiate between different types of positive facial affect, as simple (versus social) smiles may not be the best indicator of positive affect.

Finally, in addition to self-report using an affect scale, children could also freely self-report their affect using an open-ended question. They could then be prompted to explain why they felt this way. Qualitative analysis of such open-ended justifications could potentially provide some insight into children’s internal experiences of positive affect.

Conclusions

Study 3 examined if there is an affective benefit to sharing by comparing children’s self-reported and facial expressions of affect under conditions in which they could make active choices about sharing with a personal cost, versus conditions in which they observed sharing or simply received rewards for themselves. Study 3 found a significant positive increase in children’s self-reported affect from before to after the
RAT for children in all conditions; however, there was no difference in self-reported affect after the RAT between those who actively shared, passively shared, or passively received stickers.

However, facial affect coding revealed that there was a significant effect of condition, in which children in the active sharing condition displayed more highly positive facial affect than those in the passive sharing condition, and those in the passive sharing condition showed more positive facial affect than those in the passive receiving condition. Further analysis of the facial affect coding revealed that across the three conditions, there was no significant difference in children’s facial expressions based on the outcome of individual trials. Differences in children’s facial expressions of affect across the three conditions may be due to another factor (such as having a choice in their actions or receiving some justification for the experimenter’s actions) that may have impacted their expressions of positive affect. Finally, further trial-by-trial analysis of children’s facial affect coding from Studies 1 and 2 provides the first known evidence that children can show more positive affect when selecting resources for themselves than when sharing resources with another unknown child in both costly and non-costly sharing contexts.

Together, the non-significant findings from Studies 1 and 2, and the contradictory findings from Study 3, provide preliminary evidence that relations between positive affect and sharing may not be strong in early school-aged children. The general discussion reviews these findings in the context of relevant research in this area.
CHAPTER 5: GENERAL DISCUSSION

Together, the studies included in this dissertation examined three primary relations between positive affect and sharing behaviour in early childhood from various perspectives. The series of experiments included in this program of research addressed the following questions: (1) How does other-oriented positive empathy for another child impact children’s sharing behaviour?; (2) How does self-oriented positive affect impact children’s sharing behaviour?; and (3) How does engaging in sharing impact children’s affect? Overall, the findings from these studies were relatively inconsistent with much of the recent literature published in this area.

In Study 1, we examined the impact of positive empathy on children’s sharing behaviour. Children watched a video of another child experiencing either positive or neutral affect, then they were asked to rate the other child’s affect and their own affect before taking part in a RAT with the fictional child. Children rated the character in the positive video as having significantly more positive affect than the character in the neutral video (especially when they saw the neutral video after the positive video). However, children’s self-affect ratings were not significantly different between the two conditions. Therefore, this study was not successful in fully inducing a differential empathic response between the positive and neutral conditions. Additionally, the experimental manipulations did not result in significant differences in children’s subsequent sharing behaviour. In sum, although our manipulation appeared to successfully manipulate children’s other-affect ratings for the character in the positive and neutral videos, this did not impact their self-affect ratings nor their subsequent sharing behaviour toward the child from the video.
Similarly, in Study 2, we examined if children’s own positive affect might impact their sharing behaviour. Children ranked five toys then rated how another child would feel if they received their most or least favourite toy. Afterward, children took part in a RAT with a fictitious child. Overall, children thought another child their age would feel more positive affect if they received their favourite toy and more negative affect if they received their least favourite toy. Children’s own affective and behavioural responses to receiving either their most or least favourite toy corroborated this. However, the different conditions did not impact children’s subsequent sharing behaviour. In sum, although our experimental manipulation appeared to successfully impact children’s affect, this did not influence their subsequent sharing behaviour toward another child.

In Study 3, we examined if children would derive an affective benefit from sharing by comparing their self-reported and facial expressions of affect under different RAT conditions in which they could make active choices about sharing, versus conditions in which they observed sharing, or simply received rewards for themselves. Study 3 found a significant positive increase in self-reported affect from before to after the RAT for children in all conditions; however, there was no significant difference in self-reported affect after the RAT between those who actively shared, passively shared, or passively received stickers. Conversely, facial affect coding revealed a significant effect of condition, in which children in the active sharing condition displayed more positive facial affect than those in the passive sharing condition, and those in the passive sharing condition showed more positive facial affect than those in the passive receiving condition. This finding was consistent with our hypotheses and with earlier work by Aknin et al. (2012b) and Aknin et al. (2015a). However, contrary to hypotheses, further
trial-by-trial analyses of the facial affect coding from Study 3 indicated that across the three conditions, there was no significant difference in children’s facial expressions based on the outcome of the trial (i.e., whether it resulted in prosocial or non-prosocial behaviour). Therefore, it seems that differences in children’s facial expressions of positive affect across the three conditions may be due to another factor (such as making active choices about their actions or receiving some justification for the experimenter’s actions), and not necessarily due to active sharing. Additionally, trial-by-trial analyses of the facial affect coding from Studies 1 and 2 indicated that children displayed more positive affect when selecting resources for themselves than when sharing resources with another unknown child in both costly and non-costly sharing contexts.

Together, these three studies provide limited evidence for strong relations between positive affect and sharing behaviour in early childhood. It is possible that unlike adults, children might not have internalized the link between positive affect and prosocial behaviour, so they might not engage in sharing behaviour as a means of promoting or maintaining positive affect. It is possible that this ability develops later in life. Previous developmental research by Cialdini and Kenrick (1976) examined how reminiscing about negative or neutral experiences impacted how many tokens 6- to 8-year-olds, 10- to 12-year-olds, and 15- to 18-year-olds shared with other children. Importantly, they found a linear increase in sharing across the three age-groups after a negative affect-induction, in which older children shared more than younger children. Cialdini and Kenrick postulated that children may learn over time that prosocial behaviour can result in positive increases in their own affective state, so later in development, older children may use this as a strategy to increase their own affect when they are experiencing negative affect.
In sum, Studies 1 and 2 did not find any evidence for a relation between children’s ratings of positive affect for another child or their own feelings of positive affect and their subsequent sharing behaviour. Although Study 3 found that children displayed significantly more positive facial expressions when engaging in active sharing than when passively sharing or passively receiving rewards, this did not seem to be due to active sharing per se, as children did not show more positive affect on prosocial versus non-prosocial trials. Below we provide a discussion of the novel contributions that are provided by this program of research, including links to the broader literature in this area. We then provide a brief overview of theoretical and clinical implications, along with a discussion of the limitations of this research, and suggestions for future research.

**Novel Contributions and Links to the Literature**

Together, the three studies included in this dissertation help to provide insight into the relations between positive affect and sharing behaviour in early childhood. Contributions to our current body of knowledge are outlined below, across the general areas of sharing behaviour, positive affect, theoretical implications, and clinical implications.

**Sharing**

Numerous motivations may influence children’s sharing behaviour. As noted previously, if children were only motivated by inequity aversion or prosocial interests, then we would expect them to share in all trials regardless of the cost. Conversely, if they were only motivated by self interest, then we would expect them not to share in any trials and only keep resources for themselves. Findings from Studies 1 and 2 suggest that children varied their responses and shared more in no-cost than in cost sharing trials. This
significant finding suggests that children are likely motivated by both prosocial and self interests. Accordingly, children’s prosocial interests may have motivated them to share on no-cost trials when they had nothing to lose, and their own self interest may have motivated them not to share on cost trials when they had to give up a sticker for themselves in order to share with their partner. Together, inequity aversion, prosocial interests, and self interests may all be at play in influencing children’s choices about how to share in the RAT.

Children were quite generous in the RATs and they shared between half to two-thirds of the time across the three studies. The rate of sharing in these studies is like that found in other research. For example, Williams et al. (2014) found that 5- and 6-year-old children generally shared between half and two-thirds of their stickers in a similar RAT; however, their trials also included advantageous and disadvantageous inequity trials.

Across Studies 1 and 2 we consistently found a difference between cost and no-cost sharing trials, in which children were more generous in no-cost trials. Overall, Sparks et al. (2017) also found children tended to share more in no-cost than cost trials in a similar RAT, and when they found differences between their conditions, these tended to be in cost as opposed to no-cost sharing trials. Moore (2009) also found that 4.5- to 6-year-old children shared more in no-cost versus cost trials of the RAT, but only when sharing with a stranger and not when sharing with a friend or non-friend. Perhaps children in Studies 1 and 2 conceptualized their sharing partner as a stranger, as opposed to a friend or non-friend, since their sharing was more like the sharing with a stranger in the study by Moore (2009).
Surprisingly, Williams et al. (2014) did not find any difference in children’s sharing on cost versus no-cost trials, even though the sharing partner was also a stranger, presented as a character from a negative or neutral affect-inducing video (much like our videos in Study 1). It is possible that the children in Williams et al.’s study treated the child in the video as a friend because they were told that she was supposed to come into the laboratory that day, but she was unable to because she either lost her dog (negative condition) or had a yard sale (neutral condition). On the other hand, children in Study 1 were introduced to the child in the video in a similar fashion, but they were not told that she was supposed to come into their school that day because it was thought that this could create confusion for some children. This subtle difference in the way the characters were introduced could have been enough to change children’s conceptualization of the child in the video as a potential friend versus a stranger.

All sharing partners in Studies 1, 2, and 3 were same-aged fictitious children who were not present for the RAT. This decision was made to allow for greater experimental control, as introducing a real child into this experimental sharing situation would have introduced numerous potential confounds. Similar fictitious sharing partners have been used successfully in previous research involving RATs of this kind (e.g., Paulus & Moore, 2017; Williams et al., 2014).

**Affect**

The terms ‘positive affect’ or ‘happiness’ may be conceptualized in many ways; however, for the purposes of this dissertation, we narrowed our focus to both other-oriented positive empathy and self-oriented positive affect. Children’s affective states can be assessed using various physiological, behavioural, and psychological measures (see
Mauss & Robinson, 2009 for a review). In the current research program, we relied on children’s self-report to provide an internal measure of their affective states, and adult coding of children’s behaviour to provide an external measure of their affective expressions.

In all three studies, we had children rate their own or other children’s affect using McGrath et al.’s (1985) FAS. This affect scale was appropriated from the pain literature but used successfully in similar research examining children’s affective states (e.g., Paulus & Moore, 2017; Williams et al., 2014). Children tended to polarize their ratings and selected extremely positive or negative affect ratings. These findings are consistent with previous research conducted in our laboratory by Zhang et al. (2016), which found that children tend to rate their baseline affect as highly positive.

In addition to collecting children’s ratings of their own affect during the experimental manipulation, we also used Aknin et al.’s (2012b) facial affect coding scheme to obtain adult ratings of children’s facial displays of affect in Studies 2 and 3. The coding of children’s facial expressions of affect seemed to provide more variable and nuanced data than their self-report ratings. However, this facial information was more valuable in contexts in which children were engaging in a dynamic interaction than when they were simply watching a video. We planned to use Aknin et al.’s affect coding scheme in Study 1 to verify if children’s facial expressions differed between the positive and neutral conditions while they were watching the videos. However, this coding was not pursued because pilot coding revealed minimal variation in children’s facial expressions, with most children holding a static neutral expression while watching the
videos. Although facial affect coding was informative in other contexts in Studies 2 and 3, it may not be universally applicable to all of children’s activities.

We also assessed children’s behavioural ratings of affect in response to receiving their most or least favourite toys in Study 2 using Hudson and Jacques’ (2014) coding scheme, which included facial, vocal, verbal, and behavioural domains. Surprisingly, children’s self-report measures of affect in Study 2 were not highly related to their facial expressions of affect. There was a discrepancy between how children said they felt during an activity or how they predicted another child would feel, and the expressions they displayed on their faces. This may speak to children’s poor self-assessment or prediction of their affective states, or these two measures may be tapping into different underlying concepts.

As expected, Aknin et al.’s (2012b) and Hudson and Jacques’ (2014) coding schemes were correlated on the measure of facial affect. They were also correlated when looking at Hudson and Jacques’ overall coding scheme, which used an average of the four behavioural affect ratings across facial, vocal, verbal, and behavioural indices. This provides some corroboration that these two scales may be tapping into similar constructs.

**Theoretical Implications**

Unfortunately, the findings from this program of research did not lend support for a unifying theory accounting for the complex interrelations between affect and sharing. As outlined previously, there are numerous psychological theories which attempt to explain the various relations between positive affect and sharing. These relations are likely multidirectional, and under certain circumstances, it is possible that multiple theories could work in tandem. For example, the focus of attention theory (Rosenhan et
al., 1981) could be at play if self-oriented (versus other-oriented) positive affect increases prosocial behaviour due to a downward social comparison. Recall that the hedonic contingency theory (Wegener & Petty, 1994) postulated that people will modify their behaviours to increase positive affect. In line with this model, the mood maintenance theory (Isen & Simmonds, 1978) could propagate prosocial behaviour, if the individual who experienced the initial feelings of positive affect from sharing chose to engage in more sharing behaviour to further increase their feelings of positive affect. If engaging in prosocial behaviour can positively impact our affective state, this may provide intrinsic motivation for people to engage in prosocial behaviours such as sharing. This could create a positive feedback loop, in which self-oriented positive affect increases sharing behaviour, and sharing increases feelings of positive affect, and so on (Aknin et al., 2012a). However, other-oriented positive empathy could interfere with this cycle by decreasing the propensity to engage in prosocial behaviour. Further research is required to understand these relations more fully.

Table 2 has been revised in order to summarize how the various theories discussed in this dissertation predict that self-oriented and other-oriented positive and negative affect will impact children’s sharing behaviour. The revised table only includes the negative state relief (Cialdini et al., 1973), hedonic contingency (Wegener & Petty, 1994), mood maintenance (Isen & Simmonds, 1978), and focus of attention (Rosenhan et al., 1981) theories, which were directly addressed in this program of research. The primary findings from Studies 1 and 2 are noted below the predicted direction of change for each of the relevant types of affect. See the revised Table 14 below.
Table 14

Summary of how different theories predict affect will impact sharing, with findings from the current research program included in italics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Self-Oriented Positive Affect</th>
<th>Self-Oriented Negative Affect</th>
<th>Other-Oriented Positive Affect</th>
<th>Other-Oriented Negative Affect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative State Relief</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>Not Tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic Contingency</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>Not Tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood Maintenance</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>Not Tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus of Attention</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>Not Tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathic Approach/Avoidance</td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>No Difference</td>
<td>Not Tested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings from the current program of research do not lend empirical support for the theories outlined above. Study 1 examined how other-oriented positive affect impacts children’s sharing behaviour in comparison to a neutral control. The hedonic contingency (Wegener & Petty, 1994), mood maintenance (Isen & Simmonds, 1978), and empathic approach/avoidance (Andreychik & Lewis, 2017) theories would predict that this form of positive affect would increase sharing behaviour. However, the focus of attention theory (Rosenhan et al., 1981), would predict that other-oriented positive affect would decrease children’s sharing behaviour. However, we found no difference in cost and no-cost sharing between children who watched another child experiencing positive or neutral affect. Therefore, our findings do not lend support to any of these theories.
Study 2 examined how both self-oriented positive and negative affect impact children’s sharing behaviour. The hedonic contingency (Wegener & Petty, 1994) and mood maintenance (Isen & Simmonds, 1978) theories would predict that this form of positive affect would also increase sharing behaviour. However, the negative state relief theory (Cialdini et al., 1973) would predict that if an individual is already experiencing self-oriented positive affect then they would have no need to engage in prosocial behaviour to ameliorate their affective state. On the other hand, the focus of attention theory (Rosenhan et al., 1981) would predict that self-oriented positive affect would increase sharing behaviour, whereas self-oriented negative affect would decrease children’s sharing. As noted above, the negative state relief theory (Cialdini et al., 1973) would also predict that self-oriented negative affect would increase children’s sharing. Unfortunately, we found no difference in cost and no-cost sharing between these two groups. Therefore, our findings do not lend support to any of these theories.

Recall that the mood maintenance theory postulates that when individuals are already experiencing positive affect, they tend to engage in prosocial behaviour to continue experiencing further positive affect, but only if they perceive the prosocial behaviour as pleasant (Isen & Simmonds, 1978). It is possible that children in Studies 1 and 2 did not perceive the sharing as intrinsically rewarding, and so did not believe that this would help to maintain or increase their positive affect.

Consistent with previous child studies (Aknin et al. 2012b; Aknin et al., 2015a), Study 3 found that children displayed more positive affect when engaging in active sharing with a personal cost than when passively observing sharing or simply receiving rewards. Interestingly, the one significant correlation between children’s affect and their
sharing behaviour indicated that children with lower self-reported affect before taking part in the RAT shared more. This is consistent with the negative state relief theory (Cialdini et al., 1973), which suggests that individuals may engage in prosocial behaviour as a means to ameliorate their negative affective state.

**Clinical Implications**

Accumulating research suggests there may be a bidirectional feedback loop in which sharing leads to greater positive affect and higher self-oriented positive affect leads to increased generosity in both adults and children (Aknin et al., 2012a). However, findings from the current program of research do not support these relations in children. If a bidirectional association between self-oriented positive affect and sharing exists in adults, then it might be possible to intervene at either point to increase prosocial behaviour or to increase feelings of positive affect. However, the interrelations between these variables in childhood remain unclear. In this subsection, both the affective benefits of increasing prosocial behaviour, and the prosocial benefits of increasing self-oriented positive affect are explored, followed by a brief consideration of this work for specific clinical populations in psychology.

There may be important affective benefits of increasing prosocial behaviour in adults. Lyubomirsky et al. (2005) suggest happiness is determined by three major factors, including genetics and circumstances that may be beyond our control, as well as activities that we may be able to choose to engage in more frequently. Specifically, they suggest that cognitive, behavioural, and volitional activities may help to increase well-being and they propose different interventions to accomplish this, such as engaging in acts of kindness or practicing grateful thinking. If engaging in prosocial behaviour presents a
means of increasing positive affect, this could have important implications for individuals suffering from low mood, as increasing their frequency of generous behaviour may help to increase their feelings of happiness, at least temporarily. Research suggests that positive affect may enhance both physical and mental health in adults (e.g., Fredrickson & Joiner, 2002; Fredrickson & Losada, 2005). Emerging research with 9- to 11-year-old children also suggests that encouraging them to engage in acts of kindness over time can increase their well-being and peer acceptance (Layous, Nelson, Oberle, Schonert-Reichl, & Lyubomirsky, 2012). Further research is required to understand the potential implications of engaging in prosocial behaviour for children’s long-term well-being.

Consistent with previous child studies (i.e., Aknin et al. 2012b; Aknin et al., 2015a), this program of research found that children who engaged in active sharing showed higher rates of positive affect than children who passively observed sharing or passively received the same material rewards. It is possible that these differences in expressions of positive affect are related to higher degrees of social engagement. However, given the potential affective benefits that could be gained from engaging in voluntary prosocial behaviour, caregivers may be interested in working to increase such behaviours in children. However, it may be important for caregivers to think about how they reinforce children’s prosocial behaviour because it is theorized that receiving an extrinsic reward (e.g., a treat or toy) for engaging in intrinsically rewarding behaviour may lead to an ‘over-justification effect’ (Lepper, Greene, & Nisbett, 1973). Ironically, incentivizing prosocial behaviour may decrease the affective benefits and lead to a decrease in prosocial behaviour in children (e.g., Eisenberg, Wolchik, Goldberg, & Engel, 1992; Warneken & Tomasello, 2008). Within the field of economics, Frey and
Jegen (2001) refer to the tendency for extrinsic incentives such as monetary rewards to decrease intrinsic incentives and reduce prosocial behaviour as the ‘motivational crowding-out effect’. Therefore, attention should be paid to this when attempting to promote increases in prosocial behaviour.

On the other hand, there may be important prosocial benefits to increasing self-oriented positive affect. The current program of research did not find evidence for strong relations between self-oriented positive affect and sharing in children; however, previous research suggests self-oriented positive affect can lead to increased prosocial behaviour in both children (e.g., Barnett & Bryan, 1974; Barnett et al., 1979; Isen, Horn, & Rosen, 1973; Moore et al., 1973; Rosenhan et al., 1974; Underwood et al., 1977) and adults (e.g., Aderman, 1972; Isen, 1970; Isen, Clark, & Schwartz, 1976; Isen & Levin, 1972; Manucia, Baumann, & Cialdini, 1984; O’Malley & Andrews, 1983; Veitch, de Wood, & Bosko, 1977). If increasing self-oriented positive affect presents a means of increasing prosocial behaviour, this could have important implications for individuals who are experiencing conduct problems or low levels of prosocial behaviour toward their peers. As Light et al. (2015) suggest, interventions could be developed at both the individual or societal level to promote both self-oriented positive affect and generosity. Emerging research suggests interventions can been used to increase prosocial behaviour and have found this results in increased positive affect or wellbeing in adults (e.g., Otake, Shimai, Tanaka-Matsumi, Otsui, & Fredrickson, 2006). Similarly, Sweet and Johnson (1990) found Meditation-Enhanced Empathy Training (MEET) may be used to increase empathy in an adult clinical population. Research by Jones, Greenberg, and Crowley (2015)
suggests that there may be a link between early social-emotional functioning and later adult health outcomes, so this may have important implications for early development.

Social and emotional learning in elementary classrooms is increasing; however, many interventions focus on decreasing negative behaviours (e.g., aggression and violence) and few focus on increasing prosocial behaviours (e.g., sharing and helping). An example of an intervention meant to increase everyday prosocial behaviours is the *Random Acts of Kindness* program (which was founded in Colorado in 2000). This intervention has been recently empirically evaluated, and can be found by visiting the website [www.randomactsofkindness.org](http://www.randomactsofkindness.org).

Anik, Aknin, Dunn, and Norton (2015) caution that trying to encourage prosocial behaviour by informing people of the potential affective benefits of sharing may inadvertently have the opposite effect. However, previous research by Benson and Catt (1978) suggests that informing adults that sharing can increase their positive affect resulted in increased donations compared to suggesting it was their social responsibility, especially when the charitable cause involved a negative condition beyond the recipient’s control (e.g., environmental disaster or hereditary illness). Additionally, recent research suggests preschoolers can identify that sharing would lead to more positive emotions and that not engaging in sharing would lead to more negative emotions, and that these ratings predicted their subsequent sharing behaviour (Paulus & Moore, 2017). Whereas, other research suggests most adults have the false belief that spending money on others results in less positive affect than spending on themselves (Dunn et al., 2008), unless they think about the abstract, as opposed to concrete, aspects of sharing (Aknin, Van Boven, and Johnson-Graham, 2015b). It is possible that educating people about this commonly held
false belief might change the way they conceptualize sharing with a personal cost and
detract from the affective benefits of this prosocial behaviour. However, Aknin et al.
(2015b) found that increasing adults’ awareness of the potential affective benefits of
sharing did not appear to decrease this effect, at least in the short-term.

Finally, the current program of research did not find evidence for strong relations
between other-oriented positive empathy and sharing behaviour in children. Although
there are some mixed findings in the literature, some research suggests that other-oriented
positive affect can decrease prosocial behaviour (Barnett et al., 1979; Rosenhan et al.,
1981; Thompson et al., 1980). Therefore, attempting to manipulate positive empathy in
particular may require special considerations. In fact, Bloom (2016) argued that empathy
is not always helpful and can lead us astray from rational deliberation and cause more
harm than good. Zaki and Cikara (2015) highlight that increased empathy does not
always lead to increased prosocial behaviour, and suggested that interventions designed
to increase prosocial behaviour may be more successful if they also focus on equity
instead of simply focusing on empathy. On the other hand, across a series of experimental
studies, Reis et al. (2010) found that responding with positive empathy had a positive
impact on social relationships with both close contacts and strangers. Therefore, it may
be beneficial to increase empathy as a means of increasing social connectivity, even if
this does not increase prosocial behaviour in children. Interestingly, adults who donated
money to a charity experienced more positive affect when they gave the donation directly
to a peer associated with the charity and got to observe their positive reaction (Aknin,
Dunn, Sandstrom, & Norton, 2013b), highlighting the importance of social connection in
the interrelation between sharing and positive empathy.
The benefits of generally increasing both positive affect and prosocial behaviour may seem obvious, but accumulating evidence suggests there may be a myriad of benefits to increasing self-oriented positive affect, beyond simply ‘feeling good’. Fredrickson (2004) highlights the benefits of positive affect, using the *broaden and build theory*, which suggests various positive emotions may facilitate our engagement with our social environment and help us build our personal resources. This work may have important clinical implications for individuals with certain disorders which impact their ability to empathize with others. For example, people with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) may struggle to interpret the thoughts, feelings, and actions of other people, which may make it difficult to empathize with their emotions (Baron-Cohen, 2009). This might make it difficult for individuals with ASD to gain affective benefits from the interrelations between sharing and positive empathy. Future research could examine if individuals with ASD respond differentially to these tasks than those without ASD in order to examine this question further.

**Limitations**

Overall, this program of research provided well-controlled investigations of the basic relations between positive affect and sharing in children from multiple perspectives. However, there are some important limitations shared by all three studies which require further discussion. Specifically, there are critical limitations related to the areas of sharing behaviour, positive affect, study design, and participant demographics, which will be discussed in turn below.
Sharing

All three studies included in this dissertation used a RAT to quantify children’s sharing behaviour. There are important limitations related to the RAT that should be considered, including the nature of the sharing partners, the rewards (i.e., stickers), and the ecological validity of the task.

In the three studies included in this dissertation, 5- and 6-year-olds made decisions about how to allocate resources between themselves and a previously unknown sharing partner who was not present. Although previous research has found that children will share differentially with sharing partners who are not present (e.g., Sparks et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2014), this may have impacted our findings. Moore (2009) found children engaged in similar levels of no-cost sharing with a friend and a stranger, but they engaged in less costly sharing with a stranger. In Studies 1 and 2, children showed the same pattern of sharing as that shown in Moore (2009) in the stranger condition, in which children were more generous in no-cost than in cost sharing trials; therefore, children may have conceptualized their sharing partners as a stranger.

Although the sharing partners used in Study 2 were matched to the participant’s sex, the sharing partners used in Studies 1 and 3 were always a female child. This may have led to different impacts on the male and female participants, although the number of boys and girls was evenly distributed across the two orders and co-varying out sex did not significantly change the analyses.
All three of these studies used stickers as a reward, which may not appeal to all children. We have some anecdotal evidence that stickers may be valued by many of the 5- and 6-year-old children included in this research. Specifically, in the practice trial at the beginning of all the RATs, we asked children if they wanted 1 or 2 stickers for themselves. Most children (~80%) elected to receive 2 stickers as opposed to 1 sticker, suggesting they preferred to receive more of these rewards. Additionally, all children chose to take their stickers home with them at the end of each of the three studies, suggesting they were interested in keeping these rewards. This practice trial administered as part of the RAT could also be a measure of something else, such as a desire for fairness. For example, when asked if they wanted 1 or 2 stickers for themselves, some children said they only wanted 1 sticker and asked if their sharing partner could have a sticker as well (although this request was not granted). At the end of the study, some children commented that they shared every time so both they and their sharing partner could have the same number of stickers; however, a few children noted that the distribution of resources was not perfectly even because they got an extra sticker at the beginning. Other commonly-used rewards for children, such as candy or toys, could be employed in future research, which might result in different sharing behaviour.

Finally, it is unclear if the results we obtained using the RAT in an experimental setting would generalize to real-world environments. Studies 1 and 2 found ceiling effects for the no-cost sharing data since children had no deterrent to share with their partner when there was no cost to do so. These studies also found both ceiling and floor effects for cost sharing data, as some children shared every time regardless of trial-type (contributing to a ceiling effect), whereas other children shared in the no-cost trials but
did not share in the cost trials (contributing to a floor effect). In real-world contexts, it is unlikely that children would frequently be presented with opportunities to make numerous sharing decisions in a row, as they were in the RAT. Children likely experience much more complex sharing situations in everyday life. Therefore, it is unclear if considerations such as children’s own positive affect, or the positive affect of another child, might impact their choices to share in the real world. In the future, more realistic sharing situations could be used to study this more naturally in children (e.g., using observation in schools or daycares). The ecological validity of our findings is limited, as children are more likely to be involved in much more complex sharing situations involving present peers or siblings with whom they have preexisting social relationships.

**Affect**

One of the greatest limitations of this program of research is the difficulty clearly operationally defining and measuring affect in general and positive affect in particular. As outlined in the general introduction, there are likely many different types of positive affect, and it may be difficult to distinguish between them, especially in children. It may also be difficult to distinguish between positive affect and other emotions, as feelings can be complex and labile. Since our affective states may be partially internally felt and externally expressed, it can be challenging to decipher what a child might be feeling. Two of the most common ways to assess this are by asking the individual to report their own feelings or trying to ascertain how they might feel through behavioural observations; however, both these approaches may be limited and biased. Eisenberg and Fabes (1990) review the relative benefits of self-report, facial affect, and physiological data as measures of affect and find they may all be useful indices.
Affect was measured using a modified version of McGrath et al.’s (1985) FAS in each of the three studies. We found both ceiling and floor effects in which children tended to pick extremely positive or negative values on the FAS. It seemed that they tended to polarize their affect ratings as either positive or negative and rarely selected more neutral ratings. Children’s tendency to polarize their affect ratings may have contributed to difficulties with our data analysis, as the FAS data tended to be either positively or negatively skewed. This also likely accounted for some of our null results. Specifically, in Study 1 children had some difficulty differentiating between another character’s positive and neutral affect as expressed in a video, especially when they saw the neutral video first. Unless given other information as a means of comparison (e.g., children rated the character’s affect less positively in the neutral condition if they had first seen the positive condition), children tended to make ceiling-high positive ratings on the scale as a default. Although we found a significant difference between children’s affect ratings of the character in the video, the experimental manipulation did not impact their own highly positive affect ratings. Similarly, in Study 3, children rated their own affect as highly positive after the RAT across all three conditions. This made it challenging to differentiate between subtle variations in children’s affective experiences, which were more apparent based on the coding of their facial expressions.

Additionally, although a large body of previous research has examined facial expressions of emotion (e.g., Aknin et al., 2012b; Ekman et al., 1980; Ekman et al., 1990; Ekman et al., 1978; Ekman & Friesen, 1982; Oster, 2006), there are still problems with subjectivity when it comes to reliably assessing positive affect by observing the human face. We used Aknin et al.’s (2012b) coding scheme to measure children’s positive affect.
in all three studies, as either a primary measure of interest or a manipulation check. Our inter-rater agreement was not as high as that reported by Aknin et al., in which they achieved $\alpha = .92$ and we achieved $\alpha = .82$ in Study 3. Although it was still relatively reliable, the coders reported some ambiguity while making judgements about the children’s displays of facial affect while coding the videos, especially when children’s facial affect was highly variable within a single trial (e.g., if they showed both negative and positive affect).

The coding of facial expressions of emotion can be subjective to measure and also difficult to interpret. Ekman and Friesen (1982) explained that although smiling can often be clearly identified, it can be challenging to interpret since there are different types of smiles, including ‘felt smiles’, ‘false smiles’, and ‘miserable smiles’ which all convey different meanings. These different types of smiles may reinforce the notion that facial expressions might be a way to express internal emotions or they can also be used as a method of social communication. More recent work by Platt, Hofmann, Ruch, and Proyer (2013) suggests adults’ expressions of positive affect differed based on if they feared being laughed at by others. We may be able to control our expressions of positive affect based on external social pressure and either enhance or repress expressions of positive affect. This makes it difficult to reliably infer someone’s internal affective experience based on their external affective behaviours.

**Study Design**

Studies 1 and 2 used mixed between- and within-subjects designs, whereas Study 3 was a within-subjects design that used yoking to match participants. There are pros and cons to both these approaches. Originally it was hoped that using mixed between- and
within-subjects designs would help to increase our power, but the addition of different orders complicated our interpretation of the data, especially when we found three-way interactions that are likely not replicable.

Study 3 was conducted within a laboratory setting, whereas Studies 1 and 2 were conducted in school settings. Testing in schools was much more efficient, so Studies 1 and 2 were conducted over a much shorter period of time, which may have increased the experimenter’s internal consistency. However, Study 3 was conducted in a single laboratory setting (as opposed to various school settings) that provided a better controlled environment and may have increased the study’s internal consistency.

Studies 1 and 2 drew from rural populations, whereas Study 3 relied on an urban sample of volunteers. Both these groups of children were predominantly Caucasian and there was slightly more diversity in the participants seen in Study 3. Studies 1 and 2 were conducted in school settings, whereas Study 3 was conducted in a laboratory setting. Children in the laboratory setting were often accompanied by their parents, which could have impacted their responses to questions. On the contrary, children seen in schools may have felt that they were supposed to be more obedient or supply ‘correct’ answers within that educational context, although all children were assured that there are no right or wrong answers to any of the study questions.

Since Studies 1 and 2 were conducted in a school setting, they required much less commitment on the part of the parents, as they only had to sign and return the consent form to their child’s school. Parents in Study 3 had to take time to come into the laboratory with their child. This could have resulted in differences between the two
participant populations. The children seen in Studies 1 and 2 likely characterize a more representative sample of the population.

**Participant Demographics**

The characteristics of our participants, such as age and cultural background, are important to consider. Participants in all three of these studies were limited in that they were a relatively homogeneous group composed of predominantly Caucasian, English-speaking children. Subsequent studies could include demographic questions about children’s ethnic background and their parents’ socioeconomic status, as these factors could potentially impact their performance on these tasks.

All children included in this research were 5 or 6 years of age. It is important to highlight that children develop different skills over time, based on developmental stages as opposed to specific chronological ages (Moore, 2006). However, this age-group was selected because previous research suggests younger 3- and 4-year-old children tend to behave more selfishly, whereas older 7- and 8-year-old children behave more fairly (Fehr et al., 2008). We hoped that this middle age-group would show more flexibility in their sharing behaviour and that their resource allocations might be more sensitive to experimental manipulations. However, it is possible that children in this age-group may have been less sensitive to the manipulations, since previous research has found that some experimental manipulations are not as successful with younger than older children. For example, Barnett and Bryan (1974) found a competition with feedback manipulation impacted the sharing behaviour of grade 5 boys (approximately 10-11 years of age) but not grade 2 boys (approximately 8 to 9 years). Therefore, extending the age range to look at developmental changes over time may have been more informative.
Directions for Future Research

This dissertation provides a succinct examination of some of the basic relations between positive affect and sharing behaviour in children. However, there is much more research to be conducted in this area. Some ideas for future research projects are proposed below, including investigating different types of positive affect, other motivations for sharing, potential developmental changes in relations between positive affect and sharing, as well as interdisciplinary and qualitative research.

As noted in the general introduction, a variety of emotions may fall under the umbrella term ‘positive affect’ beyond happiness, such as awe, hopefulness, pride, admiration, and gratitude. This program of research took a generalized view of positive affect as a starting point from which to investigate these phenomena in children. Previous research with adults suggests certain types of positive affect related to elation and awe predict increased prosocial behaviour, whereas general amusement or happiness may not (Piff et al., 2015; Schnall et al., 2010). Future research could examine more specifically if there are differences between these diverse positive emotions in children.

Both the negative state relief theory (Cialdini et al., 1973) and the hedonic contingency theory (Wegener & Petty, 1994) generally suggest that people are motivated to engage in prosocial behaviour if they expect it will result in an affective benefit, either to decrease negative affect or further increase positive affect. Therefore, we expected that children in all three studies would engage in sharing behaviour to gain an affective benefit from acting prosocially. However, this assumes that children would find the sharing task intrinsically rewarding. Recall that Dunn et al. (2008) found most adults erroneously believed that spending money on themselves would make them happier than
spending money on someone else. However, Aknin et al. (2015b) found when adults thought about the abstract, as opposed to concrete, aspects of prosocial behaviour they predicted that engaging in such prosocial behaviour would lead to greater positive affect. On the other hand, preschoolers were able to identify that sharing would lead to more positive emotions and that not engaging in sharing would lead to more negative emotions, and these ratings predicted their subsequent sharing behaviour (Paulus & Moore, 2017).

It would have been interesting to look at subgroups of children across Studies 1, 2, and 3 who shared more or less to see if they either kept more for themselves or gave more stickers away due to a desire to increase their own positive affect. It is possible that there were two subgroups of children acting in different ways, which could have washed out some of our effects. Asking children a question about their motives for sharing might have revealed insight into their behaviour on the RATs. It would be interesting if a response to a question such as “What do you think would make you happier: getting stickers for yourself or giving stickers to another child?” was correlated with children’s actual behaviour on the RAT.

Another avenue for future research is examining the interactions between various motivations for prosocial behaviour, including social recognition and future reciprocity (see Bekkers & Wiepking, 2011; Martin & Olson, 2015 for reviews). Martin and Olson (2015) underscore that a theory which suggests affective benefits may motivate prosocial behaviour, does not replace other explanations for why we act generously. In fact, they explain that affective benefits may even promote other intrinsic or extrinsic motivations to engage in prosocial behaviour. Although our real-world sharing experiences are likely driven by a complex interplay between a multitude of variables, these phenomena have
generally been studied in isolation to produce clear scientific research studies. However, larger-scale multi-variable research in real-world contexts may be able to address interrelations between some of these different variables to better understand our rich social worlds.

This program of research focused on relations between positive affect and sharing in 5- and 6-year-old children. As outlined previously, this narrow age range was selected to examine relations between these variables during a specific window of development when children might be more flexible in their sharing behaviour (Fehr et al., 2008). We first hoped to establish evidence for relations between these variables at one point in childhood before examining any potential developmental progression in these relations. Since children did not show the same associations between positive affect and sharing that have been documented in adults, this may suggest that such relations develop at later developmental stages. Future research could examine if there are changes in these relations over time, as it is possible that younger or older children might respond differently to the experimental manipulations than the 5- and 6-year-olds. It would also be helpful to extend the same research methods to adult populations to observe if the lack of a finding (i.e., null results) we observed in 5- and 6-year-olds might be due to methodological weaknesses or if children may not exhibit the same relations between positive affect and sharing that are observed in adults. If so, it would be interesting to examine when these relations evolve and what factors may be involved in their development and maintenance.
Moving forward, it would be helpful to unite the disparate fields that study questions related to happiness and generosity, such as psychology, philosophy, and economics. Future research could stimulate interdisciplinary connections to unite these fields, as game theory did (see Gummerum, Hanoch, & Keller, 2008 for a review).

Research examining interrelations between positive affect and sharing are interesting and important in our society. Although concepts of positive affect and prosocial behaviour can be challenging to operationally define and empirically measure, there is an ongoing interest in understanding these phenomena. Other research approaches such as qualitative methods could be used to examine some of these concepts from a more holistic point of view. Although such investigations have their limitations, they may provide further insight into these complex interrelations from a first-person perspective.

**Conclusions**

This dissertation included three different ways to look at relations between positive affect and sharing in young children, including investigating how both other-oriented and self-oriented positive affect might impact children’s subsequent sharing behaviour, and if there is an affective benefit associated with sharing in early childhood. The three studies included in this body of work focused on either other-oriented positive affect, self-oriented positive affect, or sharing behaviour as a starting point and we then examined how these primary variables impacted the other related variables in the model. See Figure 1 above for a visual summary of the interrelations between these three variables.
Sharing behaviour likely involves a complex process, which may be influenced by different affective motivations, along with other intrinsic and extrinsic motives. Emerging research also suggests that humans may be hardwired to engage in prosocial behaviour (Pfaff & Sherman, 2015). Therefore, there is likely a complex interplay between nature and nurture here, in which children may have a biological predisposition to find sharing inherently rewarding, and they may also be socialized to associate this prosocial behaviour with both extrinsic and intrinsic rewards such as positive affect. Aknin et al. (2012b) theorized that we likely evolved over time to experience affective benefits of sharing. Such affective benefits of sharing, especially when a personal cost is involved, may help to positively reinforce prosocial behaviours that require personal sacrifice. This explanation does not necessarily rule out other motivations to engage in prosocial behaviour, such as altruistic motivations (e.g., Batson & Shaw, 1991; Stocks et al., 2009). However, it may provide further intrinsic motivation to maintain this highly valued social behaviour.

The current dissertation examined various interrelations between sharing, self-oriented positive affect, and other-oriented positive empathy. The studies in this program of research did not lend much empirical support for relations between positive affect and sharing in children. However, further research should be considered in order to elucidate the complex interplay between these variables, in order to help us further understand the interrelations between positive affect and sharing in early child development.
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